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Voice and Reflexives in Balinese 

 

I Nyoman Udayana, Ph.D. 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2013 

 

Supervisors: Stephen Wechsler and John Beavers 

 

 

This dissertation describes the voice system of Balinese, covering the two passives (the 

ka- and -a passives) and middle voice constructions, as well as reflexives, covering 

clause-bounded reflexives and long-distance reflexives which also serve as logophoric 

pronouns.  

Passives in Balinese have the following properties. The -a and ka- passives are 

subject to volitionality conditions: -a passives are volitional passives while ka- passives 

are typically non-volitional passives. Ka- passives are also sensitive to social variables, 

being preferred over -a passives in high register discourse. Finally, only the -a passive 

can be used in imperatives. As for Balinese middles, previous studies only give a 

descriptive account of their intransitive properties. This study presents a unified account 

of Balinese middles. They are classified according to the adicity of the base predicate to 

which the middle affix attaches. Specifically, they are divided into monadic and dyadic 

middles. Middles with dyadic base predicates exhibit a syntax-semantics mismatch, 

wherein they are syntactically monadic (i.e. having one argument) but semantically 

dyadic (i.e. having two arguments).  



 viii 

Clause-bounded reflexives consist of simple and complex reflexives. This study 

offers a comprehensive account of simple reflexives, wherein they must be right-adjacent 

objects of high transitive verbs, while complex reflexives have no such constraints. The 

present study also offers binding rules regulating the two kinds of reflexives. Simple 

reflexives must be locally a-bound (bound by a co-argument within the same nucleus), 

while complex reflexives must be locally a-bound or else long-distance l-bound 

(logophorically bound). Logophoric binding is local with respect to the logophoric 

structure: in an embedded report of a report, a logophoric pronoun must be bound by the 

most immediate source. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

This dissertation investigates voice and reflexives in Balinese. It gives a comprehensive 

account of all the reflexive forms in Balinese. It explores the types of NPs that occur in 

postverbal position in objective-voice (OV) clauses containing unmarked verbs. It gives a 

unified (syntactic and semantic) account of Balinese middle voice constructions. 

Balinese belongs to the western branch of the Austronesian family, also known as 

the Malayo-Polynesian languages (Blust 1977, cited in Ross 2002). It is spoken by more 

than three and a half million people on the island of Bali and Nusa Penida alone 

according to the 2010 census. It is also spoken widely in other parts of Indonesia, namely, 

in the western part of Lombok, eastern part of Java and transmigration areas such as those 

in South Sumatra and in Central Sulawesi.  

The goal of this dissertation is to expand our knowledge of Balinese voice and 

reflexive system within the field of Austronesian linguistics. For middle voice marking in 

Balinese, it can be said that the language is more fluid in adopting a middle voice 

category in its verbal system. This is evidenced by the fact that all cross-linguistic 

phenomena that relate to middles including the English-style middle constructions end up 

having ma- forms in Balinese, similar to Indonesian with its ber- forms. The ma- forms 

cannot only be thought of as signaling the intransitive version of the active forms (N- 

forms), as they used to be analyzed in Balinese linguistics and also perhaps within the 

Austronesian family of languages in general. The discussion of ma- forms also targets 
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theoretical linguists. Kemmer’s (1993) discussion of middles is limited to the ones which 

are semantically like reflexives, but middles in Balinese cover more ground than just 

Kemmer’s situation types, which can be non-reflexive in nature. For reflexives, long 

distance reflexives have logophoric uses in Balinese on a par with reflexives in languages 

such as Japanese and Icelandic. Typologically, it remains to be seen whether languages 

within the Austronesian world in general also have their logophoric uses.  

 This chapter is devoted to dealing with Balinese syntax in brief, previous studies 

of Balinese, the aim of the present study, the data of the study, and the dissertation 

outlines. 

1.1. BALINESE SYNTAX 

Balinese is not a case-marking language. It does not have verbal markings to signal 

grammatical agreement or tense either, but it has a relatively rich morphology to mark 

valence-changing operations. In what follows, I will give a brief background on Balinese 

syntax, focusing on its typology of having a basic SVO constituent order, a valence-

changing operation having to do with applicativization, and the basic word order of 

lexical categories. 

Balinese is an SVO language. Thus, in unmarked constructions, the subject of a 

clause comes in a preverbal position. For example, I meme ‘mother’ and nasi ‘rice’ 

respectively serve as subjects of the clauses in (1a) and (1b). The verb in (1a) is marked 

by a homorganic nasal prefix and the subject must be an agent, so this verb is glossed as 

agentive-voice (AV). Sentence (1b) has the same propositional content as (1a), the 
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difference being that the verb of (1b) is zero-marked and its subject is identical to the 

patient argument, which occupies the object position in (1a). Its verb is therefore glossed 

as objective-voice (OV) (Wechsler and Arka 1998, Arka 1998, 2003a).  

(1) a. I meme meli nasi. 

 ART mother AV.buy rice 

 ‘Mother bought rice.’ 

 b. Nasi beli I meme. 

 rice OV.buy ART mother 

 ‘Mother bought rice.’ 

 

Like the subject of a transitive verb, the subject of an intransitive verb also comes 

before the verb, as in (2a-b). 

(2) a. Ia pules. 

 3 OV.sleep 

 ‘(S)he slept.’ 

 b. I Ketut malaib. 

 ART name MV.run 

 ‘I Ketut ran.’ 

 

The verb pules ‘sleep’ is unmarked. Thus it is also glossed as OV in the same way as a 

transitive verb in (1b) above. The verb in (1b) is glossed as middle voice (MV) because it 

has a pattern similar to a construction in other middle-marking languages. 

The verbs meli ‘buy’ and pules ‘sleep’, which respectively represent a two-

participant and a one-participant predicate, can have a different morphological marking if 

each of them undergoes an increase in valence.  

(3) a. I meme meli nasi  sig anak-e ento. 

 ART mother  AV.buy rice at person-DEF that 

 ‘Mother bought rice from that person.’ 
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 b. I  meme meli-in anak-e ento nasi. 

 ART mother AV.buy-APPL person-DEF that rice 

 ‘Mother bought rice from that person.’ 

 

Note that the PP marked by the preposition sig ‘at’ is an adjunct. When the object of the 

preposition is mapped onto the object of the clause, the verb meli ‘buy’ takes the 

applicative affix –in. The same is true for the verb pules ‘sleep’ below; it takes the 

applicative affix –in when the object of the preposition di ‘at’ is applied as a core 

argument.  

(4) a. Ia pules di kursi-e ento. 

 3 OV.sleep at chair-DEF that 

 ‘(S)he slept on the chair.’ 

 b. Ia mules-in kursi-e ento 

 3 AV.sleep-APPL chair-DEF that 

 ‘(S)he slept on the chair.’ 

 

Let us now turn to word order. Word order that has to do with lexical categories 

(adjective phrase (AP), noun phrase (NP), adverb phrase (ADVP), and prepositional 

phrase (PP)) is always head-initial except for the determiner phrase (DP), as illustrated 

below. Note also that words that fall into the category of adjective or adverb are not 

distinguished by means of morphology but rather by their semantics, but their category is 

often syntactically distinguished; the one that can modify a noun must be an adjective 

(e.g. anak sugih ‘a rich person’) but the one which cannot modify a noun must be an 

adverb (*anak biasa ‘a frequently man’ unless biasa has an adjective use which means 

‘ordinary’ as in anak biasa ‘an ordinary man’).  
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(5) a. panes pesan (AP) 

 hot very 

 ‘very hot’ 

 b. anak sugih (NP) 

 person rich 

 ‘a rich person’ 

 c. biasa pesan (ADVP) 

 frequently very 

 ‘very frequently’ 

 d. uli Tabanan (PP) 

 from Tabanan 

 ‘from Tabanan’ 

 e. anak-e ento (DP) 

 person-DEF that 

 ‘that person’ 

1.2 PREVIOUS STUDIES OF BALINESE 

There have been numerous studies of Balinese (morpho)syntax, including Hunter (1988), 

Beratha (1994), Artawa (1994), Clyne (1995), Pastika (1999), and Arka (1998, 2003a). In 

the following, I describe the main claim of each of these studies. 

Hunter (1988) focuses on Modern Balinese by looking at its interconnection with 

Old Javanese.1 His study also concerns some morphosyntactic aspects of Balinese. He 

observes that Balinese has two passives (-a and ka- passives) and suggests that the ka- 

passive was borrowed from Old Javanese. He goes on to claim that the Balinese ka- 

passive bears some resemblance to the Old Javanese ka- passive, where its non-volitional 

property is retained in Modern Balinese. With respect to the ma- form, he suggests that 

                                                 
1 Modern Balinese includes Balinese of Sembiran dialect spoken in Buleleng regency discussed by Sedeng 

(2007) in his Ph.D thesis. 
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Balinese ma- prefix is a marker for middle voice and argues that a ma- form whose single 

argument is a patient has a passive interpretation.  

Beratha (1994) deals with the development of Modern Balinese, similar to Hunter 

(1988) but connecting her study only to Old Javanese and Old Balinese inscriptions. In 

addition, she focuses more on the morphological aspects of Modern Balinese, which she 

divides into two main dialects: Standard Balinese, which is also referred to as Lowland 

Balinese since it is spoken in lowland areas, and Mountain Balinese, which is spoken by 

Balinese living in mountainous areas and those living on the island of Nusa Penida. She 

further claims that Mountain Balinese has a closer relationship to Old Balinese than to 

Standard Balinese based on the fact that most of the basic features of Old Balinese are 

better preserved in Mountain Balinese than in Lowland Balinese.  

Artawa (1994) is concerned with Balinese syntax, arguing that Balinese exhibits 

syntactic ergativity. He supports his claims that Balinese has two transitives. Using the 

terminology of Dixon (1972) -- A (the subject of a transitive verb), S (the subject of an 

intransitive verb), and O (the object of a transitive verb) -- he claims that Balinese is 

syntactically ergative based on evidence that the O argument of a zero-marked transitive 

predicate is treated equally to the single argument (S) of a one-participant predicate. He 

claims that a transitive with O-focus is more basic than with A-focus. He also includes 

some reflexive constructions in his study to provide evidence that the existence of a 

reflexive can be used to diagnose the existence of a subject (subjecthood), which can bind 

a reflexive. 
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Clyne’s (1995) study on Balinese focuses on phonology and morphosyntax based 

on the dialect of Singaraja. On the morphosyntactic parts of the study, one important 

claim that he makes is that a postverbal bare N of the OV clause is a clitic/ incorporated 

item. Thus, it cannot occur in a separate syntactic constituent (either an NP or PP). His 

study also gives a descriptive account of ma- forms in Balinese. 

Pastika (1999) discusses the voice system in Balinese. Similar to Artawa’s study, 

he utilizes Dixon’s (1972) terminology A, S, and O for linking arguments associated with 

the voice system in Balinese. First, there are two transitive types marked distinctively on 

the verb, which he calls nasal transitive (NT) and zero transitive (ZT) respectively, 

comparable to AV and OV marking in the sense of Arka (1998, 2003a) and Wechsler and 

Arka (1998). Second, there is a passive voice marked by the verbal prefix ka-. He notes 

that the preverbal argument in these three constructions is a pivot equivalent to the notion 

of a surface subject, where in the NT, it has A as a pivot, and in ZT it is O serving as a 

pivot, in the ka- passive, it has S as a pivot. He claims that the choice between NT and ZT 

has to do with the topicality of O. ZT is usually used when O is highly topical, while NT 

is usually employed when O is not topical. Voice selection cannot predict the topicality 

of A because A, according to him, is commonly topical in transitive constructions. He 

goes on to claim that grounding in itself does not determine voice selection. The 

foregrounded clauses correlate with ZT clauses with a highly topical O because there is a 

tendency for the topical O’s of foregrounded clauses to get their topicality in such a way 

that O will assume the pivot status. 
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Arka (1998) and his dissertation-based work (Arka 2003a) are concerned with 

morphosyntax in Balinese. Arka (1998, 2003a), alongside Wechsler and Arka (1998), are 

milestones in the study of Balinese syntax which made it clear that a transitive 

construction in Balinese has two distinct voice markings on the verb: AV and OV 

marking. This helps us abandon the long-held claim in Balinese syntax as in the one 

found in Oka Granoka et al. (1985) that OV clauses are instances of passives. 

Furthermore Arka’s (1998, 2003a) study makes it clear that Balinese is a language 

exhibiting split intransitivity (Balinese used to be analyzed as a syntactically ergative 

language). Arka (1998, 2003a) and Wechsler and Arka (1998) were also the first 

theoretical works on Balinese which dealt with reflexivization, and solved the puzzling 

properties of the Balinese, namely reflexives in OV clauses, which cannot be handled by 

binding theories such as the “outrank” relation in LFG. The outrank relation relies on a 

grammatical function (GF) hierarchy. Under this view, only a GF which is higher in the 

thematic hierarchy can bind a reflexive. Thus the outrank relation can account for the 

binding situation in AV clauses where the GF related to an antecedent is higher in the 

hierarchy than the GF attributed to the anaphor. As we know, in OV clauses, the situation 

is the reverse; the reflexive anaphor always comes higher in the hierarchy than its 

targeted antecedent. Therefore, the outrank relation cannot handle the binding relation in 

OV clauses. Given these facts, Arka adopts the argument-structure-based binding theory, 

which is proposed by Manning (1994, 1996) and accounts for not only the binding 

relation in AV clauses but also the one in OV clauses. 
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Kardana (2004) focuses on reflexives and middle diathesis in Balinese. He claims 

that there are two kinds of reflexives in Balinese: simple and complex reflexives. He does 

not give any account of the binding properties of simple reflexives and their interactions 

with complex reflexives. He claims that Balinese possesses a clear notion of middle voice 

which is exhibited by ma- forms. He proposes that there is a syncretism between middles 

and reflexive constructions. Reflexives are referred to as periphrastic middles, ma- forms 

as morphological middles, and other constructions whose verbal forms have no middle- 

marking such as negak ‘sit’ are referred to as lexical middles.  

1.3 THE AIM OF THE PRESENT STUDY  

Balinese reflexives have been extensively discussed in Arka (1998, 2003a). The present 

study aims to have another look at Balinese reflexives which are not accounted for in 

previous studies. It has been observed that Balinese has simple and complex reflexives. 

The present study gives a unified account of all the reflexive forms including the special 

reflexive form used for OV-imperatives (simple reflexive + definite marker) by 

examining their interaction with verb meanings, extraposition, and their occurrence in 

causatives.  

The present study also aims to examine the kinds of NPs that occur as OV-agents 

of unmarked verbs and contrast their properties with NPs that occur in existential 

constructions. The (in)definiteness conditions on AV-agents and AV-patients are 

substantially discussed in Pastika (1999), but he does not address the issues of the 

indefiniteness restrictions on OV-agents. I argue that the indefiniteness conditions on 

OV-agents are syntactically determined whereas NPs that appear in existential 
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constructions, which are also subject to indefiniteness conditions, are instead 

semantically determined.  

A complex reflexive in Balinese has a logophoric use. However, reflexives and 

logophors have different binding relations. Reflexives are locally bound while logophors 

are long distance bound. The present study attempts to formulate different binding rules 

in accounting for these two pronouns.  

The present study gives a unified account of Balinese middles, which are not 

explored in previous studies. Adopting the analysis of Udayana (2012) and Udayana and 

Beavers (2013) on Indonesian middles, I argue that Balinese middles are syntactically 

intransitive, leading to the conclusion that they are not passives. In light of the base 

predicate, many Balinese middles exhibit a semantics-syntax mismatch (i.e. syntactically 

they have one argument, but semantically they have two arguments). I also argue that 

middles in Balinese are not reflexive syntactically nor need they be reflexive 

semantically, something that is surprising in light of Kemmer’s reflexive-based analysis 

of middles. The present study also argues that a middle can be stative, resultative, or 

eventive, or the combination of the first two, or of all three.  

1.3 DATA FOR THIS STUDY 

The data used for the dissertation are a combination of narrative texts and elicited 

sentences. The narrative texts were gleaned from Balinese folktales (story books) which 

are written by Balinese speakers; some text materials were also collected from Balinese 

articles found in the Bali Post newspaper. The elicited data were the majority. 

Acceptability judgments for the example expressions/sentences come partly from other 
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speakers of Balinese and partly my own native judgment. Since I am a native speaker of 

Balinese myself, I take the freedom of supplying the data for certain expressions that are 

not found in the text materials. The sentences/expressions obtained from text materials 

will be given a reference indicating their sources at the end of each example while those 

elicited will not. The Balinese examples used in this study represent mostly the dialect of 

the Tabanan regency where I come from.  

1.4 DISSERTATION OUTLINE 

Chapter 2 focuses on the voice system of Balinese. It has been observed that Balinese has 

a symmetrical transitive voice system: agentive voice (AV) and objective voice (OV). It 

also has a passive voice (Arka 1998, 2003a; Arka and Wechsler 1996, Wechsler and Arka 

1998) and a middle voice. The chapter introduces the syntacticized a-structure framework 

of Manning (1994, 1996) needed to handle the functional mapping of clauses involving 

the AV/OV alternations, and the other voices (passives and middles). 

I begin Chapter 3 by demonstrating that the OV-agents which appear with zero-

marked verbs are sensitive to the type of NP determined syntactically, allowing them to 

contain proper nouns, personal pronouns, bare nouns, and indefinite quantifiers. Then I 

deal with the semantics of the voice forms. I show that the -a passive is an instance of a 

volitional passive. The ka- passive, on the other hand, has three properties: (1) it is a 

“high passive”, which is preferred in high register contexts and in written language, (2) it 

has an involitional passive reading in declaratives, and (3) it cannot occur in OV 

imperatives, where volitionality is required. With respect to middles, I claim that, 

building on Kardana (2004) and Shibatani and Artawa (2007), Balinese has a middle 
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voice system marked by the ma- form, which is strictly intransitive, and canonical 

reflexive constructions in Balinese do not encode middles, unlike many other languages. 

Chapter 4 is concerned with the Balinese pronominal system. I show that Balinese 

has basic personal pronouns and personal pronouns which are derived from words 

meaning ‘body’. I demonstrate that reflexive and logophoric pronouns are also derived 

from words meaning ‘body’. Furthermore, I show that while Balinese does not have a 

reciprocal anaphor, reciprocality is coded by the adverbial saling ‘each other’ which 

cannot enter into a binding relationship in the same way as a reflexive anaphor. Chapter 4 

also focuses on binding theory (BT) in LFG, which I will use as a tool for accounting for 

reflexive binding. LFG has parallel levels of syntactic representation, mainly argument 

structure (a-structure), functional structure (f-structure), and constituent structure (c-

structure) (Bresnan 2001). Of these three structures, only the f-structure (the outrank 

relation) is commonly used for accounting for binding rrlations. However, in line with 

Arka (1998, 2003a), I adopt a syntacticized a-structure framework (Manning 1994, 1996; 

and Arka 1998, 2003a) to account for Balinese reflexive binding. 

Chapter 5 offers a unified account of all the available reflexive forms in Balinese. 

Balinese has two forms of reflexives: simple and complex reflexives. There is also a 

special form of reflexive (a simple reflexive + definite marker -e). These three forms of 

reflexives can be accounted for by investigating interactions with verb meanings, 

extraposition, AV/OV alternation, and causatives.  

Chapter 6 focuses on logophoricity. I show that Balinese long-distance reflexives 

can exhibit logophoricity. The types of verbs that license logophoric pronouns in 
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Balinese are the same as those found in “pure” logophoric languages. Nouns can also 

serve as logoporic licensers in Balinese. These nouns must be derived from verbs which 

are also logophoric licensers.  

Chapter 7 is the conclusion. I recap the main issues that emerge from the previous 

chapters. This chapter emphasizes that a-structure based binding theory can account for 

reflexive and logophoric bindings in Balinese. The chapter reiterates that monotransitive 

OV-agents are sensitive to indefiniteness constraints while OV-agents that appears with 

verbs which get marked via a morpholexical process are not subject to the constraint. I 

also reiterate that Balinese reflexives and middles are independent syntactic 

constructions.  
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Chapter 2 

The voice system of Balinese 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter focuses on voice systems in Balinese and how to model them using the 

parallel architecture of Lexical-Functional Grammar (LFG).  

Building on previous works, notably, Arka (1998, 2003a), Kardana (2004), and 

Shibatani and Artawa (2007), I show that Balinese has five voice markings. First, there 

are two transitive markings, agentive-voice (AV) and objective-voice (OV) (Arka 1998, 

2003a; Arka and Wechsler 1996; Wechsler and Arka 1998). Second, there are two voice 

markings for passives: ka- and -a. Third, Balinese also has a middle voice, signaled by 

the prefix ma-. The semantics of the voice systems is dealt with in Chapter 3. This 

chapter is concerned with how to map the clauses pertaining to the voice systems into 

their correct grammatical function (GF) assignments in the syntax.  

2.2. AGENTIVE AND OBJECTIVE VOICE 

Two distinct voices can be associated with transitives in Balinese.1 The verb with a nasal 

prefix is glossed as agentive voice (AV) while that containing no marking is glossed as 

objective-voice (OV) (Arka 1998, 2003a; Arka and Wechsler 1996; Wechsler and Arka 

1998). If the agentive voice verb is obstruent-initial, the obstruent is replaced with a nasal 

prefix homorganic with the obstruent as in (1a) or simply by a velar nasal prefix if the 

stem is sonorant-initial, as in (1b). The objective voice verb is unmarked and is identical 

                                                 
1 Intransitives are also AV or OV-marked; see Arka (1998, 2003a) for details 
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to the verb stem. This characteristic of transitivity is the same across the speech levels 

which are illustrated below. Example (1) is low language while (2) is high language.2 

These registers are commonly distinguished from each other by different lexical choices.3 

(1) a. Cang  nyemak baju ento.  (low register) 

 1 AV.take shirt that 

 ‘I took the shirt.’ 

 b. Baju ento jemak cang. 

 shirt that OV.take 1 

 ‘I took the shirt.’ 

(2) a. Titiang ngambil kuaca punika. (high register) 

 1 AV.take shirt that 

 ‘I took the shirt.’ 

 b. Kuaca punika ambil titiang. 

 shirt that OV.take 1 

 ‘I took the shirt.’ 

Note that these two pairs of clauses (i.e. the (1a) and (1b) clauses) are basically similar 

but have a different word order, that is, the second clause is the inverse version of the 

first.4 So, for the sake of simplicity, we can refer to the clauses containing verbs such as 

the ones in (1a) and (2a) as AV clauses and ones containing OV verbs as in (1b) and (2b) 

                                                 
2 Balinese basically has three speech levels: high, madya (mid), and low register. The existence of the 

speech level can be said to correlate with the existence of social stratification tied to the caste system, 

which is divided into Brahmana, Ksatrya or simply Satrya, Wesya, and Jaba (commoner). Titles may vary 

even within a single particular caste. However, generally we may say that Brahmana has the title Ida Ayu 

(for females) and Ida Bagus (for males). Ksatrya has the title of Anak Agung (for both males and females). 

Wesya has the title Mekel (for males) and Gusi (for females). People of the jaba caste have no titles per se. 

High register words are used to refer to people of Brahmana and Ksatrya caste; the madya register words 

are used for people of Wesya caste. In addition to this, jaba people having high social position such as 

regents or governors are addressed using middle register words. Low register words are also commonly 

used by people of low caste. 
3 The register distinction is generally lexical in nature. Thus grammatical rules are the same across 

registers. 
4 Kroeger (2007) calls this a symmetrical voice system. 
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as OV clauses. The AV marking indicates that the subject of the clause has an actor 

thematic role while the OV indicates that subject of the clause is not an actor. 5 

 Before describing the other kinds of voice systems in Balinese, in what 

follows, I will show that the preverbal NP is a subject. 

2.3 SUBJECTHOOD OF THE PREVERBAL NP OF OV CLAUSES 

In Arka (1998, 2003a), Wechsler and Arka (1998), and Arka and Wechsler (1998), it is 

shown that the preverbal NP of the OV clause is the subject. The support for the claim 

comes from the fact that Balinese intransitives have basic S-VP word order. Thus, in all 

clauses (including intransitive clauses) in the unmarked structure/position, the subject 

always comes pre-verbally in Balinese (Arka 1998, 2003a). 

(3) a. I Gajah  lantas ulung di  pangkung-e. 

 ART elephant then OV.fall at river-DEF 

 ‘The elephant then fell into the river.’ (PKG: 24) 

 b. Lantas I  Gajah pules. 

 then PART elephant OV.sleep 

 ‘Then the elephant slept.’ (PKG: 22) 

(4) a. I  Kelesih  nongos  di  neb-e nyangkrut. 

 ART Kelesih AV.stay at roof-DEF AV.curl up 

 ‘I Kelesih was (staying) on the roof curling up.’ (IK: 17) 

 b. Ditu ia negak di  tuwed nyuh. 

 there 3 AV.sit at stump coconut 

 ‘He sat there on the coconut stump.’ (PKG: 42) 

All examples in (3) and (4) contain intransitive clauses whose subject comes pre-

verbally. Other evidence used by Wechsler and Arka (1998), and Arka (1998, 2003a) to 

                                                 
5 Arka (1998, 2003a) notes that the idea of the AV/OV alternation is derived from works on Philippine 

languages as found in Kroeger (1993) in which verbs of the inverse construction are referred to as Patient-

Focus. However, according to Arka (1998, 2003a), this term is not appropriate for Balinese because it can 

be realized by ‘any non-actor argument’, thus he simply calls it OV (object-focus verb). 
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show that the preverbal NP is always a subject is that only this NP allows relativization, 

extraposition, and control, which are properties of being a subject in Balinese. Let me 

summarize their points in turn below.6 

Relativization. Keenan and Comrie (1977, 1979) have observed that NPs 

involving grammatical functions such as subject, object, indirect object, etc, form an 

implicational hierarchy with respect to their accessibility to a relative clause, as 

illustrated in (5), taken from Keenan and Comrie (1977: 66). 

(5) SU>DO> IO>OBL> GEN> OCOMP 

Here, SU stands for ‘subject’, DO for ‘direct object’, IO for ‘indirect object’, GEN for 

‘genitive’ (possessor), and OCOMP for ‘object of comparison’, e.g. the man as in he is 

taller than the man. They propose that the relativization of a lower NP in the hierarchy 

indicates that the relativization of all higher NPs is possible. That is, if an object which is 

lower in the hierarchy can be relativized, this means that the subject, which is higher in 

the hierarchy can be relativized as well. It is observed that Austronesian languages such 

as Toba Batak, Javanese and Malagasy adhere to this. With respect to Balinese, Clyne 

(1995) and Arka (1998, 2003a) observe that only subjects can be relativized. Thus, 

relativization can be used as a test for subjecthood in Balinese. Consider the following 

AV clauses: 

                                                 
6 For more evidence showing the properties of terms (subject and object) in Balinese, see Arka (1998, 

2003a). 
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(6) a.  Jaran  ngaper anak ento. 

 horse AV.kick person that 

 ‘A horse kicked the man.’ 

 b. jaran [ane ____  ngaper anak] ento. 

 horse REL AV.kick person that 

 ‘A horse that kicked the man.’ 

 c. *anak [ane jaran ngaper ___ ]  ento 

 person REL horse AV.kick that 

 ‘The man that a horse kicked.’ 

In sentence (6a) the preverbal NP is the subject, and therefore it can be relativized and the 

resulting construction is acceptable as shown in (6b). Sentence (6c) shows that the 

postverbal NP of (6a) cannot be relativized because anak ento is the object and not the 

subject. Now consider the OV clause in (7): 

(7) a. Baju ento jemak Nyoman. 

 shirt that OV.take Nyoman 

 ‘Nyoman took the shirt.’ 

 b. baju [ane ___ jemak Nyoman] ento 

 shirt  REL OV.take Nyoman that 

 ‘The shirt which Nyoman took.’ 

 c. *Nyoman [ane baju jemak ___  ] ento 

 Nyoman  REL shirt OV.take that 

 ‘Nyoman who took the shirt.’ 

Note that the agent of the OV clause (OV-agent) is now the object of the verb and the 

subject of the clause is baju ento ‘that shirt’. Thus relativizing the subject baju ento as 

shown in (7b) is fine while relativizing Nyoman, the post verbal NP of (7a) and therefore 

an object, yields an ungrammatical sentence. 

Extraposition. Another observed characteristic that demonstrates that the 

preverbal NP of both AV and OV clauses is a subject is extraposition. Only the subject is 

easily extraposed (Arka 1998, 2003a). First consider the AV clause. The sentences in (8a-

c) contain the same constituents, where tiang is the subject and baju ento is the object. 
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Extraposing the subject (tiang) to the end of the sentence either before or after the 

adverbial jani ‘now’ is possible, as seen in (8b-c).  

(8) a. Tiang [meli  baju ento]  jani. 
1 AV.buy shirt that now 

 ‘I am going to buy the shirt now.’ 

 b.  [Meli  baju  ento] tiang jani. 

 AV.buy shirt that 1 now 

 ‘I am going to buy the shirt now.’ 

 c.  [Meli baju  ento] jani tiang. 

 AV.buy shirt that now 1 

 ‘I am going to buy the shirt now.’ 

Now, consider the OV version of sentence (8a), in which the OV-agent tiang is the 

object, as in (9a). As predicated the object cannot be extraposed as illustrated in (9b), in 

which the object tiang is extraposed to the end of the sentence following the adverb jani. 

(9) a. [Baju ento beli tiang jani]. 

 shirt that OV.buy 1 now 

 ‘I am going to buy the shirt now.’ 

 b. *[Baju  ento beli]  jani tiang. 

 shirt that OV.buy now 1 

 ‘I am going to buy the shirt now.’ 

 Control. Control is also taken to be a property of subjects. Only subjects can be 

controlled. Consider the following example: 

(10) a. Cai edot [ __   nyakitin bapa]? 

 2M want AV.hurt father 

 ‘Do you want to hurt me (lit. father)’? (Arka 2003a:19) 

 b. Cai edot [ __ sakitin bapa]? 

 2M want OV.hurt father 

 ‘Do you want me (lit. father) to hurt you? (Arka 2003a: 19) 

The clause in (10a) is headed by the predicate edot in the matrix clause and the verb 

nyakitin in the embedded clause. Notice that the NP that comes before the verb in each 

clause in (10a-b) is a subject which is respectively the AV clause subject and the OV 
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clause subject. Interestingly, only these two NP subjects can be controlled by the subject 

of the matrix clause. Thus the subject of the OV or AV clause is the controllee. The 

picture is different if the controllee is the NP object. 

(11) a. *Bapa sing edot [cai sakitin  ____   ]. 

 father  NEG want 2M OV.hurt 

 Intended reading: ‘I (lit. father) do not want to hurt you.’ (Arka 2003a: 19) 

 b. *Bapa sing edot [cai nyakitin ___    ]. 

 father NEG want 2M AV.hurt 

 Intended reading: ‘I (lit. father) do not want you to hurt me.’ (Arka 2003a: 19) 

In (11a), the post-verbal NPs of the bracketed clause are objects. This element cannot be 

controlled as the ungrammaticality of (11a-b) shows. 

To conclude, an NP that occurs pre-verbally is always the subject in AV or OV 

clauses. 

2.4 PASSIVE VOICE AND MIDDLE VOICE 

Balinese has two passives, the -a passive and ka- passive. The former is derived from 

either the third person pronoun of low register ia or the third person of high register ida, 

while the latter is loaned from Old Javanese (Hunter 1988). Both -a- and ka- passives can 

be used in high and low speech style contexts, as illustrated in the following examples. 

(12) a. Baju ento beli(n)-a teken Ketut.   (low register) 

 shirt that buy(LK)-PASS by Ketut 

 ‘The shirt was bought by Ketut.’ 

 b. Kwaca nika tumbas-a antuk ida.   (high register) 

 shirt that buy-PASS by 3 

 ‘The shirt was bought by him/her.’ 
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(13) a. Yeh ento ka-inum teken I  Made.  (low register) 

 water that PASS-drink by ART Made 

 ‘The water was (unintentionally) drunk by I Made.’ 

 b. Toya punika ka-inum antuk ida.   (high register) 

 water that PASS-drink by 3 

 ‘The water was (unintentionally) drunk by him/her.’ 

Balinese also possesses a middle voice marked with prefix ma-, which is also an 

intransitive marker. The valence of a middle verb is dependent upon the base. The verb 

linggih ‘sit’, in (14c), is strictly monovalent (intransitive) while ambuh ‘wash hair’, in 

(14b), and adep ‘sell’, in (14a), are divalent, at least semantically. What is interesting to 

note is the verb adep ‘sell’ in (14a). The construction in (14a) used to be analyzed as a 

kind of passive called the resultative passive (Arka 1998, 2003a; Pastika 1999). However, 

ma- forms such as (14a-c) are analyzable as middle voice constructions because they 

have similar semantic properties to similar constructions in other middle-marking 

languages (Shibatani and Artawa 2007).  

(14) a.  Baju ento  maadep. 

 shirt that MV.sell 

 ‘The shirt sold.’ 

 b. Ni  Sari maambuh. 

 ART Sari MV.wash.hair 

 ‘Ni Sari washed her hair.’ 

 c. Ida malinggih. 

 3 MV.sit 

 ‘(S)he sat down.’ 

 

The semantic characterizations of the passive and middle voice forms will be dealt with 

in Chapter 3. 
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2.5 LFG PARALLEL ARCHITECTURE FOR EXPRESSING LEVELS OF STRUCTURE 

2.5.1 A-structure 

A predicate/verb bears arguments, which are derived from the lexico-semantics of the 

predicate/verb in question (Randall 2010). A verb such as kuris ‘shave’ requires two 

arguments semantically, the one who shaves (the shaver) and the one who is shaved (the 

shavee). One may argue that the act of shaving constitutes an event which may require 

the place of the action. However, for the event of shaving to take place it is commonly 

taken that only the shaver and the shavee are obligatory, while the place of where the 

event takes place is considered peripheral. Thus the verb kuris is categorized as a two-

participant verb whose participants are the shaver and the shave, while the place for the 

action is an adjunct not subcategorized for by the verb. The verb jaang ‘put’, in contrast, 

is quite different from the verb kuris in that for the event of putting to take place it 

requires the one who puts, what is put, and the place in which something is put. Thus, 

unlike the event of shaving, the location participant in the putting event is necessary. In 

other words, location is a subcategorized participant in the argument structure of jaang 

but it is not in the verb kuris, giving rise to the valency difference of the two verbs. That 

is, the verb kuris is a divalent verb, while jaang is a three-participant or trivalent verb. 

The arguments of a verb are labeled by semantic/thematic role. The one who 

performs the act of shaving is assigned the agent role while the one who is shaved 

receives the patient/theme role. With respect to the act of putting, the one who puts 

something is the agent; the thing put is the patient, and the place on which the thing is put 

is assigned the location role. The structure representing the semantic arguments of a verb 
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is called argument structure (a-structure). Although an argument structure is semantic in 

nature, it is ultimately a syntactic construct as depicted in the following schema. 

(15)   lexical semantics 

     Lexico-semantic projection 

       a-structure 

     Lexico-syntactic projection 

final syntactic structure  

    (Bresnan 2001:306) 

Argument/semantic roles are ordered according to their relative prominence, with 

agent being in the leftmost position and locative in the rightmost position, resulting in the 

thematic hierarchy given in (16). 

(16) Thematic Hierarchy (Bresnan 2001) 

agent > beneficiary > experiencer/goal> instrument > patient/theme > locative 

A verb’s arguments are registered at its argument structure. The structure must reflect the 

hierarchy specified in (16). Thus, the agent comes first then the patient follows, and never 

the other way around (Randall 2010). Thus the argument structures of the verb kuris and 

jaang look like the following. 

(17) a. shave < ag,  pt> 

b. put < ag, pt, loc> 

In an unmarked mapping, each of the verbs arguments in (17) will be linked to its 

associated grammatical functions, agent to SUBJ, patient to OBJ, and loc to OBL, as 

shown in (18). 
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(18) a.  shave <  ag pt>  b. put <     ag pt loc> 

 

   SUBJ OBJ    SUBJ OBJ OBL 

The representative clauses in which the verb kuris ‘shave’ and jaang ‘put' occur are 

respectively illustrated in (19a) and (19b). 

(19) a. Ia nguris I  Nyoman. 

 3 AV.shave ART Nyoman 

 ‘(S)he shaved I Nyoman.’ 

 b. Cang ngejaang buku ento di meja-e. 

 1 AV.put book that on table-DEF 

 ‘I put the book on the table.’ 

The mapping from arguments to grammatical functions will be described in more details 

in Section 2.6. 

2.5.2 C-structure 

Constituent structure (c-structure) consists of phrases headed by lexical categories such 

as noun (N) and verb (V), which respectively form a noun phrase (NP) and a verb phrase 

(VP). Phrases headed by functional categories such as I (a category indicating tense and 

agreement) and a determiner respectively form an inflection phrase (IP) (also called tense 

phrase (TP)), and determiner phrase (DP). IP is taken to be a clause/sentence which 

contains the category I (inflection), which is responsible for the tense of the clause. LFG 

has S for headless clauses and IP for those headed by I. A determiner can also act as a 

head which serves as the sister of NP. For the sake of simplicity, I will just use the 

category NP instead of DP and S instead of IP for representing the constituent structure 

of a clause, as shown in (20). 
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                   S 

(20)                   

 

              NP                         VP 

          SUBJ 

                                V                      NP 

                                                        OBJ 

The c-structure in (20) shows that the major phrases that build a sentence are the noun 

phrase (NP) and verb phrase (VP). The former can appear as the sister of VP. In this 

position, the NP is taken as the subject of a clause. The other NP is the sister of V, which 

together form a VP. As a daughter of VP, this NP is functionally referred to as the object. 

 Grammatical functions in LFG are primitives; they are not defined on c-structure, 

unlike GB which substantially uses phrase structure tree to represent derivational process 

from deep structure (d-structure) to surface structure (s-structure) via the process of 

move-. LFG utilizes a different level of representation for grammatical functions, which 

is referred to as functional structure (f-structure).  

C-structure and f-structure are interrelated. To encode the relationship, a c-

structure is annotated with its corresponding functional information. Thus a sentence as 

in (21) can have the annotated structure in the phrase structure rule in (22) and the phrase 

structure tree, as in (23). 

(21) Cicing ulung di tukad-e. 

 dog OV.fall in river-DEF 

 ‘A dog fell in the river.’ 
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                              (PRED)= ‘fall <(SUBJ)(OBLLOC)>’ =               (OBJ)= 

                    cicing 

                (PRED) = ‘dog’ 

                                                                                                                         = 

                                                                                                 di                      N 

                                                                      (PRED)= ‘in < (OBJ)>’ 

                                                                                                                          tukad-e 

                                                                                                            (PRED) = ‘river’ 

         (DEF) = + 

2.5.3 F-structure 

As noted, f-structures encode the functional information of a clause/sentence. 

Specifically, they describe the predicate of a clause/sentence and the syntactic functions 
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(SUBJ, OBJ, etc.) that the verb/predicate subcategorizes for. In what follows I summarize 

the f-structure representation as found in Sells (1985), Bresnan (2001), Falk (2001), and 

Dalrymple (2001). However, before going into details with the f-structure properties and 

its well-formedness conditions, first it is necessary to identify the grammatical functions 

(GFs) that are recognized in the framework of LFG.  

 LFG recognizes the nominal grammatical functions of SUBJ, OBJ, and OBL. 

There are two object functions: OBJ is by default what is traditionally called a direct 

object and OBJ2 or secondary object is alternatively considered a thematically restricted 

object, OBJӨ. Unlike the object functions, there are more than two OBL functions: 

OBLGOAL relates to the Goal argument; OBLLOC is associated with locative argument, etc. 

All of these OBL functions are collectively referred to as OBLӨ. In addition to these 

functions, there are two other functions in LFG: COMPL and ADJUNCT. The former is a 

clausal complement while the latter is a non-argument function. COMPL includes 

XCOMP (open complement) and COMP (closed complement) whereas ADJUNCT 

includes ADJ (closed adjunct) and XADJUNCT (open adjunct). Recall that the most 

prominent function is SUBJ. The functions form a relational hierarchy. The relations in 

the hierarchy can be further subdivided into core and non-core functions with the SUBJ, 

OBJ, and OBJ being classified as core while the rest are noncore functions. 

 

(24) Relational Hierarchy: 

                                   core                                                       noncore 

 

SUBJ       >     OBJ      >        OBJӨ   >   OBLӨ  >  COMPL > ADJUNCT 
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Besides ADJUNCT, there are also two other functions which are categorized as non-

argument functions. They are the Topic (TOP) and Focus (FOC) functions. Thus adding 

these two functions to the ordered functions in (24), another classification of functions is 

obtained: argument functions versus non-argument functions (Bresnan 2001), whose 

structure is shown in (25). 

 

                                                                      a-fns 

 

(25) TOP FOC SUBJ OBJ OBJӨ    OBLӨ   COMPL ADJUNCT 

             non-a-fns                                                                                              non-a-fns 

 

Finally, SUBJ, TOP and FOC are discourse functions. SUBJ also plays a role as a default 

TOP of a clause. Thus based on the classificatory notion of discourse function, the 

structure of (25) now looks like (26) (Bresnan 2001). 

                       discourse-fns 

 

(26) TOP FOC SUBJ OBJ OBJӨ    OBLӨ   COMPL ADJUNCT 

 

                                                                                       non-discourse-fns 

With the last two classifications, Bresnan (2001) concludes that SUBJ is a unique 

function in that it serves as both an argument and a grammaticalized discourse function.  

F-structures are sets of attribute-value pairs. The feature structure can be shown as 

a two-column matrix as in (27). Each figure in the first column represents a feature name 

(an attribute) while that in the second column represent its corresponding value.  
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(27)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

An attribute can be a symbol such as: SUBJ, TENSE, PRED, OBJ. An attribute may have 

three kinds of values: 

(28) a.  atomic symbol, as in: 

     [PERS       3] 

 b. semantic form, as in: 

     [PRED ‘shave < (SUBJ) (OBJ) >’] 

 c.  another f-structure, as in: 

     
















-     DEF

dog'' PRED
 SUBJ  

The features associated with f-structures are subject to the well-formedness conditions 

(Sells 1985: 146 - 147), as shown in (29). 

(29) a. Functional Uniqueness 

 In a given f-structure, a particular attribute may have at most one value. 

 b. Completeness 

An f-structure is locally complete (i.e. within the same f-structure), if and only 

if it contains all the governed grammatical functions that its predicate requires. 

An f-structure is complete if and only if all its subsidiary f-structures are 

complete. 

 c. Coherence 

An f-structure is locally (i.e. within the same f-structure) coherent if and only if 

all the required grammatical functions that it contains are required by a local 

predicate. An f-structure is coherent if only if it and all its subsidiary f-

structures are locally coherent. 

 

The functional uniqueness condition is straightforward. Consider for example the noun 

cicing ‘dog’. In terms of person, it is a noun of the third person category. Thus, in the f-
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structure specification for this noun any value supplied for its person feature must be ‘3’, 

otherwise it will lead to a mismatch of information. Completeness and coherence 

conditions specify that the information of the GFs associated with a predicate must be the 

ones subcategorized. Otherwise, it will lead to incoherence. For example the verb sneeze 

only subcategorizes for one GF, SUBJ. In a sentence such as *He sneezed her, a non-

subcategorized OBJ makes the f-structure incoherent. Similarly, if a clause omits one GF 

that the verb subcategorizes for, this will lead to incompleteness. The sentence *The man 

put a book is missing its OBLLOC GF. It must have a governed (required) GF denoting the 

entity on which the book was put.  

 The f-structure of the sentence Cicing ulung di tukade ‘A dog fell in the river’ can 

be represented as in (30). 

 

(30)

 


























































   
    

      DEF

river'' PRED
     OBJ

'(OBJ)in '  PRED

 OBL

dog''  PRED     SUBJ

'(SUBJ)(OBL fall'    RED

       
LOC

LOC

 

 

The f-structure representation above satisfies all of the well-formedness conditions: 

uniqueness, completeness, and coherence. The uniqueness condition is satisfied because 

every single attribute has only one single value. The predicate ulung ‘fall’ takes all its 

subcategorized arguments which leads to the fact that both completeness and coherence 

conditions are satisfied. The predicate di ‘in’ takes one argument, etc. 
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The f-structure representation so far discussed only accounts for and gives 

information about a predicate and its subcategorized argument(s). As noted above, a 

SUBJ is taken as a default discourse function. Recall that SUBJ is an argument function 

and a grammaticalized discourse function. TOP and FOC are grammaticalized non-

argument discourse functions (Bresnan 2001). Since f-structure essentially represents 

grammatical function structure, this suggests that both TOP and FOC must as well be 

represented in the f-structure (of a clause involving them).  

 To accommodate them in the f-structure representation, there is another condition 

that is imposed on the f-structure’s well-formedness condition, which is referred to as 

extended coherence condition (Bresnan 2001: 63; Falk 200: 62; Sells 1985: 182; 

Dalrymple 2001: 185). 

 

(31) Extended Coherence Condition 

FOC and TOP must be linked to the semantic argument structure of the sentence 

in which they occur, either by functionally or anaphorically binding a 

subcategorized argument  

 

To illustrate TOP/FOC functions, let us consider the sentence (32), whose c-structure is 

given in (33): 

 

(32) Ni Luh  Sari,  I  Belog nemen-in. 

 ART Luh  Sari ART Belog AV.happy-APPL 

 ‘As for Ni Luh Sari, I Belog likes her.’ 
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(33)  IP 

 

          NP                         IP 

        (TOP)=             = 

 

  Ni Luh Sari 

                          NP                     VP 

                     (SUBJ)=           = 

 

                         I Belog           V            NP 

                                                            (OBJ)= 

 

                                          nemenin 

                                                                 e 

 

Here, the verb nemenin ‘like’ subcategorizes for two arguments SUBJ and OBJ. The NP I 

Belog serves as the SUBJ of the clause and the OBJ NP of the clause, which should come 

in the c-structure node being the sister of V, is missing. Recall that SUBJ serves as a 

default TOP function. However, the NP I Belog cannot be taken as a TOP function. The 

structure-function association suggests that the TOP function of the clause is taken over 

by NP Ni Luh Sari, which is adjoined to IP, indicating that the ‘missing OBJ’ of the 

clause has been topicalized, making the NP Ni Luh Sari analyzable as a TOP function, 

due to the gap as specified in (34) below. In other words, in this context TOP function is 

linked to the extracted NP Ni Luh Sari. Bresnan (2001) specifies a rule for identifying 

gaps which results from topicalization, as in (34). 

 

(34) Principle for identifying Gaps: 

 Associate XP  e with ((x)DF) =  

(Where XP is NP/DP of the extracted function, DF is TOP or FOC, and x is a 

string of attributes) (Bresnan 2001: 181) 
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Bresnan (2001) goes on to argue that recognizing an NP/DP as TOP requires that it be 

integrated with the subcategorized argument of the predicate. Applying this requirement, 

the c-structure of (34) now looks like (35). 

 

(35)  IPf 

 

          NP                         IP 

    (TOP)=                 = 

 

  Ni Luh Sari 

                          NP                     VP 

                                                    = 

                         I Belog 

                                                V            NPf’ 

                                                            (OBJ)= 

 

                                          nemenin 

                                                                 e 

                                                         ((x) TOP) = 

 

The IP dominating the extracted NP is indexed with f while the NP in its original position 

is indexed with f’ and annotated with the functional equation ((x) TOP) = ensuring that 

the TOP and OBJ are identified. This co-identification satisfies the extended coherence 

condition.  

 The f-structure representation of the sentence Ni Luh Sari, I Belog nemenin can be 

given in (36). 
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(36)    

  











































































                   OBJ

     'SUBJ)(OBJ)( like'    PRED

MASC       GEN

SG      NUM

3      PERS

Belog' I'      PRED

     SUBJ

FEM      GEN

SG     NUM

3     PERS

Sari'Luh  Ni'    PRED

       TOP

 

 

To sum up, a-structure, f-structure, and c-structure are interrelated in LFG. They 

all constitute syntactic representations. Crucially they form parallel structures, which can 

be depicted below. 

 

(37) a-structure                 AV.shave      <  ag    pt > 

 

 

        f-structure                        [PRED                  SUBJ        OBJ] 

 

 

                                                                                    S 

 

c-structure                                              NP                 VP 

 

                                                                                          V              NP 

 

2.6 MAPPING  

2.6.1 Lexical mapping theory 

In the previous subsections I have laid out the parallel structures of LFG (a-structure, c-

structure, and f-structure). I have shown how a verb bears argument structure. The verb 

such as jimpit ‘pinch’ is a divalent verb or one with two arguments. These two arguments 
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are registered in its argument structure. As noted above, these arguments are semantic in 

nature. In syntax, however, the verb jimpit can determine three clause types in Balinese. 

First, it can derive two transitive clauses: an AV (agentive voice) clause, as exemplified 

in (38a), and an OV (object-focus) clause as in (38b). In addition to this, it can also derive 

a passive clause (marked by either the passive marker –a or ka-). I just illustrate the -a 

passive here, as shown in (38c). 

 

(38) a. I Made nyimpit ia. 

 ART Made AV.pinch 3 

 ‘I Made pinched him/her.’ 

 b. Ia jimpit I Made. 

 3 OV.pinch ART Made 

 (i) ‘I Made pinched him/her.’ 

 (ii) * ‘(S)he pinched I Made.’ 

 c. Ia jimpit-a teken  I  Made. 

 3 pinch-PASS by ART Made 

 ‘(S)he was pinched by I Made.’ 

 

The verb jimpit ‘pinch’, which is found in each clause, remains divalent and has the same 

argument structure in each clause. We showed in Section 2.3 that the preverbal NP is the 

subject, whether in AV or OV clauses. The question then arises as to how to map the 

associated argument structure to arrive at the correct GF assignment in each clause above. 

 For purposes of accounting for the above clauses, let me first gather the relevant 

components of the theory which regulates the mapping between levels, drawing from 

Bresnan (2001), Dalrymple (2001), and Arka (2003a). First of all, there is a 

decomposition of grammatical functions into two features, [r] and [o]. The feature [-r] 

refers to semantically unrestricted functions. Subjects and objects are [-r]. The feature 

[+r] refers to semantically restricted functions; only obliques and restricted objects are    
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[-r]. Objects and obliques are objective functions, so they are both [+o]. Subjects and 

obliques, on the other hand, are not objective functions; they are therefore [-o]. With 

respect to the feature classification, the basic argument functions form natural classes 

which are shown in Table 1. 

 -r +r 

-o SUBJ OBL 

+o OBJ OBJ 

Table 1: Feature decomposition of argument function 

 

Here, SUBJ and OBJ form a natural class by sharing the feature [-r] and they are mapped 

onto a wide range of semantic roles, in contrast with OBJ and OBL. SUBJ and OBL also 

form a natural class by having the feature [-o], in contrast with OBJ and OBJ. Bresnan 

(2001:308) notes that LMT assumes that all languages have subject functions. The minus 

features, as seen above, indicate the unmarked feature values, specifying that subject is 

the least marked while the restricted object is the most marked function, giving rise to a 

partial ordering of basic argument functions, as given in (39).  

 

(39) Partial ordering of argument functions: 

SUBJ > OBJ, OBL > OBJ 

 (Negatively specified features are unmarked) 

 

The choice of syntactic features in the a-structure is based on the underlying lexical 

semantics of the roles:  
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(40) Semantic classification of a-structure roles for function: 

 patient-like roles:       

      [-r] 

 secondary patient-like roles:     

      [+o] 

 other semantic roles:      

      [-o] 

 

Passive verbs are different from actives in that the most prominent role (the agent) 

can be suppressed and linked to an oblique (marked with a by-phrase).  

 

(41) Passive:  

 

                                     
 

The principles for mapping a-structure to surface grammatical functions are 

characterized by underspecification. A most prominent role ( ) with the feature [-o] 

must be mapped onto the subject function; if such a role is not available; a role with the 

feature [-r] is instead mapped into the subject function, as schematicized in (42). All 

remaining roles are mapped to the lowest compatible functions based on the partial 

ordering of argument functions in (39). The mapping is complete by respecting the well-

formedness condition in (43). 

 

Mapping principles  

(42) a. Subject roles: 

(i)  is mapped into SUBJ when initial in the a-structure; 

[-o] 

otherwise: 

(ii)   is mapped onto SUBJ 
[-r] 

b. Other roles are mapped onto the lowest compatible function in the partial 

ordering 
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Well-formedness condition: 

(43) (i)  Function argument bi-uniqueness: Each a-structure role must be associated 

with a unique function, and vice versa. 
(ii) Subject condition: Every predicator must have a subject 

 LMT predicts that the verb jimpit ‘pinch’ in an AV clause, as in (38a) 

subcategorizes for two arguments: the pincher/agent and somebody who is 

pinched/patient. The former argument is mapped into subject while the latter argument is 

mapped into object; the mapping is given in (44). 

 

(44) Ttransitive AV 

 a-structure:       AV.pinch  < ag,    pt> 

        [-o]  [-r] 

 

                                                                  S                   (rule (42ai)) 

      O    (rule (42b)) 

 f-structure:    SUBJ OBJ 

 

 

LMT also predicts that the passive clause in (38c) that is derived from the verb jimpit 

results in the correct mapping in that the most prominent argument is suppressed, leaving 

the patient argument to surface as subject, as illustrated in (45). 

 

(45) PASS  

a-structure: pinch-PASS < ag,    pt> 

[-o]  [-r] 

 

                                  
    OBL    (rule 41) 

     S   (rule (42aii)) 

 f-structure: OBL SUBJ 
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Note also that as dictated by the argument function decomposition, both SUBJ and OBL 

are specified for the feature [-o]. This is illustrated by the AV mapping in (44) and 

passive mapping in (45). It is also illustrated by the sentence (38a) and (38c) rewritten 

here as (46a) and (46b) respectively, where an agent can be a subject as in (46a), and it 

can be an oblique as in the passive sentence in (46b). 

(46) a. I Made nyimpit ia.   (I Made = agent= SUBJ) 

 ART Made AV.pinch 3 

 ‘I Made pinched him/her.’ 

 b. Ia jimpit-a teken  I  Made.  (I Made = agent= OBL) 

 3 pinch-PASS by ART Made 

 ‘(S)he was pinched by I Made.’ 

 

There is another transitive clause with the OV 'pinch', as in (38b), that needs to be 

mapped into its appropriate surface functional realizations. As noted, this clause is 

different from its AV clause counterpart in that it is an objective-focus clause indicating 

that there is a marked mapping in which the preverbal argument is non-agentive, as 

illustrated in (47). 

(47) Transitive OV 

 a-structure OV.pinch < ag,     pt> 

        [-o]    [-r] 

 

 

  OBL     (rule (42b)) 

               S   (rule (42aii)) 

 f-structure     SUBJ 

 

While LMT can map the patient argument of the OV clause onto SUBJ in the f-structure 

due to the feature [-r]. However, the mapping as a whole shows an incorrect result for 

two main reasons. First, as we saw above, the most prominent argument of a predicator 

must be mapped onto subject, rule (42ai). The mapping rule in (47) is prohibited because 
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the agent of the OV clause, in (38b), is in fact relegated into the object function. Second, 

the prohibition certainly relates to the feature [-o], which LMT dictates must be linked to 

either a subject or oblique function. Because the patient argument is already mapped into 

the subject function, the only possibility here is that the agent argument is mapped into an 

oblique. This results again in an incorrect mapping (I leave blank the function realization 

of the agent argument) because the post-verbal argument of the OV clause is neither a 

subject nor an oblique, but rather a term argument object. In other words, the OV 

mapping is like the passive mapping in (45) in which the patient argument assumes the 

subject function while the agent argument is turned into the oblique (adjunct). However, 

it is unlike the passive mapping because the agent argument in an OV clause remains a 

term. This is something that is left unresolved by the LMT. To ensure a correct result in 

an OV mapping, we need to seek an alternative to resolve the problem. To this end, I 

motivate the level of representation called syntacticized a-structure, proposed by 

Manning (1994), the issue to which we now turn. 

 

2.6.2 Syntacticized a-structure 

There are two main reasons for adopting the synatcticized a-structure here. The approach 

is independently motivated by certain binding facts in Balinese, which I will discuss in 

Chapter 4. As we will now see, it also has advantages over the LMT in handling OV 

clauses.  
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In contrast with the LMT, syntacticized a–structures utilize the binary distinctive 

feature [ term] (Arka 1998, 2003a). The feature [+term] classifies SUBJ, OBJ and OBJ 

together while OBL is classified as [-term], as illustrated in (48). 

(48) [+term] = SUBJ, OBJ, OBJ  [-term] = OBL 

Functions which receive the feature [-o] in LMT cannot be mapped into object, whereas 

functions that have [+term] feature in the syntacticized a-structure (such as the agent of 

an AV clause) can be be mapped onto the object function. The question now is how the 

relationship between semantic roles and grammatical functions is handled in the 

syntacticized a-structure. 

The syntacticized a-structure has the following properties (Arka 2003a: 127). 

(49) a. It carries the information about the syntactic valency of a predicate. 

b. It carries the information about termhood (i.e.  term). 

c.  It contains syntactic arguments with the following prominence: 

(i) Terms outrank non-terms. 

(ii) Within sets of terms/non-terms, prominence reflects semantic prominence. 

 

The first term argument in the a-structure is called the a-subj. The second-

argument in the a-structure is called the a-obj (Manning 1994; Arka 1998, 2003a), as 

illustrated in (50).  

(50) a-structure ‘pinch’   a-subj, a-obj 

 (ag) (pt) 

 

The a-structure shows that the verb jimpit ‘pinch’ is a two-argument verb which consists 

of a-subj and the other term argument a-object, which are respectively linked to the 

argument role of agent and patient. 
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As noted above, syntacticized a-structure makes a distinction between term and 

non-term arguments (Manning 1994, Arka 1998, 2003a). The verb jaang ‘put’, for 

example, is a verb with three arguments, two term arguments and one non-term 

argument, as represented in (51). Again, a-subj is defined as the first term argument and 

a-obj is defined as the second-term argument. Note that the non-term argument is set off 

with the second internal bracket as seen in a-structure representation.7 

(51) a-structure: ‘put’   a-subj, a-obj obl 

 (ag) (pt) (loc) 

 

An agent term is more prominent than a patient term, as captured by the order in 

the a-structure, as in (52) (Arka 2003a: 123).8 

 

 (term)   (term) 

(52) a-structure:  < a-subj,     a-obj>   

 

 sem-structure:    ag         pt  

 

In LMT, the most prominent role (marked with ) must be mapped onto subject. Arka 

points out that the same characterization/constraint certainly applies to the syntacticized 

a-structure representation in which, as noted above, the (transitive) agent must always be 

mapped into a-subject. This agent encoding (in the syntacticized a-structure) disallows a 

mapping that looks like (53). 

 

                                                 
7 The original representation of non-term argument in a-structure representation  was marked with vertical 

bar (|) (Manning 1994) but here I use the internal bracket notation, as found in Arka (1998, 2003a).  
8 Here, I simply represent the semantic-structure (sem-structure) representation by the semantic role labels 

which should be appropriately done by means of Jackendovian-style of lexical conceptual structure (lc-str) 

(see Arka 1998, 2003a for the employment of lc-str for encoding sem-structure representation). 
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(53) a-structure:  *<a-subj,  a-obj> 

 

 sem-structure:    ag         pt  

 

 After making clear the a-structure representation, now we are in a position to turn 

to the mapping of clauses that contain the verb jimpit ‘pinch’. The sentences in (38) 

above are rewritten here as (54). We show that the mapping of OV/AV voice alternation 

and passive can be handled by the a-structure framework. The mapping of each related 

clause is shown in turn. 

 

(54) a. I Made nyimpit ia. 

 ART Made AV.pinch 3 

 ‘I Made pinched him/her.’ 

 b. Ia jimpit I Made. 

 3 OV.pinch ART Made 

 (i) ‘I Made pinched him/her.’ 

 (ii) * ‘(S)he pinched I Made.’ 

 c. Ia jimpit-a teken  I  Made. 

 3 pinch-PASS by ART Made 

 ‘(S)he was pinched by I Made.’ 

 

The syntacticized a-structure representation allows a correct mapping of the OV 

verb jimpit ‘pinch’ in (55). It shows that the agent is always the a-subj while the patient is 

the a-object. It should be noted that OV clauses affect the status of the grammatical 

functions involved in the surface syntax in that the patient argument assumes the subject 

function while the agent argument takes the object function. This is possible because both 

subjects and objects are [+term] as specified in (48). Note also that, like the AV clause in 

(54), I Made remains the agent and ia ‘3’ remains the patient in the OV clause in (55).  
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 SUBJ 

 

(55) OV.pinch <a-subj, a-obj>  

 

 ag pt  

 (I Made)  (ia) 

 

AV mapping in a-structure looks similar to OV mapping. The difference is that 

(because it is an unmarked mapping) the subject is the first term argument as captured in 

the a-structure of (50) repeated here as (56). 

 SUBJ 

 

(56) AV.pinch <a-subj,  a-obj>  

 

 ag pt 

 

As for passive mapping, it is represented in a nested argument structure, as in (57) 

(Arka 2003a: 123). 

 SUBJ OBL  f-structure 

 

(57) pinch pass < a-subj,     ><__ a-structure 

 

            ag     pt  sem-structure 

 

The a-structure in (57) shows that the patient argument is a-subj, which occupies the 

subject position, while the agent is demoted to a (non-term) oblique. 

 As discussed previously, Balinese has a middle voice (expressed with the verbal 

prefix ma-). The valence of a middle voice predicate in Balinese depends upon the base 

predicate. The base predicate adep ‘sell’, for example, is divalent, as seen in (58a). 

However, a middle voice verb is syntactically intransitive, taking only a subject and no 

object. Thus, the attachment of the middle morphology ma- to a transitive predicate has a 
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detransitivizing effect, as seen in (58b). The parallel structure of the middle verb maadep 

‘MV.sell’ is shown in (58c). 

 

(58) a. Ia ngadep sampi ento. 

 3 AV.sell cow that 

 ‘(S)he sold the cow.’ 

 b. Sampi ento maadep. 
 cow that MV.sell 

 ‘The cow sold.’ 

 

               f-structure:                        SUBJ 

 

 c. a-structure: MV.sell <  a-subj> 

 

 sem-structure: < ag ,       pt> 

 

 

The middle verb maadep can be classed as an unaccusative middle, where its single 

argument is the patient argument of its active clause counterpart and is mapped onto the 

subject function. The a-structure is enforced because there is no way that the agent term 

(which is unmapped onto the syntax) can be turned into an oblique adjunct as in the 

passive in (57) above, leading to a semantics-syntax mismatch (i.e. the verb is 

syntactically monadic (having one argument) but semantically dyadic (having two 

arguments)) (Udayana 2012, and Udayana and Beavers 2013). This situation 

automatically makes (59a) ungrammatical. However, semantically, the presence of the 

associated agent is implied, which certainly cannot be denied as shown by the fact that 

(59b) is infelicitous (see more discussion of middles in Chapter 3). 

 

(59) a. *Sampi  ento maadep teken  ia. 

 cow that MV.sell by 3 

 ‘The cow sold by him/her.’ 
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b. #Sampi ento maadep sakewale sing ada anak  

 cow that MV.sell but NEG exist person  

ngadep. 

AV.sell 

 ‘The cow was sold but nobody sold it.’ 

 

2.7 CONCLUSION 

In this Chapter, I have demonstrated that Balinese has five voices: agentive voice (AV) 

marked with agent preverbal NPs; objective voice (OV) marked with patient preverbal 

NPs; two passives, ka- and –a; and a middle voice marked by verbal prefix ma-. I have 

shown that OV voice is an inverse of the AV clause. However the subject in the two 

clauses must remain in the preverbal NP. Following Arka (1998, 2003a), relativization, 

extraposition, and control tests indeed show that the preverbal NP of an OV clause is the 

subject.  

Related to the voice system of Balinese, a verb’s argument structure needs to be 

mapped onto correct grammatical function assignments. It is shown that syntacticized a-

structure framework proposed by Manning (1994), but not LMT, can handle the mapping 

of the associated argument roles onto a correct GF assignment in syntax.  
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Chapter 3 

The semantics of voice 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter mainly focuses on the semantics of the voice system in Balinese. I start out 

by looking at indefiniteness constraints on OV-agents. I show that these constraints are 

triggered by the zero-marking on the verb with which the OV-agent appears. I show that 

verbs which are morphologically-marked lack these constraints.  

Looking at the passive forms of –a/ka- passives, I show that the –a passive is an 

instance of a volitional passive while the ka- passive is typically a non-volitional passive. 

The ma- form is a marker of middle voice. Cross-linguistically, there is often homophony 

between middles and reflexivization. Balinese middles may have a reflexive 

interpretation but they are never reflexive-marked. It is shown that reflexives and middles 

are two independent syntactic phenomena in Balinese. 

3.2 INDEFINITENESS CONSTRAINTS ON OV-AGENTS 

As suggested in Chapter 2, an OV-agent assumes an object function and appears 

postverbally. OV-agents and AV-agents can have contrastive characteristics in Balinese. 

AV-agents are not subject to indefiniteness conditions while OV-agents that appear with 

unmarked verbs (called OV-agents for short) are sensitive to those conditions. The 

(in)definiteness conditions on AV-agents are intensively discussed in Pastika (1999) but 

he does not address the indefiniteness restrictions on OV-agents. This subsection is 
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devoted to talking about these restrictions. Let us consider what sort of phrases or NPs 

can be OV-agents. 

First of all, an OV-agent may be realized with a bare N, as illustrated in (1). 

(1) a. Ni Sari gugut semut. 

 ART Sari OV.bite ant 

 ‘An ant bit Ni Sari.’ 

b. I Ketut  tobrok sepeda. 

ART Ketut  OV.hit bicycle 

 ‘A bicycle hit I Ketut.’ 

c. Baju ento beli  anak. 

 shirt that  OV.buy person 

 ‘A person (someone) bought the shirt.’ 

 

Each of the “bare” nouns in (1) indicates indefiniteness and the number value commonly 

associated with it is an indefinite singular, as shown in the translation. Recall that an OV- 

agent occupies an object argument position in the surface syntax, the same functional 

position as the postverbal NP of an AV-clause, which I refer to as the AV-patient. An 

OV-agent cannot appear with a demonstrative that makes it definite as seen in (2a). In 

contrast, an AV-patient, which is not sensitive to the indefiniteness constraints, can be 

definite or indefinite, as illustrated in (2b) 

(2) a. Ni  Sari gugut semut (*ento). 

 ART Sari OV.bite ant  that 

 ‘The ant bit Ni Sari.’ 

 b. Semut ento ngugut Ni Sari/  bikul /  anak  ento. 

 ant that AV.bite ART Sari/ mouse/  person that 

 ‘The ant bit Ni Sari/ a mouse/ the man.’ 

 

The indefinite singular can also be marked overtly with an article category which 

Lyons (1999) calls a quasi-indefinite article. This article, according to Lyons, is observed 
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to cross-linguistically derive from a numeral ‘one’, as in (3a), but can also be derived 

from a classifier in Balinese, as shown in (3b-c). 

 

(3) a. Ia tomplok sepeda a-besik. 

 3 OV.hit bicycle INDEF-one 

 ‘A /One bicycle hit him/her.’ 

 b. Anak ento kaper jaran a-ukud. 

 man that OV.kick horse INDEF-CLASS1 

 ‘A /One horse kicked the man.’ 

 c. Ia lempag anak a-diri. 

 3 OV.hit person INDEF-CLASS 

 ‘A/One person hit him/her.’ 

 

Here, the base form besik ‘one’ is a numeral while the forms ukud ‘tail’ and diri ‘body’ 

are classifiers. The classifier ukud is commonly used for non-human entities and diri for 

human entities. Indefiniteness is marked by the morpheme a-, which is attached to each 

base form. The attachment of the bound morpheme to each base form results in an 

ambiguous word. Thus, aukud, which literally means ‘a tail’ encodes a numeral meaning 

‘a/one’. Abesik also means ‘a/one’. Numerals in general are treated as being indefinite. A 

noun modified by a numeral such as dadua ‘two’, tetelu ‘three’, etc. can be an OV-agent, 

as shown in the following examples. 

 

(4) a. I Ketut gugut lelipi tetelu. 

 ART Ketut OV.bite snake three 

 ‘Three snakes bit I Ketut.’ 

 b. Anak ento kajet  sampi dadua. 

 person that OV.kick cow two 

 ‘Two cows kicked the man.’ 

 

 

                                                 
1 For the sake of simplicity, a classifier containing the definite marker a- is simply glossed as one in the 

following example sentences.  
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 c. Ia jimpit   anak dadua. 

 3 OV.pinch person two 

 ‘Two persons pinched him/her.’ 

The numeral and the noun have a rigid ordering; the numeral must follow the noun in 

both OV and AV-agent NPs.  

 The head noun of an NP containing a numeral as in (4) can get a definite marker 

(n)e- as shown in (5). An NP used in this manner triggers a partitive reading which has a 

definite reading in Balinese. Such an NP cannot be an OV-agent, as seen in the (a) 

sentences below, but the same NP can be an AV-agent counterpart (which is not subject 

to indefiniteness conditions) as shown in the (b) sentences. 

 

(5) a. *I Ketut gugut lelipi-(n)-e  tetelu.  

 ART Ketut OV.bite snake-LK-DEF  three  

 ‘Three of the snakes bit I Ketut.’ 

 b. Lelipi-(n)-e   tetelu  ngugut I Ketut. 

 snake-(LK)-DEF  three AV.bite ART Ketut 

 ‘Three of the snakes bit I Ketut.’ 

(6) a. *Anak ento kajet  sampi-(n)-e  dadua.  

  person that OV.kick cow-(LK)-DEF  two  

 ‘Two of the cows kicked the man.’ 

 b. Sampi-(n)-e dadua ngajet  anak ento. 

 cow-(LK)-DEF  two AV.kick person that 

 ‘Two of the cows kicked the man.’ 

 

Turning to bare nouns, as mentioned above, all of the bare OV-agent nouns in 

(1a-c) have an indefinite singular reading. However, in a rich discourse context, a bare 

agent noun can also be linked to an indefinite plural reading. Thus, the noun buyung ‘fly’ 

in (7a) is ambiguous in that it can have either a singular or plural meaning. This is not 
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surprising because nouns are not specified for number in Balinese.2 However, under 

certain circumstances a plural interpretation is attributable to the semantics of the 

associated verb. Compare (7) and (8): 

(7) a. Jaja ento gugut buyung. 

 cake that OV.bite fly 

 ‘A fly/Flies bit the cake.’ 

 b. Jaja ento  gugut  buyung  aukud. 

 cake that OV.bite fly  one 

 ‘A/One fly bit the cake.’ 

(8) a. Jaja ento garang buyung. 

 cake that OV.creep.over fly 

 ‘A bunch of flies crept over the cake.’ 

 b. *Jaja ento garang buyung aukud. 

 cake that OV.creep.over fly one 

 ‘*A fly crept over the cake in big numbers.’ 

 

The verb garang means ‘creep over something in big numbers’. The verb consequently 

requires a plural agent. In (7b), the agent buyung appears unmarked for number, when it 

is modified by a singular modifier aukud, the resulting sentence is ungrammatical. The 

verb gugut ‘bite’, unlike garang, does not inherently mark plurality. Consequently, when 

the noun buyung is modified by the quantifier aukud, it does not affect the grammaticality 

of the resultant sentence but the modification only causes it to no longer have a plural 

reading. 

 Besides numeral quantifiers, Balinese also possesses non-numeral quantifiers 

which are divided into indefinite quantifiers such as liu ‘many’, abedik ‘few’; and 

definite quantifiers such as sabilang ‘every’, onyang ‘all’, makejang ‘all’, soang-soang 

‘each’. Let me deal with indefinite quantifiers first.  

                                                 
2 There is an optional strategy for indicating plurality in Balinese which is discussed in Chapter 4. 
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As shown above, NPs containing indefinite quantifiers are possible in OV clauses. 

However, their syntactic distribution in OV clauses is more restricted than in their AV 

clause counterparts. That is, the quantifier cannot occur alone in OV-agent NPs.  

However, if the associated noun (head) is already understood it can occur optionally in 

AV agent NPs. Consider the contrast in the following examples: 

 

(9) a. Ia jagur *(anak) liu. 

 3 OV.hit person  many 

 ‘Many people hit him/her.’ 

 b. (Anak) liu nyagur ia. 

 person many AV.hit 3 

 ‘Many (people) hit him/her.’ 

(10) a. Ia tendang *(anak) abedik.  

 3 OV.kick person  few  

 ‘Few people kicked him/her.’ 

 b. (Anak)  abedik nendang ia. 

 person few AV.kick 3 

 ‘Few (people) kicked him/her.’ 

 

Like agent NPs containing numerals, the noun head of an agent NP containing an 

indefinite modifier can have a definite marker, making the resulting NP receive a 

partitive reading and eventually leading to a definite reading. Again an OV-agent is 

incompatible with this NP, in contrast with an AV-agent as illustrated below. 

 

(11) a. *Ia jagur anak-e  liu. 

 3 OV.hit person-DEF  many 

 ‘Many of the people hit him/her.’ 

 b. Anak-e  liu  nyagur ia. 

 person-DEF many AV.hit 3 

 ‘Many of the people hit him/her.’ 

(12) a. *Ia tendang anak-e   abedik.  

 3 OV.kick person-DEF  few  

 ‘Few of the people kicked him/her.’ 
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 b. Anak-e   abedik nendang  ia. 

 person-DEF few  AV.kick 3 

 ‘Few of the people kicked him/her.’ 

 

Quantifiers such as sabilang ‘every’, makejang ‘all’, onyang ‘all’, and soang-

soang ‘each’ are definite. We thus also expect that the postverbal NPs that take these 

quantifiers should be unacceptable as OV-agents. First, consider NPs introduced by 

sabilang ‘every’. As expected, they can be AV-agents, but not OV-agents, as shown in 

the following contrast. 

(13) a. *I  Ketut  gugut sabilang lelipi. 

 ART Ketut OV.bite  every snake 

 ‘Every snake bit I Ketut.’ 

 b. Sabilang  lelipi ngugut  I  Ketut. 

 every snake AV.bite ART Ketut 

 ‘Every snake bit I Ketut.’ 

(14) a. *Anak ento kajet sabilang sampi. 

 person that OV.kick every cow 

 ‘Every cow kicked the man.’ 

 b. Sabilang sampi ngajet  anak ento. 

 every cow AV.kick person that 

 ‘Every cow kicked the man.’ 

 

Note that the quantifier sabilang and the noun have a rigid ordering; the quantifier must 

follow the noun it modifies. The head noun is obligatory regardless of the position of the 

NP. 

For NPs with onyang ‘all’, makejang ‘all’ and soang-soang ‘each’, the nouns can 

be omitted but only in AV clauses. Observe the following examples: 

 

(15) a. *Kedis ento tembak *(anak) soang-soang.  

 bird that OV.shoot  person each   

 ‘Each person shot the bird.’ 
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 b. (Anak)  soang-soang nembak kedis ento. 

 person  each              AV.shoot bird that 

 ‘Each person shot the bird.’ 

(16) a. *Ia lempag *(anak) makejang. 

  3 OV.hit  person all   

 ‘All (people) hit him/her.’ 

 b. (Anak) makejang  nglempag ia. 

 person  all AV.hit 3 

 ‘All (people) hit him/her.’ 

 

 All of the quantifiers above can also realize a partitive reading in which the 

noun can get a definite marker –e. Again being definite, the partitive NPs are not 

acceptable as an OV-agent. Thus, sentence (15a) with a partitive reading now looks like 

(17a). 

 

(17) a. *Kedis ento tembak anak-e  soang-soang.  

 bird that OV.shoot person-DEF each   

 ‘Each of the people shot the bird.’ 

 b. Anak-e   soang-soang nembak kedis ento. 

 person-DEF  each              AV.shoot bird that 

 ‘Each of the people shot the bird.’ 

 

 So far, the only possible OV-agents are intuitively indefinite, with intuitively 

definite NPs ruled out. Curiously, however, OV-agents may also be (personal) pronouns 

or proper nouns. First, let us have a look at personal pronouns, examples of which are 

given in (18). Notice that in (18a) the basic personal pronouns cang ‘1
st
 person’, cai 

‘2M’, and nyai ‘2F’ are acceptable and personal body-pronouns such as wake ‘1
st
 person’ 

are also possible, as illustrated in (18b). 

 

(18) a. Buku ento jemak  cang/cai/nyai. 

 book that OV.take 1/2M/2F 

 ‘I/You took the book.’ 
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 b. Tulang caine lakar ilag wake,  tur mata-n  caine  

 bone 2MPOSS FUT OV.chew 1  and eye-LK 2MPOSS 

 lakar jambal wake. 

 FUT OV.eat 1 

 ‘I will chew your bone, and eat your eyes.’ (STK: 57) 

 

Proper nouns can be OV-agents, they can be marked either with the article I for 

indicating a male person, Ni for a female person, or bare, as (19) illustrates.3 

 

(19) Surat ento paca  I Karta/  Ni Sari/ Rai. 

 letter that OV.read ART Karta ART Sari/Rai 

 ‘I Karta/ Ni Sari/ Rai read the letter.’ 

 

The article I can also be used for animals. In its usage, however, it is not made distinct 

between male and female animals, as illustrated in (20). The NP denoting animals can fill 

the OV-agent position, as given in (20c). 

 

(20) a. Ida madue asu  asiki ka-wastanin  I  Blanguyung. 

 3  MV.have dog one PASS-call ART Blanguyung 

 ‘(S)he has one dog called I Blanguyung.’ (IK: 15) 

 b. Ento makarana raja-(n) buron-e I  Sangmong  

 that MV.reason king-(LK) animal-DEF ART Sangmong 

 mesuang sewamara. 

AV.announce competition 

 ‘That is why the king of the animals I Sangmong announced a competition.’ 

(IK: 17) 

 c. Nasi  ento amah I  Blanguyung. 

 rice that OV.eat ART Blanguyung 

 ‘I Blanguyung ate the rice.’ 

 

The presence/absence of the article I in a proper noun used for humans is 

associated with a person value. This is clearly shown in nouns involving kinship terms. 

The nouns of this type that take the article I denote third persons as shown in (21a), while 

                                                 
3 The article I used for both male and female persons are also attested. 
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those that do not can be used to refer to either first or second person. This is illustrated in 

(21b). 

(21) a Baju beli I meme/  I  Made. 

 shirt OV.buy ART mother ART Made 

 ‘Mother/ I Made bought a shirt.’ 

 b. Baju beli meme / Made. 

 shirt OV.buy mother Made 
(i) ‘I (mother)/ Made bought a shirt.’ 

(ii) ‘You (mother)/ Made bought a shirt.’ 

One might wonder as to the status of proper nouns and personal pronouns in OV-

agents. Commonly, these two NPs are classed as definite NPs (see the test with 

existential sentences below). However, these two NPs behave differently in Balinese than 

in many other languages. Personal pronouns appear with demonstrative determiners, the 

demonstrative determiner renders it clearly definite, hence unacceptable as an OV-agent, 

as shown in (22a).  

 

(22) a. *I  Made tigtig  cai ene. 

 ART Made OV.club 2M this 

 ‘You (i.e this man) clubbed I Made.’ 

 b. Cai  ene nigtig  I  Made. 

 2M this AV.club ART Made 

  

The same is true of a proper noun. It can be treated as a common noun which can 

combine with a demonstrative determiner, as shown in the following contrast between 

OV and AV-agents. 

 

(23) a. *‘Ia diman I Made ento/ene. 

  3  OV.kiss ART Made that/this 

 ‘That/This I Made kissed him/her.’ 
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 b. I Made ento/ene niman ia. 

 ART  Made that/this AV.kiss 3 

 ‘That/This I Made kissed him/her.’ 

 

Consider also the following contrast, where a proper noun can appear with a possessor: 

 

(24) a. *Ia jimpit I Ketut tiange. 

  3 OV.pinch ART Ketut 1POSS 

  ‘My I Ketut pinched him/her.’ 

 b. I  Ketut tiange  nyimpit ia. 

  ART Ketut 1POSS AV.pinch 3 

  ‘My I Ketut pinched him/her.’ 

 

 To summarize, bare personal pronouns and proper nouns, either bare or with article 

“I/Ni”, can occur as OV-agents, patterning with otherwise indefinite NPs. But when 

combined with a demonstrative determiner or possessor, they pattern with definite NPs 

and are ruled out. I return to this issue below. 

So far, we have looked at the indefiniteness condition on an agent NP of 

monotrasitive OV clauses containing a verb which is zero-marked. Verbs with two 

arguments in Balinese can also be derived via morphosyntactic processes such as 

applicativization in which an argument is added, causing the resultant clause to have two 

core arguments, as illustrated in (25). 

 

(25) a. Ia demen teken  anak luh ento. 

 3 happy with person female that 

 ‘He liked the woman.’ 

 b. Ia demen-in anak luh ento/ anak luh. 

 3 OV.happy-APPL person female that/ person female 

 ‘He liked the woman/a woman.’ 

 

Example (25a) shows that the verb demen ‘happy’ takes a PP adjunct which is signaled 

by the preposition teken ‘with’. In (25b) the prepositional argument is applied as a core 
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argument and the verb demen gets marked with the applicative morphology –in. The 

applicativization process here nullifies the indefiniteness condition on the marked OV 

agent, as shown by the ability of the applicativized verb to combine with either a definite 

or indefinite postverbal NP.  

 The same phenomenon is seen in causativization, as illustrated in (26), in which 

an intransitive verb such as ulung ‘fall’ gets marked with a causative marker ulung-ang 

‘cause something to fall’. The causativized verb ulungang is not sensitive to 

indefiniteness constraint, as shown by the grammaticality of (26c).  

(26) a. Baju ento ulung. 

 shirt that OV.fall 

 ‘The shirt fell.’ 

b. Tiang ngulung-ang baju ento. 

 1 AV.fall-CAUS shirt that 

 ‘I made the shirt fall.’ 

 c. Baju ento ulung-ang anak ento. 

 shirt that OV.fall-CAUS person that 

 The man/ a man made the shirt fall.’ 

 

 Thus we can conclude that the indefiniteness constraint of OV-agents only applies 

to those appearing with verbs which are morphologically unmarked. OV agents of 

marked verbs are not subject to such a constraint. The occurrence of an agent NP and its 

relationship to the morphology of the verb which the agent NP appears with is described 

as in Table 2. 

 

 Verbal morphology definiteness of agent NP 

OV unmarked - 

OV applicative/causative marked +/- 

AV marked +/- 

Table 2: The occurrence of agent NPs 
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Indefiniteness conditions on OV-agents need further comments here. Both bare nouns 

and quantifiers such as liu ‘many’ and abedik ‘few’ are indefinite. Balinese is also in 

accord with a cross-linguistic classification in that numerals are observed as indefinite. 

Thus bare nouns, numerals, and indefinite quantifiers can form acceptable OV-agents. Of 

all the OV-agent NPs, the NPs containing (personal) pronouns and proper names are 

especially interesting. Semantically, these NPs should be considered definite (see the test 

for indefiniteness below). However, (personal) pronouns and proper nouns can act as 

agent NPs regardless of the voice marking of the clause in question. The classification of 

NPs according to which may be OV-agents is captured by the following schema (Fig. 1) 

where on the left are the NPs that may be OV-agents.  

 

     Definiteness 

 

 

   

 Indefinite       Definite 

 NP NP 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Definiteness of NP schema for OV-agents 

I next compare this to a canonical case of indefiniteness constraint, namely existentials.  
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3.2.1 Comparison with the existential constructions 

After discussing indefiniteness conditions on OV-agents, now I describe the tests for 

indefiniteness. It has been observed that constructions containing expletive there, which 

are often referred to as existential, can serve as a test for indefiniteness (Milsark 1977, 

Lyons 1999, Beaver et al. 2005). The idea is that existentials serve to introduce a new 

piece of information in a discourse in which an addressee/a hearer did not have any idea 

of the thing being talked about. Thus, the entities/nouns being described must be 

indefinite, meaning that quantifiers that encode indefiniteness are automatically 

compatible with existentials while those encoding definiteness are not. Now another 

question arises as to whether Balinese has existential constructions. This is the issue 

which I turn to below. 

Beaver et al. (2005) point out that existential constructions deviate from canonical 

declarative sentences in that the former often have a reversed ordering from the latter. 

They exemplify this phenomenon by facts in Russian. Sentence (27a) is a declarative 

sentence containing a locative phrase. Sentence (27c) too contains a locative phrase. 

What distinguishes (27a) from (27c) is that the latter is an existential construction. It is 

also marked by the occurrence of the copula jest, while the former is a canonical 

declarative clause which does not contain a copula, which in turn has the same pattern as 

(27b).  

Russian (Beaver et al. 2005:20): 

(27) a. Kniga na stole. 

 book on table 

 ‘The book is on the table.’ 
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 b. Alfred  kompositor. 

 Alfred composer 

 ‘Alfred is a composer.’ 

 c. Na stole jest kniga. 

 on table COP book 

 ‘There is a book on the table.’ 

 

 Like Russian, Balinese relies on word order to distinguish existentials from non-

existentials. Sentences (28a-b) both contain the word ada. However, in an unmarked 

context (i.e. without any pragmatic interference),4 (28a) has an existential construction 

reading while (28b) does not, which is shown by the fact that the former does not allow a 

definite article in its subject, as shown in (28c), while the latter can. The sentence in 

(28b) has the same reading as that in (28d), both of which indicate a canonical declarative 

clause.5  

 

Balinese: 

(28) a. Ada  anak muani ane  nongos ditu. 

 exist person male REL AV.live there 

 ‘There was a man living there.’ 

 b. Anak  muani ento ada ditu. 

 person male that COP there 

 ‘The man was there.’ 

 c. * Ada anak muani ento ane nongos ditu. 

     exist person male that REL AV.live there 

   *‘There was that man living there.’ 

 d. Anak  muani  ento ditu. 

 person male that there 

 ‘The man was there.’ 

                                                 
4 Ada followed by an NP in an interrogative sentence has a non-existential construction reading, as shown 

below. 

 

(i) Ada Nyoman ditu? 

exist Nyoman there 

‘Is Nyoman there?’ 

 
5 Ada that is used in a non-existential context is considered as a copula, which I gloss here as COP. 
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 Combining quantifiers and numerals with existential constructions allows us to 

independently identify the notions of (in)definiteness in Balinese. We test the 

indefiniteness status of the quantifiers/numerals in (29). The NP containing a universal 

quantifier in (29a) and the one containing a definite article in (29b) are all incompatible 

with existential sentences, thus indicating that they are definite. The quantifier liu ‘many’ 

and a bare noun in (29c), and nouns plus numerals in (29d) are, on the other hand, 

compatible with existential constructions, they are therefore indefinite. An NP with a 

partitive reading is also definite, thus (29e) is ungrammatical. However, we have to note 

that personal pronouns and proper nouns are strictly judged as definite under this 

(existential construction) test, as shown in (29f-g). Therefore the test disallows proper 

nouns and personal nouns to appear with existential constructions. 

 

(29)  a. *Ada sabilang/ makejang/ soang-soang  anak ditu. 

 exist every/  all/ each person that 

*‘There is everybody there.’/*‘There are all the people there.’/ 

*‘There is each person there.’ 

 b. *Ada anak  ene/ ento di peken ento ibi. 

 exist person this/ that in market that yesterday 

 *‘There was this/that man in the market yesterday.’ 

c. Ada jaran/  jaran liu  ditu. 

 exist horse/  horse many there 

 ‘There was a horse there/ There were many horses there.’ 

 d. Ada anak abesik/ dadua di kamar ento. 

 exist person one/  two in room that 

‘There was a man in the room/ There were two people in the room.’ 

e. Ada *anak-e  liu/ *anak-e dadua ditu. 

  exist person-DEF many  person-DEF two there 

 ‘There were *many of the people/*two of the people there.’ 

f. Ada *ia/ *ia  ento ditu. 

 exist 3 3 that there 

   ‘There is *he/*that he (i.e that man) there.’ 
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g. Ada *Rai/  *Ni Sari/  *Nyoman/  *I Nyoman ento ditu. 

 exist  Rai/  Ni Sari /  Nyoman/ ART Nyoman that there 

   ‘There is *Rai/ *Ni Sari/ *Nyoman/*that I Nyoman there.’ 

 

It is worth emphasizing that when the ordering of the predicate ada ‘exist’ and the subject 

is reversed, the predicate has a copular interpretation, resulting in the fact that the subject 

NPs are not constrained by indefiniteness, as exemplified below. 

(30) a.  Ia ada ditu. 

 3 COP there 

 ‘(S)he was there.’ 

b. Sabilang anak ada ditu. 

 every  person COP there 

 ‘Every person was there.’ 

c. Anak  COP ditu. 

 person exist there 

 ‘A man is there.’ 

 

To conclude, OV-agents and existentials are mostly similar in their definiteness 

conditions, except for pronouns plus proper names, which can be OV-agents but not 

subjects of existentials. This is summarized as in the following Table with the difference 

in boldface. 

 OV-agents Existentials 

Bare N  (ex. 1c)  (ex. 29c) 

N + numeral  (ex. 4a)  (ex. 29d) 

N + many  (ex. 9a)  (ex. 29c) 

Bare pronoun  (ex. 18a) x (ex. 29f) 

Bare name  (ex. 19)  x (ex. 29g)  

Art + name  (ex. 19) x (ex. 29g) 

N.def + numeral x (ex. 5a) x (ex. 29e) 

Every + N x (ex. 13a) x (ex. 29a) 

N.def + many x (ex. 11a) x (ex. 29e) 

Pronoun + that x (ex. 22a) x (ex. 29f)  

Name + that x (ex. 23a)  x (ex. 29g)  

Table 3: The contrast between OV agent NPs and NPs in existential constructions 
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Now the question arises: Why do the two constructions differ in three respects? Before 

answering this question let me make it clear that there is another difference between the 

two constructions: context can have an effect on which NPs are compatible with subjects 

of existentials versus which can be OV-agents. If we set up a context where someone 

says "Tell me all of the things that are there right now!", then (29f-g) are much more 

acceptable. However, if we set up a context where someone says: "Tell me all of the 

people who clubbed I Made!", (22a) is not acceptable. Similarly, if someone says "Tell 

me all of the people that kissed him/her!" then (23a) is not acceptable either. Thus which 

NPs can occur as OV-agents is fixed and not variable by context, but which NPs can be 

the subject of an existential is more fluid and can be massaged by context. 

I thus tentatively propose that this reflects a difference in grammaticalization: the 

indefiniteness effect in existentials is entirely semantic, where some NPs are interpreted 

as definite and others indefinite by default, but this can be changed in context. In OV-

clauses the effect is syntactified as a constraint that the NPs that occur as OV-agents have 

a certain syntactic feature [DEF-] that includes everything that is semantically indefinite 

by default, but also idiosyncratically marks proper name NPs (bare or with the proper 

name articles) and bare pronoun NPs. All other NPs --- including all NPs that are 

semantically definite by default --- are [DEF+] and cannot occur as OV-agents. The fact 

that the effect is based on a syntactic feature rather than semantic interpretation means 

that context will not matter, and also allows that there can be some mismatches between 

what is semantically definite and what can be an OV-agent. However, this is just a 
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tentative analysis. There may be a semantic explanation for NPs that can appear in OV-

agents and existential; I leave this for future research. Note further that if there is a 

semantic reason for what happens in OV clauses, where the different effect of context 

may be due to a different discourse function in OV versus existential clauses. In this case 

there may even be some particular types of discourse constraint that can have an effect in 

the acceptability of definite OV-agents. I leave this also for future research.  

3.3 THE OV CLITIC = A : PRONOUN OR PASSIVE MORPHEME? 

The third person pronoun in Balinese is ia (low register) or ida (high register). As NP 

agents, these pronouns always have their full forms in AV clauses. In OV clauses, 

however, the low register pronoun is always expressed in reduced form =a, while the 

high register pronoun can be either the full form ida or reduced form =a.6  

In keeping with the voice alternation, the NP agent always comes pre-verbally in 

AV clauses while that in OV clauses always appears post-verbally. 

 

 

                                                 
6 The word ida, which is loaned from Old Javanese (OJ), comes from the formative ira (Hunter 1988), 

which is a possessive pronoun that can be inflected to form the pronoun sira ‘(s)he’/’you’ and nira ‘I’ in O 

J (Zoetmulder 1982). Under a close examination, the OJ ira does not only derive the pronoun ida but also 

the pronoun ia. In other words, the word ira diverges into ida (which is treated as high register third person 

pronoun) and ia (which is treated as low register third person pronoun) in Modern Balinese (Suarka, p.c.). 

The former finds its way to Modern Balinese through the RDL sound law (i.e. the phoneme /r/, /d/, and /l/ 

alternate), in which ira becomes ida; while ira becomes iha through the RGH sound law (the phoneme /r/, 

/g/, and /h/ alternate). Note that the intervocalic /h/ becomes lost because it is not functional, thus yielding 

the form ia (Suarka, p.c.). RGH and RDL sound laws are often referred to as van der Tuuk sound laws, 

which are named after the Dutch lexicographer Herman Neubrener van der Tuuk. These sound laws are 

claimed to be very important in identifying the related words of Western Austronesian family of languages 

in which the sounds alternate in the lexicons having the same meaning. Thus the word meaning ‘nose’ is 

hidung in Malay/Indonesian, irung in OJ, and it is ilong in Tagalog Bisaya. The OJ word sira becomes siga 

‘you’ in Old Balinese which then came down to Mountain Balinese and it becomes sida ‘you’ in 

Sasaknese. 
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(31) a. Ia ningeh cang.  (low register) 

 3 AV.hear 1 

 ‘(S)he heard me.’ 

 b. Ida mireng  titiang.  (high register) 

 3 AV.hear 1 

 ‘(S)he heard me.’ 

(32) a. Cang dingeh=a/ *ia (low register) 

 1 OV.hear=3 3 

 ‘(S)he heard me’ 

 b. Titiang pireng=a/ ida. (high register) 

 1 OV.hear=3  3 

 ‘(S)he heard me.’ 

 

The reduced form =a is an argument of the associated verb as seen in (32). Interestingly, 

high third person pronoun ida can be expressed either as a reduced form (=a) or a full 

form in post verbal prosition, as seen in (32b). This suggests that the reduced form (= a) 

is a pronoun/argument, since it seems to alternate with a full pronoun with no necessary 

change in mening. 

Note that all the sentences in (31) and (32) are divalent. This alternation between 

reduced and full forms operates consistently in OV clauses with three arguments/ in 

clauses containing trivalent verbs, as shown in (33) and (34). The object pronoun cannot 

clliticize to an AV verb, as in (33). 

 

(33) a. Cang meli-ang ia  jaja.  (low register) 

 1 AV.buy-APP 3 cake 

 ‘I bought her/him a cake.’ 

 b. Titiang numbas-ang ida  sanganan. (high register) 

 1 AV.buy-APPL 3 cake 

 ‘I bought him/her a cake.’ 

(34) a. Cang beli-ang=a/  *ia jaja.  (low register) 

 1 OV.buy-APPL=3  3 cake 

 ‘(S)he bought me a cake.’ 
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 b. Titiang tumbas-ang=a/ ida sanganan. (high register) 

 1 OV.buy-APPL=3  3 cake 

 ‘(S)he bought me a cake.’ 

 

The clitic =a, which designates third person agent appears in an immediate postverbal 

position in OV clause (whether divalent or trivalent). However, the same form can be 

used as a passive marker, the issue which is dealt with in the following subsection.  

 

3.3.1 The OV –a as passive marker 

Previous studies (Arka 1998, 2003a) have shown that in addition to serving as a third 

person clitic, –a is also a passive marker in Balinese which is historically derived from 

the third person clitic.  Consider again the OV construction below. 

 

(35) a. Ia ningeh orta ento. 

3 AV.hear news that 

‘(S)he heard the news.’ 

b. Orta ento dingeh=a.  

news that OV.hear=3 

‘(S)he heard the news.’ 

 c. Orta ento dingeh-a (teken Nyoman). 

 news  that hear-PASS  by Nyoman 

 ‘The news was heard by Nyoman.’ 

 

It has been observed that the AV construction in (35a) and the OV clause in (35b-c) have 

the same propositional content. Clauses (35b-c), the OV clauses are traditionally 

considered as a passive construction, as found in Oka Granoka et al. (1985). This 

construal might be due to the fact that it bears some resemblance to a canonical passive 

construction in that in passive constructions there is a change in the information structure. 
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That is, in an active construction, it is the subject of the clause that serves as a topic while 

in a passive construction it is the erstwhile object of the active clause that obtains the 

status as a topic which amounts to saying that the subject of the OV clause is a pivot in 

the sense of Dixon (1979, 1994) indicating a characteristic which is shared by the subject 

of the passive clause. If the agent of the OV clause is retained and it does not undergo a 

demotion, then (35b) does not satisfy the requirement of being a canonical passive. 

Claiming the sentences such as (35b) as passive has been rejected by Wechsler and Arka 

(1998) and Arka (1998, 2003a). Our immediate concern is to make it clear that -a can be 

a passive marker or a pronoun. We will review some of Arka’s (1998, 2003a) arguments 

and also present some new arguments in support of this view.  

We must first show that the form -a can be a pronoun. First of all, what makes 

this tricky is that usually the transitive sentence containing a pronoun entails the passive 

sentence. Thus a sentence such as “He ate the cakes” entails “The cake was eaten”. To 

distinguish whether the a form is a pronoun or a passive marker, we can look at 

utterances in context and syntactic tests. Discourse context might be obvious but it is 

worth emphasizing here. Consider the following context: 

 

(36) Q: Apa  gae I  Wayan? 

 QW do ART Wayan 

 ‘What did I Wayan do?’ 

A:  Gamelan ento benahin=a / Ia menahin gamelan. 

 Gamelan that OV.fix=3 3 AV.fix gamelan 

 ‘He fixed the gamelan’ or ‘He fixed the gamelan.’ 
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The question focuses on I Wayan. So, the a form has a pronoun interpretation, not a 

passive interpretation. The same sentence is expressible as its AV clause counterpart, 

which is also related to the pronoun interpretation. 

The form a can also be a passive marker. The discourse context in which the form 

a must be interpreted as a passive marker is provided by the following scenario: There is 

a big wedding feast in the banjar (community hall), with a lot of sate. After the feast, 

someone tells the cook that the sate must have been very delicious, because: 

 

(37) Sabilang sate  daar-a. 

 every sate eat-PASS 

‘Every sate was eaten.’ 

 

Clearly -a, here, is not intended as a pronoun in this utterance. The same sentence form 

can also mean he ate every sate. In this wedding feast context that would mean that there 

is one very, very fat man in the village who ate all the sate, indicating again that the 

utterance is appropriately interpreted as a passive. 

Turning to syntactic tests, following Arka (1998, 2003a), whether the a form is a 

pronoun or a passive marker can be proved by the resumptive pronoun and quantifier 

float (QF) tests. In addition to this, it can be tested also by an adverbial of frequency such 

as sabilang wai ‘every day’, ping dua ‘two times’, etc. Let me focus on resumptive 

pronoun test first. The examples in (38) are taken from Arka (2003a: 239). 

(38) a. I  meme, apa jakan=a di paon? 

 ART mother, QW AV.cook=3 at kitchen 

 ‘As for Mother, what is she cooking in the kitchen?’ 

b. I meme,  apa jakan-a teken ia di  paon 

 ART meme, QW cook-PASS by 3 at kitchen 

 ‘As for Mother, what is being cooked by her in the kitchen?’ 
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The focused element I meme requires a resumptive pronoun later in the sentence. In 

sentence (38a), the agent NP with which the focused element is associated must be a 

pronoun, namely a resumptive pronoun. The form a in (38a) is therefore not a passive 

marker, but the form in (38b) is, because the agent of the sentence is an oblique, 

something only possible in a passive, and the oblique contains the resumptive pronoun. 

Arka (1998, 2003a) also points out QF is a test for term or core arguments. Recall 

that the form –a can refer to third person. It can be a core argument, thus, in a transitive 

clause the pre- and post-verbal argument can be quantified. In a passive clause, on the 

other hand, its agent serves as an oblique adjunct, thus it cannot be quantified. Consider 

the following example: 

 

(39) a.  Murid-e   baang-a teken Guru-ne buku makejang. 

   Student-DEF give-PASS by teacher-DEF book all 

   (i) ‘All the students were given books by the teacher(s).’ 

   ?*(ii) ‘The student(s) was/were given books by all the teachers.’  

           (Arka, 2003a: 238) 

 b. I Ubuh paksa=na ajaka liu. 

  ART Name OV.force=3 with many 

  ‘Many of them forced I Ubuh.’    (Arka, 2003a: 227) 

 

Sentence (39a) is a passive construction whose agent occupies the oblique position. It 

cannot be quantified, as shown by the unacceptability of reading (ii). In sentence (39b), 

on the other hand, the actor argument can be modified by the quantifier liu ‘many’, 

receiving a plural reading, suggesting that the form -a in (39a) is a passive marker, 

whereas the form -a in (39b) is a pronoun.  
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The third test has to do with repetitive action signaled by frequency adverbials 

such as sabilang wai ‘everyday’ or ping dua ‘twice’.7 The idea is that a definite agent of 

the sentence is taken to be engaged in a repetitive action. But if the sentence is passive, 

there can be more than one agent involved in the action. The maximum number of 

different agents depends upon the adverbial if ping dadua ‘two times’ the maximum 

number of agents is two if ping telu ‘three times’ the maximum number of agents is up to 

three, etc. Consider the following illustrations: 

(40) Baju ento beli-(n)-a   ping dadua. 

 shirt  that OV.buy-(LK)-PASS time two 

 ‘The shirt (i.e. the same kind of shirt) was bought two times.’ 

 

In (40), the sentence can be true if someone, say, I Made bought the shirt this morning 

then later another person, say, I Wayan, bought the same kind of shirt. Thus the sentence 

has a passive interpretation with an indefinite agent in this scenario. The form –a here can 

never have a pronominal interpretation. 

3.3.2 –A passive as high and low register passives 

Arka (1998, 2003a) suggests that –a passive tends to be used in a low register context. 

However, I will show that –a passive can be used for high register too. First of all, let me 

show that the reduced form =a is either low or high third person clitic, as can be seen in 

the following examples taken from a text. 

 

 

 

                                                 
7I thank Steve Wechsler and John Beavers for pointing out this test to me.  
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(41) a. Duka  ida sang  prabu raris ngambil klewang (high register) 

 angry 3 ART king then AV.take dagger    

 jag   sepeg=a  ia  I Blanguyung 

 suddenly  OV.behead=3 3 ART Blanguyung. 

‘The king was angry then unsheathing his dagger, he suddenly  

beheaded I Blanguyung.’ (IK: 19) 

b. Ni  Kesuna   magresohan   nuunang   padi  (low register) 

ART Kesuna MV.work.hard AV.bring.down  rice 

 padidiane. Suba  tuun  makejang,  lantas   

alone PERF down all then  

tunden=a adin-e  nebuk 

OV.ask=3 sister-DEF AV.pound. 

‘Ni Kesuna worked very hard bringing down the rice. When all was  

brought down, then she asked her sister to pound it.’ (KCK: 5) 

 

Notice that the enclitic =a in (41a) refers back to high register third person ida, the same 

enclitic also refers to third person of low register Ni Kesuna in (41b) which is linked to 

the personal pronoun ia (see also footnote 6 in this chapter). 

 On the basis of the fact that the pronominal interpretation of the clitic =a can 

relate to a high third person pronoun, thus, nothing prevents us from generating the 

following sentences in a similar fashion as (42) above. Consider the following examples: 

 

(42) a. Ida mireng orti punika.    (high register) 

3 AV.hear news that 

‘(S)he heard the news.’ 

b. Orti punika pireng ida. 

news that OV.hear 3 

‘(S)he heard the news.’ 

c. Orti punika pireng=a. 

news that OV.hear=3 

‘(S)he heard the news.’ 

 d. Orti punika pireng-a  (antuk  Ida). 

 news that hear-PASS by 3 

 ‘The news was heard (by him/her).’ 
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Like the low third person pronoun ia, ida can appear post-verbally in the OV clause. 

Importantly, it can also be reduced to a clitic, =a, much like ia. Because all the lexicons 

making up the clause in (42c) are high register words, thus as dictated by the speech style 

system we cannot link =a to ia but rather to ida. Note also that a sentence such as (42d) 

without the agent oblique and possibly (42c) especially in spoken language, it is hard to 

identify without recourse to context as to whether they are passive or active.  

 To prove that the reduced form of high third person (–a) is also a passive 

marker, I also use the frequency adverbial test, as illustrated in (43). 

(43) Orti punika pireng-a ping kalih. 

 news that hear-PASS time two 

 ‘The same news was heard two times.’ 

 

Again, sentence (43) is true if someone (of high caste), say, Ida Bagus Anom, heard the 

news this morning, then later another person, say, Ida Ayu Wati, heard the same kind of 

news. Thus the sentence has a passive interpretation with an indefinite agent. The form -a 

here does not have a pronominal reading. Thus the form - a can occur in high register. 

Indeed, passive constructions such as (43) above abound. However, like their low 

register counterparts, they are only confined to having third person oblique agent, while 

those taking first and second person (oblique agents) are prohibited, as the following 

examples illustrate. 

 

(44) a. Orta ento dingeh-a teken  ia/  *cang/ *cai.  (low register) 

 news that hear-PASS by 3   1   2M 

 ‘The news was heard by him/her/ me/ you.’ 

 b. Orti punika pireng-a antuk ida/ *titiang/ *jero.  (high register) 

 news that hear-PASS by 3   1     2 

 ‘The news was heard by him/her/ me/ you.’ 
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Thus the - a passive can be used for high and low register. The ka- passive is also used in 

the same way, which I focus on in the next sub-section. 

3.3.3 Ka- passive 

It is observed that another marking attributed to passives in Balinese is coded by the 

prefix ka-. Hence the passive constructions taking this prefix are called ka- passives. Ka- 

passives in Balinese were borrowed from Old Javanese (Hunter 1988). Zoetmolder and 

Wijatna (1992) suggest that the Old Javanese ka- passive is an instance of a non-

volitional passive, parallel to ter- passive in Indonesian.8  

Sneddon et al. (2010) point out that there are also two passives in Indonesian: ter- 

and di- passives. Ter- passives can take an oleh ‘by’ phrase of all person values, while the 

di- passive is restricted to only taking third person oblique agents, as captured by the 

following contrast.  

 

                                                 
8 There are also two passives in Old Javanese. One of which is signaled by the infix –i-, and one which is 

marked by the prefix ka- (Zoetmulder and Wijatna 1992: 63). The former indicates a volitional passive 

while the latter a non-volitional one. According to Zetmolder and Wijatna (Ibid), only ka- passive survives 

into Modern Javanese.  

 

(i) a. T-in-on  nira 

 PASS<in>see 1 

 ‘Seen by me’ 

 b. Ka-ton  de=nira 

 PASS-see by=1 

 ‘Seen by me’ 

 c. Ikang wṛṣabha  p-in-anguh=ta. 

 That buffalo  PASS<in>find=2 

 ‘You found the buffalo/the buffalo was found by you.’ 

 d. Ikang  suka kapangguh de(n)=ta. 

 that happy PASS-find by(LK)=2 

 ‘That happiness was found by you.’ 
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Indonesian: 

(45) a. Buku itu  ter-ambil oleh  saya/ kamu/ dia. 

 book that PASS-take by 1 2 3 

 ‘The book was (unintentionally) taken by me/you/him/her.’ 

b. Buku itu  di-ambil oleh  *saya/ *kamu/ dia. 

 book that PASS-take by 1 2 3 

 ‘The book was (deliberately) taken by me/you/him/her.’ 

 

Importantly, Sneddon et al. claim that di- and ter- can combine to contrast intentional and 

unintentional actions, as (46) shows. 

(46) Dia  di-pukul  atau  ter-pukul  oleh  teman-nya. 

 3 PASS-hit or PASS-hit by friend-3POSS 

 ‘He was hit deliberately or accidentally by his friend.’ 

 

The distinction between ter- and di- passives resembles that between ka- passive 

and - a passive in Balinese. It has to be noted that the distinction is not accidental but 

rather it is motivated by the fact that they share the same constraints. For example, just as 

the ter- passive can use all person values as backgrounded agents, so can ka- passive.  

Similarly, the - a passive, like the di- passive, is confined to only occurring with third 

person agent by phrases. These properties/constraints apply without regard to speech 

styles, as shown in (47) and (48). 

 

Low register: 

(47) a. Ketut ka-tomplok teken cang/ cai /ia. 

 Ketut PASS-bump.into by 1 2M 3 

 ‘Ketut was (unintentionally) bumped into by me/ you/him/her.’ 

 b. Ketut tomplok-a teken  *cang/ *cai/ ia. 

 Ketut bump.into-PASS by 1 2M 3 

 ‘Ketut was (deliberately) bumped into by me/you/him/her.’ 

High register: 

(48) a. Rayunan punika ka-iun antuk tiang/  jero/ ida. 

 food that PASS-eat by 1 2 3 

 ‘The food was (unintentionally) eaten by me/you/him/her.’ 
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 b. Rayunan punika iun-a antuk *tiang/  *jero/ ida. 

 food that eat-PASS by 1  2  3 

 ‘The food was (intentionally) eaten by me/you/him/her.’ 

 

The situation is compounded by the fact that the ka- passive is preferred over the -a 

passive in a high register context. This is perhaps the passive morpheme –a, as noted 

previously, which is also the reduced form of the low third person ia it is still taken to 

carry its original register association, which makes it dispreferred when referring to a 

referent with a high social status, meaning that the choice of ka- or –a passive is a social 

variable. In this situation, passive ka- is instead chosen when speaking of a high status 

person, giving rise to a situation tied to politeness. Thus, under this view, (48a) is 

considered more polite than (48b), especially when involving high third person ida (see 

Arka 2003a: 230-231 for more details). However, the -a passive in a high register context 

also occurs in (negative) imperatives as I will show shortly (see also Section 3.3.2 

above). Moreover the –a passive used in a high style discourse is common in the dialects 

of Balinese spoken in the Western part of Bali, even though it is only limited to spoken 

language.  

The -a passive is also a volitional passive while the ka- passive is typically a non-

volitional passive, in line with di-/ter- passive distinction in Indonesian. Hunter (1988) 

also claims that the Balinese ka- passive is a non-volitional passive, as illustrated in (49). 

However, Hunter glossed the morpheme ka- as GF (Goal Focus) not as PASS (passive) to 

follow Comrie’s (1981) terminology in which a passive is seen as a ‘P-construction’ (P 

stands for patient). 
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(49) Raris  bungut-ipun-e  ka-kapit  ring  I  Yuyu. 

 then  beak-pro3-pro3  GF-pinch by B’er  crab 

 ‘Then his beak got pinched shut by B’er Crab.’ (Hunter 1988: 219) 

 

Given the many distributions of ka- passive, it can be said that ka- passive has 

three properties in contemporary Balinese, as stated in (50). 

(50) a.  The ka- passive is “high” passive in declaratives, where it is preferred over –a 

passive especially in written language;  

b.  The ka- passive is typically a non-volitional passive in declaratives; and  

 c. The ka- passive cannot occur in negative imperatives where volitionality is 

categorically required.  

 

 That ka- passive is typically a non-volitional passive can be evidenced by four 

tests.9 First, it is the adverbial gelap ‘intentionally’ test. If the ka- passive is an 

involitional passive we expect that it is compatible with the adverbial sing gelap 

‘unintentionally’, whereas –a passive which is an instance of deliberate passive, is 

consequently incompatible with the adverbial gelap ‘intentionally’. This is illustrated in 

the following contrast in both high register context and in low register context.  

 

High register: 

(51) a. Toya nika nenten gelap ka-inum antuk  ida. 

 water that NEG intentional PASS-drink by 3 

 ‘The water was unintentionally imbibed by him/her.’ 

 

 

                                                 
9 Although I am claiming that ka- passives are non-volitional by default, as shown by various grammatical 

contexts requiring volitionality that ka- passives are not possible in, I believe that this reading only arises 

through a contrast with the possibility of choosing  -a as the passive marker instead, which is categorically 

volitional. When the ka- passive is given in isolation it can sometimes describe events in which the agent 

acts volitionally, suggesting that ka- passives might technically be unspecified for volitionality. I believe 

the reason that ka- passives allow both sorts of readings in these cases has to do with the fact that it is also 

the preferred passive marker in high register, in which case the contrast with  -a passives is less prominent, 

resulting in the fact that the ka- passive takes on a wider set of readings. 
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 b. *‘Toya nika nenten gelap inum-a antuk ida. 

 water that NEG intentional drink-PASS by  3 

(52) a. Toya nika gelap   inum-a  antuk ida. 

 water that intentional drink-PASS by 3 

 ‘The water was intentionally imbibed by him/her.’ 

 b. *‘Toya nika gelap ka-inum antuk ida. 

Low register: 

(53) a. Baju  ento sing gelap  ka-teteh teken ia. 

 shirt that NEG intentional PASS-sit.on by 3 

 ‘The shirt was unintentionally sat on by him/her.’ 

 b. *‘Baju ento sing gelap  teteh-a  teken  ia. 

 shirt that NEG intentional sit.on-PASS by 3 

(54) a. Baju  ento gelap  teteh-a  teken ia. 

 shirt that intentional sit.on-PASS by 3 

 ‘The shirt was intentionally sat on by him/her.’ 

 b. * ‘Baju  ento gelap  ka-teteh teken  ia. 

  shirt  that intentional PASS-sit.on by 3 

 

Second, like di-/ter- passives in Indonesian, the –a/ka- passives can be contrasted 

(with the conjunction kewala ‘but’) without using the adverb used in the first test. The 

idea is that if the two passives have different meanings then the resulting sentence will be 

grammatical otherwise it will not. Indeed, the contrast shows that the resulting sentence is 

fine. This particularly means that they have different conceptual meanings, as again 

shown in (55a) which is in a low register context and in (55b) which is in a high register 

context.  

(55) a. Baju ento tusing uek-a  kewala ka-uek teken  Ketut. 

 shirt that NEG tear-PASS but PASS-tear by Ketut 

 ‘The shirt was not intentionally but unintentionally torn by Ketut.’ 

 b. Kubu  nika nenten  tabrak-a sakewanten ka-tabrak antuk  ida. 

 hut that NEG hit-PASS but  PASS-hit by 3 

 ‘The hut was not intentionally but unintentionally hit by him/her.’ 

 

 The third test relates to an emotional predicate, which can be shown by the 

predicate demen ‘happy’. If this predicate combines with a passive predicate, the 
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combination can signal an intentional event. Thus, one would expect that the use of the -a 

passive in this context to be fine while the use of ka- passive is strange. The expectation 

is borne out, as the following contrast shows. 

 

(56) a. *Wayan  demen ajak baju ento awinan  ka-beli teken ia. 

 Wayan happy with shirt that so PASS-buy by 3 

‘*Wayan was happy with the shirt so it was unintentionally bought by him.’ 

 b. Wayan demen ajak baju ento awinan  belin-a teken  ia. 

 Wayan happy with shirt that so buy-PASS by 3 

 ‘Wayan was happy with the shirt so it was intentionally bought by him.’ 

 

Fourth, imperative constructions can be used as a diagnostic to distinguish the meaning 

associated with ka- /–a passives. Before doing so, in what follows, the nature of Balinese 

passive imperatives in general are briefly dealt with. 

 

3.3.4 Passive imperatives 

Imperatives in Balinese are divided into positive and negative imperatives. They do not 

have a special marking. The verb associated with them can be either OV or AV-marked. 

The former is linked to positive imperatives while the latter to negative ones. Passivizing 

OV-imperatives or positive imperatives in Balinese is not possible, as shown by the 

ungrammaticality of (57b).  

 

(57) a. Jaang payuk ento dini! 

 OV.put jar that here 

 ‘Put the jar here!’ 

 b. ?*Jaang-a payuk ento dini! 

 put-PASS jar that here 

 ‘Put the jar here! 
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However, turning a negative imperative into passive is not a problem, as illustrated in 

(58). The reason is that the associated verb, unlike that of positive imperatives, is marked 

with AV marking, which serves as an active marker, which in turn makes it possible to be 

replaced with a passive morphology when passivization occurs, as seen in (58b).  

 

(58) a. Da meli-ang ia baju! 

 NEG AV.buy-APPL 3 shirt 

 ‘Don’t buy him/her shirts!’ 

 b. Da ia beli-ang-a baju! 

 NEG 3 buy-APPL-PASS shirt 

 ‘Don’t buy him/her shirts!’ 

 

The situation is different in Indonesian, as observed by Sneddon et al. (2010). Positive 

imperatives in Indonesian are the same as their Balinese counterparts in that they are OV-

marked. They are, however, different from Balinese when it comes to passivization. 

Positive imperatives in Indonesian can be passivized, as seen in (59). The consequence is 

that this imperative is not directly intended for the second person but it can apply to third 

persons in general which makes it interpretable as indicating a suggestion (Sneddon et al. 

2010: 334-335). Given this characterization, passives in positive imperatives in 

Indonesian can be associated with politeness (Arka 2003a: 60). However, Indonesian 

passives in negative imperatives, as in (60b), like those in Balinese, do not have such an 

interpretation. In other words, they are not used for giving a suggestion since they, unlike 

its positive imperative counterpart, remain to be directed only to the second person/ 

addressee. 
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Indonesian: 

(59) a. Taruh  barang itu di sini saja! 

 OV.put thing that in here just 

 ‘Just put those things here!’ 

 b. Barang  itu di-taruh saja di  sini! 

 thing that PASS.put just in  here 

 ‘Just put those things here!’ 

(60) a. Jangan mencuci  baju itu  sekarang! 

 NEG AV.wash shirt that now 

 ‘Don’t wash the shirt now! 

 b. Jangan baju itu di-cuci sekarang! 

 NEG shirt that PASS-wash now 

 ‘Don’t wash the shirt now!’ 

 

With respect to passives in imperatives, I do not hold the same view as Arka 

(2003a: 58-61) who claims that passive imperative constructions are not allowed in 

Balinese. As noted above, passivization is not possible in OV-imperatives but it is in AV-

imperatives. Importantly, I wish to show that imperative constructions can be used as 

evidence that the ka- passive is an instance of a non-volitional passive. The idea is that 

generally imperatives enforce volitionality. This naturally extends to negative 

imperatives, that is, the negative marker sampunang (high register) or de (low register) 

also conceptually enforces volitionality, too. This is what we actually find with ka- 

passive. Consider the following contrast: 

 

High register: 

(61) a. I Made  Diarsa lantas ma-saut, “Sampunang  

ART Made  Diarsa then MV.answer,  NEG   

niki ambil-a!”  

this take-PASS 

‘I Made Diarsa then answered, “Do not take it!” (SMK: 5) 

 b. *Sampunang  niki ka-ambil! 

 NEG this PASS-take 

 ‘Do not take it’ 
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Low register: 

(62) a. De  ene  jemak-a! 

 NEG this take-PASS 

 ‘Do not take this!’ 

 b. *De ene  ka-jemak! 

 NEG  this PASS-take 

 ‘Do not take this! 

 

As predicted above, the negative marker de or sampunang dictates a volitionality. 

However passive predicates marked with ka-, which is a non-volitional passive, resist a 

volitional interpretation. This conflict naturally yields a clash in meaning, which makes 

(61b) and (62b) ungrammatical. The imperative predicates expressed with –a, on the 

other hand, are grammatical (because they encode a volitional passive).10 

 A question might arise whether the negative imperative as in (62a) is actually a 

passive. I shall claim that it is, based on the fact that the verb contained in the imperative 

not only can take the passive morphology –a but at the same time the discourse also 

allows the second person implicit agent to appear in the syntax as the teken ‘by’ phrase 

even though the second person teken phrase is prohibited in the –a passive in 

declaratives, as noted previously. Thus sentence (62) can be rewritten here as (63). 

(63) a. De ene jemak-a teken cai! 

  NEG this take-PASS by 2M 

  ‘Don’t let this be taken by you!’ 

 b. *De ene ka-jemak teken cai! 

   NEG this PASS-take by 2M 

  ‘Don’t let this be taken by you!’ 

 

Note that the ka- passive is still impossible in (63b) because the incompatibility of the ka-

passive with (negative) imperatives is retained. 

                                                 
10 The -a form here is also analyzed as having a pronominal interpretation (see Pastika 1999).  
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To sum up, the ability of the –a passive to handle a high register context, as 

shown in negative imperatives, indicates that the –a passive can be used in a high or low 

register context. On the other hand, the inability of the ka- passive in occurring with 

(negative) imperatives shows that it relates to involitionality.  

3.4 MA- AS MIDDLE MARKER 

3.4.1 Situation types 

In order to determine whether a language has a middle marking or not, Kemmer (1993, 

1994) identifies the class of verb meanings that exhibit middle marking cross-

linguistically. She observes that there are situation types that semantically belong to 

middle verbs which are roughly divided into the following: grooming or body care, non-

translational motions, change of body posture, indirect middles, naturally reciprocal 

events, translational motions, emotion middles, emotion speech events, and cognitive 

middles. A question arises as to whether Balinese has middle forms. The fact is that all 

Kemmer’s semantic middle classes and other things linguists have called middles, 

including the English-style middle construction, have their corresponding ma- forms in 

Balinese. It is then justifiable to also call ma- forms middles as a terminological choice.11 

Let me deal with each situation type that applies to Balinese in turn below. 

Middles in Balinese are syntactically intransitive in that they only have one 

argument, a subject. However, semantically they fall into two classes. Some seem 

                                                 
11 Ma-forms in Balinese may have two historical origins: from the Proto Austronesian (PAn) *ma- and 

from the PAn *maR- . The former indicates a pure stative-oriented form while the latter indicates an actor-

oriented form, which realizes the ber- form in Indonesian (Arka 2003b).  
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intuitively to require two semantic participants in the events they describe (even if the 

two are interpreted co-referentially). These also have corresponding N-forms that 

represent essentially transitive variants of the ma- form in question with both participants 

realized as separate NPs. I call these dyadic middles. The other class intuitively just 

requires one semantic participant in the event they describe, and have no corresponding 

N-form other than causativized variants. I call these monadic middles.12 

 

3.4.1.1 Monadic middles  

According to the situation types, verbs of monadic middles include translational and non-

translational motion middles, middles denoting change of body posture, and emotive 

speech middles. 

 Verbs of translational motion are also called verbs of manner of motion. They 

include verbs of walking, running, and jumping. As shown in the examples they come in 

both ma- and N - forms, as (64) illustrates. Note that the dash before a root indicates that 

the root is a bound morpheme; it gets its meaning after being inflected.  

 

(64) Translational motion 

Root    ma - form 

jalan ‘walk’   majalan ‘walk’ 

 -kecog     makecog ‘jump’ 

 -laib     malaib  ‘run’ 

 -kecos ‘jump spontaneously’ makecos  ‘jump spontaneously’ 

 

                                                 
12 The corresponding N - form for most of the dyadic middles in this section looks like a causative (marked 

by -in or -ang) but does not have the meaning of a canonical derived causative. Rather, the meaning is 

usually more like a canonical agent/patient transitive verb. For example, the root nyuahin means ‘to comb 

somebody’, not ‘cause someone to comb him/herself’. Thus I treat the -in/-ang form as the transitive 

variant of the ma - form, and leave for future work why causative marking is sometimes found here. 
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Root    N - form 

-dongklang    nongklang  ‘jump with one leg’ 

-injik      nginjik  ‘tiptoe’ 

  

 Non-transitional motion verbs involve verbs whose designated motion is only 

parts of the body, not the whole body. They take both ma- forms and N- forms. The 

attested verbs include those involving the motion of the neck (‘turn’), mouth (‘yawn’), 

and toes (‘stand with toes raised’), as shown in (65). 

 

(65) Non-translational motion 

Root ma - form 

-kipek makipek  ‘turn’ 

 -kituk makituk  ‘move one’s head right or left (to indicate disapproval)’  

 

Root  N - form 

-untul  nguntul ‘nod (i.e. to indicate embarrassment)’ 

-injik  ninjik  ‘stand on tiptoe’ 

-undap  ngundap ‘yawn’  

-uyuk  nguyuk  ‘nod (to indicate feeling drowsy)’ 

 

 Verbs denoting change of body posture include verb of standing up, standing by 

changing the position of the leg, sitting position (sitting in lotus position, sprawling, etc.). 

This type can take ma- and N- forms, as given in (66). 

 

(66) Change of body posture 

Root  ma- form 

-jujuk  majujuk ‘stand up’ 

 -timpuh matimpuh ‘sit on folded legs’   

 -tajuh  matajuh ‘sit down with legs straightened forwards’ 

 -sila  masila  ‘sit cross-legged’ 

 -lingkuh malingkuh ‘sleep with body curled’ 

 -kakeb  makakeb ‘lie on one’s stomach’ 
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Root  N- form 
-dengkleng nengkleng  ‘stand with one leg raised’ 

-jongkok nyongkok  ‘squat’  

-tegak  negak   ‘sit’ 

 

Emotive speech middles in Balinese are those indicating happiness, fright, and 

complaint. All of these middles come in a ma- form. Representative examples are given 

in (67). 

 

(67) Emotive speech actions 

 Root  ma- form 

-suryak  masuryak ‘shout (to indicate happiness)’ 

-krimik makrimik ‘murmur (to indicate complain) 

-kaik  makaik ‘scream (to indicate fright) 

 

3.4.1.2 Dyadic middles 

Dyadic middles in Balinese include grooming or body care middles, middles denoting 

verbs of exchange, middles denoting naturally reciprocal events, emotion middles, and 

middles denoted by relational nouns. 

The verbs that participate in grooming or body care middles consistently take a 

ma- form and as the name suggests they always receive a reflexive interpretation. These 

middles can have a noun base, a verb base, or an adjective base. 

 

(68) Body care middles with a noun base. 

Root N - form ma- form 

suah ‘comb’ nyuahin ‘ comb somebody’ masuah ‘comb oneself’ 

suluh ‘mirror’ nyuluhin ‘look at somebody 

in the mirror 

masuluh ‘look at oneself in the 

mirror’ ‘ 

pupur ‘powder’ mupurin ‘put powder on 

someone’s face 

mapupur ‘put powder on one’s 

face’ 

enci ‘lipstick’ ngenciin ‘put lipstick on 

somebody’s lips’ 

maenci ‘put lipstick on one’s 

lips’ 
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(69) Body care middles with a verb base. 

Root N- form ma- form 

-baseh  masehin ‘wash 

something/somebody’ 

mabaseh ‘wash one’s limbs’ 

-sugi  nyugiin ‘wash somebody’s 

face 

masugi ‘wash one’s face’ 

kuris ‘shave’ nguris ‘shave somebody’ makuris ‘shave oneself’ 

sigsig ‘clean 

somebody’s teeth’ 

nyigsig ‘clean somebody’s 

teeth’ 

 

masigsig ‘clean one’s teeth’ 

jemuh nyemuh ‘dry 

somebody/something in the 

sun’ 

majemuh ‘dry oneself in the sun’ 

-kemuh ngemuhin ‘rinse one’s 

mouth’ 

makemuh ‘rinse one’s mouth’ 

-payas mayasin ‘dress somebody’ mapayas ‘dress oneself’ 

 

 

Verbs denoting self-arrangement/self-preparation may also indicate body care. I 

group these verbs together with body care verbs. They have an adjective base; they take 

the causative marker –ang, and allow an optional simple reflexive, as illustrated in (70). 

 

(70)  Body care middles with an adjective base. 

Root N- form ma- form  

tragia ‘ready’ nragiang ‘make somebody 

ready for something’ 

matragiang (awak) ‘make 

oneself ready for something’ 

tegteg ‘calm/steady’ negtegang ‘make somebody do 

something calmly’ 

mategtegang (awak) ‘make 

oneself do something calmly’ 

 

 Verbs that are associated with the act of buying and selling also participate in 

Balinese middles. These verbs fall into the class of exchange verbs such verbs of buying 

and selling. Verbs of buying are manifested by mabeli, while verbs of selling by maadep, 

as given in (71). 
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(71) Verbs of exchange 

Root N- form  ma- form 

beli ‘buy’ meli ‘buy something’ mabeli ‘be bought’ 

adep ‘sell’ ngadep ‘sell something’ maadep ‘be sold’ 

 

 Verbs of naturally reciprocal events, as the name implies, have a reciprocal 

interpretation. Like verbs of body care (with a reflexive interpretation), this type 

invariably takes ma- forms, as shown in (72). 

 

(72) Naturally reciprocal events 

Root N- form ma- form 

-palu maluang ‘butt’ mapalu  ‘butt each other’ 

gulet ‘wrestle’ ngulet ‘wrestle’ magulet  ‘wrestle each other 

-siat  nyiatin ‘fight’ masiat  ‘fight each other’ 

gelut ‘embrace’ ngelut ‘embrace’ magelut  ‘embrace each other’ 

diman ‘kiss’ niman ‘kiss’  madiman ‘kiss each other’ 

 

 Besides the situation types above, in the following, I include other situation types 

that are also typical in Balinese middles. They include verbs of possession, verbs 

denoting information and verbs of exchange. All of these verbs are only marked by ma- 

forms, never N- forms. 

 Verbs of possession include verbs of inalienable possession such as verbs of 

clothing (things worn), verbs denoting body parts, and kinship, as shown in the following 

examples. Not all the verbs of this type have a corresponding transitive N- form. What 

unifies all of these ma- forms together is that the noun root itself is what ma- attaches to. 

I classify these as dyadic middles because I ultimately propose that the nouns in question 

are relational nouns (see Section 3.4.5). 
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(73) Relational nouns 

 Root   ma- form 

 baju ‘shirt’  ma-baju ‘have a shirt on’ 

 kubu ‘hut’  ma-kubu ‘have a hut to live in’ 

 awak ‘body’  ma-awak ‘have a body’ 

 sabuk ‘belt’  ma-sabuk ‘have a belt on’ 

kalung ‘necklace’ ma-kalung ‘have a necklace on’ 

kaca ‘glass’  ma-kaca ‘have glasses on’ 

batis ‘leg’  ma-batis ‘have legs’ 

somah ‘spouse’ ma-somah ‘have a spouse’ 

 

 Verbs of emotion are only in ma- forms. They are quite restricted in number in 

Balinese. The attested examples include verbs denoting regret and sadness, as in (74). 

 

 (74) Emotion middles 

Root N- form ma- form 

-selsel nyelselang ‘make oneself 

regretful’ 

maselselang (awak) ‘be 

made regretful by oneself’  

pangenang ‘make oneself 

feel sadder’ 

mangenang ‘make oneself 

feel sadder’ 

mapangenang (awak) ‘be 

made to feel sadder by 

oneself’ 

 

 Finally, middles in Balinese are all intransitive because they never take an 

object. In sum, ma- is found exclusively on verbs that describe situation types Kemmer 

identifies as being cross-linguistically described by middle verbs. Though some middles 

may also be N- marked, their use is restricted. In the following subsections, I describe the 

intransitive properties of Balinese middles. They are not passives; they can be stative, 

resultative, or eventive. They are not always reflexives, but they can be semantically 

dyadic. I discuss each point in turn. 
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3.4.2 Middles are not passives 

In this subsection, I distinguish between the ka-/-a forms and the ma- forms. I call the ka-

/-a forms passives (see Section 3.3.1 and Section 3.3.3) while the ma- forms middles (see 

Section 3.4.1) as terminological choices with some cross-linguistic justification for these 

choices of terms. I have suggested in Chapter 2 that the two notions are both intransitive; 

they are however different in that passives allow a non-term argument represented in its 

argument structure while middles do not. In what follows, I will provide some tests to 

show the cross-linguistic evidence associated with the two notions. 

The single argument of a Balinese middle verb can be a patient in at least some 

cases. This construction resembles a passive because its single argument also bears the 

semantic role of patient. Consider the examples in (75). Sentence (75a) is an active 

sentence and (75b) is its middle counterpart, which can be said to derive from (75a). 

Notice that the object of the active clause now surfaces as the subject of the middle. More 

importantly (75b) receives a passive interpretation as shown in the gloss. Sentence (75c) 

is the passive version of (75a). One can immediately notice that both the middle in (75b) 

and the passive in (75c) share the same characteristics, in that the subject of the two 

constructions are the erstwhile object of the active sentence in (75a). However, sentence 

(75b) changes the active morphology marked by AV marking into middle morphology, 

ma-, while sentence (75c) has the passive morphology - a. The passive clause turns the 

subject of the active clause into an oblique adjunct marked by an oblique teken ‘by’ 

phrase which can appear optionally in the syntax. The middle (75b) cannot take a teken 
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phrase as illustrated in the grammaticality of (75d), suggesting that the agent is totally 

removed and thus it cannot appear in any way in the syntax. 

 

(75) a Wayan ngadep baju ento.   (active) 

 Wayan AV.sell shirt that 

 ‘Wayan sold the shirt.’ 

 b. Baju ento maadep.     (middle) 

 shirt that MV.sell 

 ‘The shirt was sold.’ 

 c. Baju ento adep-a teken Wayan.  (passive) 

 shirt  that sell-PASS by Wayan 

 ‘The shirt was sold by Wayan.’ 

d. *Baju ento maadep  teken Wayan. 

 shirt that MV.sell by Wayan 

 ‘The shirt was sold by Wayan.’ 

 

Another piece of evidence to show that the middle type in (75b) is not a passive is 

that it cannot control into a purposive clause (Keyser and Roeper 1984). This is 

illustrated in (76a), which indicates that neither the subject of the clause (index i) nor the 

putative agent of the action of selling (index j) is understood as controlling into the 

purposive clause. The situation is different from the passive construction in (76b), which 

is shown by the possibility for the agent of the passive (marked by j) to control the action 

denoted by the embedded clause. 

 

(76) a. [Montor ento]i maadep [ ___ *i/*j paang maan komisi 10%]. 

  car that MV.sell to AV.receive commission 10% 

 ‘The car sold in order to receive a 10% commission.’ 

 b. [Montor ento]i adep-a [ __*i/j paang maan komisi 10%]. 

  car that sell-PASS  to AV.receive commission 10% 

  ‘The car was sold in order to receive a 10% commission.’ 

 

 More evidence that middles are not passives in Balinese comes from the fact that 

Balinese is a symmetrical language (Arka 2003a: 64). Sentence (77) is symmetrical 
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because either of its two objects can serve as the subject in the corresponding passive 

constructions, as given in (78).  

 

(77) I Nyoman negen-ang ia padi. 

 ART Nyoman AV.carry.on.shoulder-APPL 3 rice 

 ‘I Nyoman helped him to carry rice on his shoulder.’ 

 

The subject of the passive clause can be the erstwhile primary object of the active clause 

(ia ‘3’) and it can also be the secondary object of its active clause counterpart (padi 

‘rice’). The two passive constructions are grammatical, as respectively shown in (78a) 

and (78b).13  

(78) Passive: 

 a. Ia tegen-ang-a   padi  teken  I  Nyoman. 

  3 carry.on.shouder-APPL-PASS rice by ART Nyoman 

  ‘He was helped to carry rice on his shoulder by I Nyoman.’ 

 b. Padi tegen-ang-a   ia teken I  Nyoman. 

  rice carry.on.shoulder-APPL-PASS 3 by ART Nyoman 

  ‘Rice was made to be carried on his shoulder by I Nyoman.’ 

 

 If we are still to consider that middles are passives in Balinese, certain facts of 

passives must also be shared by middles. We thus expect that symmetricality conditions 

on Balinese passives apply to middles. However, they do not. The middle counterpart of 

the active clause in (77) is asymmetrical. That is, only the primary object of the active 

clause is capable of being the subject of the middle, while the secondary object fails to 

participate in the middle construction, as shown by the ungrammaticality of (79b).  

 

 

 

                                                 
13 This phenomenon is not unique to Balinese; other Austronesian languages also observed to have this 

property are Madurese (Wechsler and Arka 1998) and Bajau (Donohue 1996, cited in Arka 2003a). 
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(79) Middle: 

 a. Ia mategen-ang   padi (*teken  I  Nyoman). 

  3 MV.carry.on.shoulder-APPL rice  by ART Nyoman  

  ‘He was helped to carry rice on his shoulder (by I Nyoman).’ 

 b. *Padi mategen-ang   ia. 

    rice  MV.carry.on.shoulder-APPL 3 

  ‘Rice was helped to carry on his shoulder.’ 

 

Arka (2003a: 242), following Kersten (1970), considers ma- constructions such as 

(75b) to be passives. Nonetheless, he also claims that the ma- form such as (75b) does not 

have a semantic agent. However, I argue that, like passives, the middles such as (75b) 

have implicit agents. The same claim is made for middles in other languages, as found in 

Schäfer (2008), Reinhart and Siloni (2005), Condoravdi (1989), among others. The 

evidence comes from padidian ‘by itself’ test and entailment or agent denial test. 

Let us first have a look at padidian ‘by itself’ test. The phrase by itself means 

“without outside help” and is commonly used as a diagnostic of predicates that designate 

internal causation or verbs that denote the non-existence of an “external cause”. Applying 

this test yields the ungrammaticality of (80a). The idea is that this middle takes a 

semantic agent but the adverbial paddian enforces no agentivity. Thus, the insertion of 

this adverbial causes a contradiction in the meaning of the resulting sentence (cf. Schäfer 

2008, Keyser and Roeper 1984). This indicates that there is an “external cause” or 

implicit agent in this middle. However when an external cause is absent, the ma- forms 

that have an inchoative reading such as makeplus ‘break’ are fine, as in (80b).  

(80) a. *Baju ento maadep  padidian. 

   shirt that MV.sell by.itself 

 ‘The shirt was sold by itself.’ 
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 b. Bisul ento makeplus padidian. 

  boil that MV.break by.itself 

  ‘The boil broke by itself.’ 

 

 A second test is cancellation. One would expect that sentence (81) is felicitous if 

there is no implied agent involved in the act of selling. However, cancelling the existence 

of an agent causes (81) to be infelicitous. Again, the cancellation test confirms that this 

middle contains an implicit agent. For a comparison, the verb maubet-ang ‘be closed-

CAUS’, in (81b), also fails the cancelation test, indicating that it also contains an implicit 

agent. 

(81). a. #Baju ento  maadep  kewala  sing  ada  ane  ngadep. 

 shirt that MV.sell but  NEG COP REL AV.sell 

 ‘The shirt was sold but nobody sold it.’ 

 b. # Jelanan-e  maubet-ang  kewala sing ada ane ngubet. 

  door-DEF MV.close-CAUS but NEG COP REL  AV.close 

 ‘The door was made closed but there was nobody who closed it.’ 

 

 Another characteristic of the middle observed cross-linguistically is that it can 

have an arbitrary interpretation (i.e. involving agents in general). With Balinese middles, 

this can be achieved by the insertion of the modifier aluh ‘easily’.  

 

(82) Baju ento aluh maadep. 

shirt that easy MV.sell 

‘The shirt was sold easily.’ 

 

The first thing to note here is that the insertion of the modifier aluh ‘easily’ does not 

make the sentence ungrammatical. The adverbial aluh actually does not modify the NP 

baju ento ‘the shirt’, although aluh looks like an adjective in Balinese. Rather, it modifies 

the verb maadep which eventually requires a human involvement in the act of selling. 
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That is, the modification ensures that it is the selling which is easy, not the shirt that is 

easy. Because aluh is an adverbial of manner, then it can get the interpretation that the 

selling of the shirt is not easy for a particular person but for people in general. 

 To conclude, the ma- forms such as (75b) accords with what are called middles and 

the ka-/-a forms accord with what are called passives cross-linguistically. With respect to 

their different properties, they again justify the terminological choices. 

3.4.3 Middles can be stative, resultative, or eventive 

Arka (2003a: 245) claims that ma- verbs in general are result-orientated. The ma-

construction in (83), for example, is resultative. 

(83) Kuaca nika sampun ma-adol. (Arka 2003a: 242) 

 shirt that PERF ma-sell 

 ‘The shirt has been sold.’ 

 

I suggest that while some of the ma- verbs are resultative, not all are. In fact, some are 

eventive, some are resultative, and some are non-resultative stative. The test for this is 

perfective aspect suba and progressive aspect sedeng. Anything that rejects both is a non-

resultative stative. Anything that accepts suba but not sedeng is resultative, but since 

resultatives are stative they are also stative. Anything that accepts sedeng will be 

eventive, but these also all accept suba so can be resultative, and thus also stative.  

A middle that has a stative reading can be shown by a ma- form whose base 

predicate denotes an inalienable possession such as mabatis ‘have legs’ with an animate 

entity. Under a normal interpretation, the legs of an animate entity are strictly inalienable, 

not normally interpreted as changing a state from having legs to not having legs or vice 
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versa (as opposed to legs linked to non-animate entities, see below). This fact suggests 

that mabatis with an animate subject should reject both the sedeng and suba tests, as 

shown in (84). So it is purely stative. 

(84) a. Anak ento mabatis. 

 person that MV.leg 

 ‘The man has legs.’ 

 b. *?Anak ento suba mabatis. 

 person that PERF MV.leg 

 ‘The man already has legs.’ 

 c. *Anak ento sedeng mabatis. 

  person that PROG MV.leg 

 ‘The man is having legs.’ 

 

In contrast with mabatis with an animate entity above, the ma- form mabatis in (85b) 

with an inanimate entity and other ma- forms with a relational noun base such as 

masomah, as illustrated in (85a), pass the suba test, as shown in (86). 

 

(85) a. Ni Sari masomah. 

 ART Sari MV.spouse 

 ‘Ni Sari has a spouse.’ 

 b. Kursi ento mabatis. 

 chair that MV.leg 

 ‘The chair has legs.’ 

(86) a. Ni Sari suba masomah. 

 ART Sari PERF MV.spouse 

 ‘Ni Sari has had a spouse.’ 

 b. Kursi ento suba mabatis. 

 chair that PERF MV.leg 

 ‘The chair has had legs.’ 

 

The insertion of the perfective aspect suba in (86a), for example, means that the 

individual in question now ‘has become a spouse’. Thus there is a change of state from 

not having a spouse to having one, suggesting that the ma- verb, masomah, is resultative 

in the sense of Nedjalkov (1988), and thus it is also stative, indicated by the base. The 
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middle mabatis (in (85b)) also has the same interpretation where it allows the reading 

such that the chair underwent a change of state from having no legs to having legs, unlike 

mabatis with animate in (84a). The middles masomah and mabatis in (85) are then both 

resultative and stative. They reject the progressive aspect sedeng test, as illustrated in 

(87), confirming that they are obviously not eventive. 

 

(87) a. *Ni Sari sedeng masomah. 

 ART Sari PROG MV.spouse 

 ‘Ni Sari is having a spouse.’ 

 b. *Kursi ento sedeng mabatis. 

 chair that PROG MV.leg 

 ‘The chair is having legs.’ 

 

The ma- forms such as maadep ‘be sold’, maubetang ‘be closed’, and maampakang ‘be 

opened’ accept the sedeng and suba tests, as shown in (88) and (89) respectively, and 

thus they are eventive and resultative and also stative. 

(88) a. Baju ento sedeng maadep. 

 shirt that PROG MV.sell 

 ‘The shirt is being sold.’ 

 b. Jendela ento sedeng maubet-ang. 

  window that PROG MV.close-CAUS 

  ‘The window is being closed.’ 

 c. Jendela ento sedeng maampak-ang. 

  window that PROG MV.open-CAUS 

  ‘The window is being opened.’ 

(89) a. Baju ento suba maadep. 

 shirt that PERF MV.sell 

 ‘The shirt has sold.’ 

 b. Jendela ento suba maubet-ang. 

  window that PERF MV.close-CAUS 

  ‘The window has closed.’ 

 c. Jenddela ento suba maampak-ang. 

  window that PERF MV.open-CAUS 

  ‘The window has opened.’ 
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Ma- forms that can have stative, resultative, or eventive reading so far discussed in this 

subsection are summarized in Table 4. 

Ma- form Stative Resultative Eventive 

MV.leg (animate)   x x  

MV.leg (inanimate)    x  

MV.spouse    x  

MV.sell       

MV.close       

MV.open       

Table 4: Ma- forms with stative, resultative, or eventive reading 

 

To conclude, with respect to the data provided above, the ma- form whose base 

predicate denotes an action can have all the three readings (stative, resultative, and 

eventive). A ma- form with a base predicate denoting a state cannot take the progressive 

aspect sedeng, indicating that it cannot be eventive. 

3.4.4 Balinese middles are not reflexive-marked 

In many languages middle marking and reflexive marking are homophonous in a way 

that leads some linguists to assume that middles are a type of reflexive or are related. 

This is the cross-linguistic view of Kemmer (1993, 1994), and more specifically 

Shibatani and Artawa (2007) and Kardana (2004), for example, claim that reflexives in 

Balinese are subsumed under middles. So under their views, a reflexive construction is 

called a periphrastic middle as in (90b), while a construction with a ma- form (middle 

morphology) is called a morphological middle, as in (90c), and a non-reflexive 
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construction with AV marking which can be categorized as a middle indicating change in 

body posture (Kemmer 1993) is called a lexical middle, as in (90d). 

 

(90) a. Wayan  mayasin  Nyoman.  (active) 

 Wayan AV.dress Nyoman 

 ‘Wayan is dressing Nyoman.’ 

 b. Nyoman mayasin awakne.  (periphrastic middle) 

 Nyoman AV.dress self.3POSS 

 ‘Nyoman is dressing himself.’ 

 c. Wayan  mapayas.    (morphological middle) 

 Wayan  MV.dress 

 ‘Wayan is dressing.’ 

 d. Wayan negak.     (lexical middle) 

 Wayan AV.sit 

 ‘Wayan sat.’ 

 

However, middle marking on the verb and reflexive marking in all other cases in 

Balinese and Indonesian (Udayana 2012, Udayana and Beavers 2013) are not 

homophonous. Moreover, not all middles in Balinese (or Indonesian) are reflexive 

semantically, e.g. maadep ‘be sold’. As seen in the examples above, the canonical 

reflexives and middles in Balinese have different (voice) markings. The reflexive is AV 

(agentive-voice)-marked while the middle is MV (middle voice)-marked, again, 

indicating they are two different syntactic phenomena, not syncretistic. Furthermore, 

while some middles are interpreted reflexively, this is not to say that middles in Balinese 

are always reflexive or vice versa. Thus the category of middle in Balinese (and 

Indonesian) cannot be subsumed under a type of reflexive. 
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3.4.5 Balinese middles represent a semantics-syntax mismatch 

As noted above middles in Balinese are expressed by ma- forms. They are strictly 

intransitive. They never take an object. The valence of the middles is determined by their 

roots. Some roots are semantically monadic (e.g. the base predicates denoting motion and 

the base predicted denoting emotive speech actions). That is, these (monadic) middles 

have only one semantic argument, which gets straightforwardly mapped to the subject of 

the middle verb, and thus I do not discuss these further here. 

The more interesting case are the dyadic ones. The same properties are exhibited 

by the Indonesian ber- forms, which also serves as a middle marker. Adopting Udayana 

(2012) and Udayana and Beavers’s (2013) analysis of Indonesian to Balinese, I argue that 

dyadic Balinese middles represent a semantics-syntax mismatch where a middle verb is 

semantically dyadic but syntactically monadic, i.e. they have two semantic participants 

but only one syntactic NP to realize them by. Thus one or the other argument gets 

mapped to that subject NP. The other argument must be interpreted somehow, and in 

Balinese there are three ways to do this: existentially bind it off, interpret it reflexively as 

coreferential with the expressed NP (thus the single NP represents both participants), or 

have it expressed by the base predicate itself. I discuss each of these ways in turn below. 

The first type of middle is the one in which the patient argument of the transitive 

base predicate occurs as a subject of the middle verb, as illustrated in (91). 
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(91) a. Ia ngumbah baju ento. 

 3 AV.wash shirt that 

 ‘(S)he washed her/his shirt.’ 

 b. Baju ento maumbah. 

 shirt that MV.wash 

 ‘The shirt was washed.’ 

 

The middle verb in (91b) has the NP baju ento ‘the shirt’ that serves as the subject, 

causing it to look like a passive construction. However, as shown above, the middle 

whose single argument is the patient is not a passive, shown by the fact that it is not 

allowed to occur with an agent teken ‘by’ phrase even though the semantic agent is 

implied, as also shown in (75c) above. This means that the middle verb maumbah ‘be 

washed’ is syntactically monadic but semantically dyadic, which can be represented as in 

the a-structure in (92). 

                                 SUBJ 

 

(92) a. a-structure:  AV.wash < a-subj, a-obj> 

 

 sem-structure: <   ag,  pt> 

 

                               SUBJ 

 

 b.  a-structure: MV-wash <          a-subj> 

 

 sem-structure: < ag, pt > 

 

The (syntacticized) a-structure of the middle verb maubah ‘MV.wash’ is syntactically 

intransitive, where the patient argument surfaces as the subject but its semantic agent 

argument is not mapped onto a syntactic function, as seen in the sem-structure 

representation. However, this leaves the agent unexpressed. In this case, the relevant 
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interpretative operation is existential binding. In terms of event semantics, the agent is 

symbolized as the existentially bound variable x and the theme is the shirt.  

 

(93) ex [wash’ (e) & Agent (e, x) & Theme (e, the shirt)] 

 

 

 The second type are reflexive middles. Unlike the first type, whose subject is the 

object of the transitive predicate counterpart, the subject of the reflexive middle is the 

agent argument of its transitive counterpart, allowing the middle verb to receive a 

reflexive reading in which the patient argument is implied, as illustrated in the a-structure 

in (95b), for the body care verb madendeng. 

 

(94) a. I Ketuti nengdeng awaki. 

 ART Ketut AV.dry.in.the.sun self 

 ‘I Ketut dried himself in the sun.’ 

 b. I Ketut madengdeng. 

 ART Ketut MV.dry.in.the.sun 

 ‘I Ketut dried himself in the sun.’ 

 

                                  SUBJ 

 

(95) a. a-structure:  AV.dry.in.the.sun  < a-subj, a-obj> 

 

 sem-structure:  <   ag,  pt> 

 

                                SUBJ 

 

 b.  a-structure: MV.dry.in.the.sun < a-subj          > 

 

 sem-structure: <   ag, pt > 
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In this case, it is the patient that is not expressed, but still needs to be interpreted. Here I 

propose that the patient is interpreted coreferentially with the agent, so the ultimate 

reading is reflexive, as represented in (96). 

 

(96) e [dry.in.the.sun’ (e) & Agent (e, I Ketut) & Theme (e, I Ketut)] 

 

 The third type of middle is the incorporation middle where the N of the 

theme/patient argument of the corresponding transitive clause gets incorporated into the 

ma- form, as illustrated in (97b). 

 

(97) a. Ia nganggo capil. 

 3 AV.wear hat 

 ‘(S)he wore a hat.’ 

 b. Ia macapil. 

 3 MV.hat 

 ‘(S)he had a hat on/ (S)he wore a hat.’ 

 

Once the N gets incorporated it cannot take with it a determiner, in contrast with the N of 

its transitive counterpart. However, the incorporated noun can strand its 

adjective/modifier, as seen in (98b).  

 

(98) a. Nyoman nganggo capil barak ento /-ne. 

 Nyoman AV.wear hat red that / 3POSS 

 ‘Nyoman wore the red/his hat.’ 

 b. Ia macapil barak *ento / *-ne. 

 3 MV.hat red that / 3POSS 

 ‘(S)he had the/his/her red hat on/ (S)he wore the/his/her red hat.’ 

 

The Ns that occur in this construction all indicate inalienable possession, and thus 

I assume they are all relational nouns, representing a relation between the entity denoted 

by the noun and some other entity. I refer to these as the patient and the agent 
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respectively on the basis of the thematic roles in the corresponding transitive forms with a 

lexical verb. In the ma- form the agent is the subject, leaving the patient to be expressed 

some other way. In this case, it is expressed by the noun that forms the base of the 

predicate itself. The argument realization of these relational middles can be represented 

as in (99) and (100) respectively. 

 

(99) N < x, y> 

 ma- N <x > 

 

                                 SUBJ 

 

(100) a. a-structure:  AV.wear  < a-subj, a-obj> 

 

 sem-structure: <   ag,  pt> 

 

 

                              SUBJ 

 

 b.  a-structure: MV-hat   < a-subj          > 

 

 sem-structure: < ag, pt > 

 

 

The event semantics of the middle verb macapil is represented as in (101) where 

the theme argument is labeled as the existentially bound variable x ( represents the 

relational predicate introduced by N, which says that the agent of the relational predicate 

must be the possessor of the theme in some sense) 

 

(101) ex [’ (e) & Agent (e, Nyoman) & Theme (e, x) & hat’ (x)] 
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To conclude, middles of these three types are always syntactically monadic but 

semantically dyadic. The semantic implied argument of the middles allows them to be 

interpreted somehow. 

 

3.5 CONCLUSION 

I have demonstrated that monotransitive OV-agents are sensitive to indefiniteness 

constraints, which are motivated by the fact that the verbs that they appear with are 

unmarked. I show that Agent NPs that appear with verbs which get marked via 

applicativization/causativization processes regardless, whether the verbs in question are 

monotransitive or ditransitive are not subject to these constraints. OV-agent positions are 

basically filled with NPs which can be elaborated/ expanded into a more complex NP. 

However, the indefiniteness condition also allows them to be realized with a (bare) 

indefinite N. 

 Balinese has two passives, ka- and –a passives. The –a passive is historically 

derived from either low third person pronoun ia or high third person pronoun ida. I show 

that ka-/-a passives are not basically dichotomized into high or low passive. However, 

there is a tendency that the ka- passive is preferred over the –a passive in a high register 

context. I show that –a passive is an instance of volitional passive while ka- passive is 

usually a non-volitional passive (which is consistent with the characteristics of Old 

Javanese ka- passive from which Balinese ka- passive originated). Balinese also has a 

middle voice form. Middle verbs in Balinese may have a reflexive interpretation. I show 

that middles and reflexives in Balinese are two independent syntactic phenomena, in 
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contrast with Kardana’s (2004) and Shibatani and Artawa’s (2007) claim that reflexives 

are subsumed under middles, and Kemmer’s (1993, 1994) broader cross-linguistic 

analysis that subsumes reflexive and middles semantically.  
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Chapter 4 

Pronoun system of Balinese and binding theory in LFG 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

There are two points to be discussed in this chapter: pronoun systems in Balinese and 

Binding Theory (BT) in LFG. 

I show that personal pronouns in Balinese are divided into two kinds: basic or 

pure personal pronouns and personal pronouns which are derived from words meaning 

‘body’ called body-pronouns. Like body-pronouns, reflexive anaphors are also 

(historically) derived from words for ‘body’. Balinese reflexive anaphors are divided into 

simple reflexive anaphors (containing one morpheme) and complex reflexive anaphors 

(containing more than one morpheme). Of the two types, a complex reflexive anaphor 

can be used as what is called a logophoric pronoun. I also show that Balinese does not 

have a reciprocal anaphor per se, but a reciprocal interpretation can be obtained by 

employing the reciprocal marker saling ‘mutually’ which functions as an adverb.  

This chapter also describes binding theory (BT) in Lexical-Functional Grammar 

(LFG), the framework that I adopt for the analysis of pronominal and lexical reflexives in 

Balinese. However, before coming to BT, I will focus on the parallel structures in LFG 

which consist of argument structure (a-structure), constituent structure (c-structure), and 

functional structure (f-structure) representations. These three structures are the potential 

loci for BT; however, I will describe that only the f-structure plays a role for BT in most 

LFG treatments. It is argued that BT works based on the notion of grammatical function 

(GF) prominence, which is handled by the “outrank” relation. However, outrank relations 
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do not account for binding relations in OV clauses. Therefore, I adopt the syntacticized a-

structure theory proposed by Manning (1994) for dealing with Balinese reflexive binding.  

 

4.2 PERSONAL PRONOUNS 

Balinese can be said to have two types of personal pronouns: pure personal pronouns 

such as tiang ‘1
st
 person’, c(a)i ‘2

nd
 person masculine’ and personal pronouns derived 

from words meaning ‘body’ such as awak ‘1
st
 /2

nd
 person’, raga ‘1

st
 /2

nd
 person’, and one 

word derived from the title jero which literally means ‘inside’ and is used as a second 

person pronoun.1 For the sake of simplicity, I will refer to the first type as basic personal 

pronouns while the second type as personal body-pronouns. The basic personal pronouns 

and body-pronouns have no case markings to mark their grammatical relation. However, 

their forms can be distinguished with respect to speech style system, which as noted in 

Chapter 2 can be divided into three main levels: high, madya (middle), and low levels. In 

what follows, I will discuss the two kinds of personal pronouns (basic and body-

pronouns) in turn before talking about the other kinds of pronouns in Balinese. 

 

                                                 
1 Broadly speaking, the Balinese caste system is divided into jaba and non-jaba. The latter refers to those 

who are of the Brahmana, Ksatrya, or Wesya caste while the former refers to those who belong to none of 

these castes or commoners (also called sudra). However, somebody (often a woman) who is jaba and gets 

married to somebody of non-jaba will automatically get the title jero (meaning ‘inside’). Thus upon her 

marriage, the person no longer belongs to jaba people since she is already an “insider” of the non-jaba 

family circle. Derived from this title, the form jero is often used for addressing a second person (of madya 

level) whose caste status is not yet known 
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4.2.1 Basic personal pronouns 

4.2.1.1 First person basic pronouns 

The first person basic pronoun is titiang, which in terms of speech style is a high register 

word. The same form titiang is also used as a madya (middle) and low register word. In 

its madya use, the form titiang is shortened or haplologized as tiang while in its use as a 

low register word, titiang is shortened to (i)cang. Note also that, besides the low register 

form (i)cang, another form is kai, which is historically derived from the pronoun wake 

‘1
st
 person’ (Suarka personal communication) which is shortened as ke and becomes kai 

over time. Note further that the pronoun wake is a shortened form of awake (which is a 

low register word). Awake is ambiguous between a first and second person pronoun 

reading (see section 4.2.2.1 below). However, the form kai, like wake, only has a first 

person pronoun reading. It is considered a kasar (coarse) form, which is lower in terms of 

hierarchy than a low register word and it is not surprising then it is often used for animal 

characters in literary texts (Arka 1998, 2003a). However, it is also used by commoners 

(low caste people), and thus it gains currency in the low register as a word which is only 

limited to being used for intimacy and is widely used in the dialect of Balinese spoken in 

the western and northern part of Bali. 2   

Examples in (1) illustrate the first person lexical items involved. Sentence (1a) 

demonstrates that titiang is a high register word which is used when addressing God. In 

sentence (1b), the speaker addresses her sister, so the middle register word is 

appropriately used. In sentence (1c), the people involved in the exchange are commoners 

                                                 
2 Based on this fact, it is arguably justifiable to subsume coarse words under the low register rather than 

treating them as a register of its own.  
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as captured by the name Bapan Sari and I Belog (which are only associated with 

commoners), thus I Belog used cang to refer to himself. In (1d), kai is used for animal 

characters in a literary text. In (1e), kai is used by low caste people; it generally appears 

with iba, its low register counterpart denoting second person (see also the usage of iba 

below). The basic personal pronoun used in each example sentence is in bold face. 

(1) a. Suksma  banget  Ratu  Hyang  Mahawisesa  antuk  paswecan  

 thank  very.much God for gift 

I  Ratu,  titiang  polih  pamargi sane patut ka-laksnayang.  

ART 2 1 have ways REL  worth PASS-do 

‘Thank God for Your gift, (and) I have got anything good which is worth doing 

(i.e. I’ve got good directions in my life).’ (KLC: 15) 

b. I  Biang ngaryanin laklak di  perantenan, tiang icen-a  

 ART mother AV.make cake in kitchen 1 give-PASS 

abungkul. 

one.piece 

‘Mother made some cake in the kitchen, I was given one piece.’  (MTK: 37) 

c.  Cang suba  maan keladi  akeranjang. 

1 PERF AV.have  taro one.basket 

‘I have already got one basket of taros.’(IB: 31) 

 d Kai  I  Lelipi luwihin  teken  Sang  maraga  wisesa. 

1 ART snake better than ART MV.body  power 

‘I, the snake, am better than the one in power.’ (PTG: 10) 

e. A:  Iba  kija busan? 

 2 where just.now? 

 ‘Where have you been?’ 

 B: Kai mare teka uling peken. 

 1 just come from market 

 ‘I just came back from the market.’ 

 

4.2.1.2 Second person basic pronouns 

The basic second person pronouns come in three registers: high, madya, and low. The 

high basic second person pronoun in Balinese is ratu ‘2’, which is used to address a 

person of high caste, as illustrated in (2). 
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(2) Ratu lunga kija mangkin? 

 2 go where now 

 ‘Where are you going now?’ 

 

Balinese also has the madya basic second person pronoun expressed by ida ‘2’. There are 

two uses in its madya register. First, it is used to address a second person of high caste 

and the speaker is also the person of high caste. Second, it is used to address a second 

person who is of lower caste than the speaker but who has a high social position, such as 

a governor. Sentence (3) illustrates the two uses, depending upon the context or the 

associated second person. The basic pronoun ida can also be used for high third person; 

see Section 4.2.1.3. 

 

(3) Ida mangkin muputan karya-e. 

 2 now AV.finish job-DEF 

 ‘You now finish the job.’ 

 

The low basic second person pronouns are c(a)i and ny(a)i. The former form 

refers to a male second person as illustrated in (4a) while the latter to a female second 

person as shown in (4b). 

 

(4) a. Yan  saja buka munyin cai-ne, cai lakar baang tiang  

  if true as voice 2M.POSS, 2M FUT OV.give 1 

 nganggeh  pepeson banjar.  (MTK: 77) 

 AV.pay.on.credit donation sub.village 

‘If it is true as what you said, I will let you pay your contribution for the sub-

village on credit.’ 

 b. Adin-e maplepotan, nyai inget mapayas  dogen.  

younger.sister-DEF MV.work.hard, 2F aware MV.dress only 

 ‘Your sister works hard (but) you keep busy dressing yourself.’ (KLC: 9) 
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4.2.1.3 Third person basic pronouns 

Third person basic pronouns are complete in terms of register selection manifested by 

ida, dane, and ia, which respectively refer to high, madya, and low register words. This 

distinction especially correlates with caste distinctions. Ida is used to refer to a person of 

the Brahmana caste (the highest caste), as in (5a), dane a person of the Wesya caste (the 

middle caste), as in (5b), and in (5c) ia a person of the Sudra caste (the lowest caste).3 

(5) a. Mangkin  ida  Mpu  Kuturan  mataken  ring  arin 

 now 3 Mpu  Kuturan MV.ask to younger.brother 

ida,   unduk  panadian  taluh-e  ane  paling  suduur  

3POSS   about result egg-DEF REL most at.top. 

‘Now he (Mpu Kuturan) asked his younger brother about the result of the 

topmost egg.’ (PMB: 11) 

 b. Dane  Mekel  Made jagi  lunga meriki. 

 3        Mekel Made FUT come here 

 ‘He (Mekel Made) will come here.’ 

c. Ia meli baju ento. 

 3 AV.buy dress that 

 ‘(S)he bought that dress.’ 

 

Balinese has another basic third personal pronoun, ipun. Dane and ipun are used in the 

madya style to respectfully refer to persons of the low Sudra caste. They are, however, 

different in terms of social status. Thus, besides being used to refer to a person of the 

Wesya caste, dane can also be used to refer to a Sudra caste person but having a high 

social status, such as a governor, as in (6a). Ipun, on the other hand, is used to refer to a 

third person of the Sudra caste having no connection to such a status, as in (6b). These 

two pronouns are chosen to respect the individual in question when addressing an 

audience that is higher in caste than the speaker and the referent of dane or ipun.  

                                                 
3 Ida and ia are borrowed from ira a bound formative denoting pronouns in Old Javanese, see Chapter 3 for 

more details.  
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(6) a. Penulis polih  maortan-ortan  sareng  Gubernur  Made 

 writer able MV.news-RED with governor Made 

Mangku Pastika. Daweg  punika  dane  nganikayang manahne 

Mangku Pastika. Time that 3 AV.say.CAUS mind.3POSS 

sungsut  pisan  santukan  nyingakin  kahan  kesehatan  

worried very about AV.look.at condition health 

lan  pendidikan  masyarakat Bali.   (BO: 10/09/11) 

and education community Balinese 

‘The writer got the opportunity to talk with the Governor Made Mangku 

Pastika. At that time he expressed his concerns about the health and education 

of the Balinese community.’  

b. Polih  dumun  mirengang  pikobetne  anak bajang  dangin  

 able long.ago AV.hear complaint.3POSS teenager east 

umah-e rikala  ipun  ngraos  kapining meme  utawi  mama 

 house-DEF when 3 AV.say to mother or mom 

ipunne.  (BO: 10/09/11) 

3.3POSS 

‘Once I overhead the complaint of a young girl (teenager) at the east of my 

house when she said something to her mother or mom.’  

 

 As shown in Chapter 2, of all the four forms of third person, only ia and ida can 

serve as a clitic, which is marked by the contracted form of the pronouns concerned, =a, 

but it is restricted to occurring in a transitive clause with OV marking. In AV 

constructions, the third person pronoun is never treated as a clitic; only full forms are 

possible, as seen in (7a) and (7c) in low register and (8a) and (8c) in high register. 

However, the third person actor of low style ia must be a clitic, =a, in OV clauses as in 

(7b) and (7d), while the high style ida can be in the form of a clitic (=a) or retained as ida 

as seen in (8b) and (8d). 

Low register: 

(7) a. Ia meli baju ento. 

 3 AV.buy shirt that 

 ‘(S)he bought that shirt.’ 
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b. Baju ento beli(n) =a/ *ia.4 

 shirt that OV.buy(LK)=3 3 

 ‘(S)he bought the shirt.’ 

 c. Cang meli-ang *=a/  ia baju ento. 

 1 AV.buy-APPL=3 3 shirt that 

 ‘I bought him/her that shirt.’ 

 d. Cang beli-ang=a/  *ia baju ento. 

 1 OV.buy-APPL=3 3 shirt that 

 ‘(S)he bought me the shirt.’ 

 

High register: 

(8) a. Ida numbas klambi nika. 

 3 AV.buy shirt that 

 ‘(S)he bought the shirt.’ 

 b. Klambi nika tumbas=a/ ida. 

 dress that OV.buy=3/ 3 

 ‘(S)he bought the dress.’ 

 c. Titiang numbas-ang*=a/ ida klambi nika. 

 1 AV.buy-APPL=3 3 shirt that 

 ‘I bought him/her the dress.’ 

 d. Titiang tumbas-ang=a/  ida klambi nika. 

 1 OV.buy-APPL=3/  3 shirt that 

 ‘(S)he bought me the shirt.’ 

 

The use of basic free personal pronouns is summarized in Table 5. 

 

Person Speech level 

high madya low 

1 titiang tiang kai, i(c)ang 

2 ratu ida c(a)i (M), ny(a)i (F) 

3  ida, =a ipun, dane ia, =a 

Table 5: Balinese basic personal pronouns 

 

                                                 
4 The linker (LK) can optionally appear with the clitic =a but it cannot with the full pronoun ia.  
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4.2.2 Personal body-pronouns 

In addition to its basic personal pronouns, Balinese also has personal pronoun derived 

from words meaning ‘body’. The fact that these root forms can also mean ‘body’ is 

shown in (9).  

(9) a. Awakne mokoh,  loyo,  tur  moyo kenken ja cara   

 body.3POSS flabby weak and frail how PART like 

 godoh  embon. 

 fried.banana cold    (IB: 7) 

 ‘His/her body is flabby, weak, and frail just like a fried banana that gets cold.’ 

b. Raga-n  idane kanin. 

 body-LK 3POSS wounded (Kersten 1984: 487) 

 ‘His/her body was wounded.’ 

 c. Dewekne  matato. 

  body.3POSS MV.tatoo 

  ‘His body has tattoos.’ 

 

Pronouns with these forms, simply called body-pronouns, can come in different style 

forms: awak and iba (low style), dewek (low and madya styles), and raga (low and 

madya styles). In addition to words meaning ‘body’, there is a second person body 

pronoun of madya register, jero.5  

4.2.2.1 Awak, awake, and wake 

Awak can be a first or second person pronoun. This pronoun can refer to the speaker or to 

the addressee, as given in (10). 

 

 

 

                                                 
5 The status as to whether iba derives from the word meaning ‘body’ is controversial. One contemporary 

Balinese contemporary dictionary (Kersten 1984) just glosses it as second person. However, since iba can 

be used as reflexive anaphor in the same way as body-meaning words such as awak, raga, and dewek, I 

argue that iba itself can mean ‘body’ as well. Thus iba as found in sentences such as ibane matato means 

‘His body has tattoos’. 
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(10) a. Dong  olas  pesan  I  Crukcuk  Kuning.  Awak  nagih  mati  

 alas pity very ART Crukcuk Kuning.  1/2 AV.ask.for death 

baang=a  papayasan.    (KLC: 13) 

 give=3 jewelry 

‘Alas, Crukcuk Kuning pitied me very much. I asked for death but it (the bird) 

gave me jewelries instead.’ 

b. Sing  kimud  awak  suba  tua  masi  ngeling. 

 NEG ashamed 1/2  PERF old still AV.cry 

grong-grong   (IJ: 4) 

sob-RED 

‘Don’t you feel ashamed, you are already old (but) you are still crying and 

sobbing.’  

 

Like awak, awake is also ambiguous between first and second persons, as in (11a).6 

However, when the context already makes it clear between the speaker and the addressee, 

the ambiguity disappears, as in (11b), in which awake can only refer to the addressee.  

 

(11) a. Awake  sing  ngelah  panak  madan  I  Kesuna.  

 1/2 NEG AV.have child MV.name ART Kesuna 

I  Kesuna  suba   mati.     (KLC: 17) 

ART Kesuna PERF dead 

‘I/you don’t have a child called I Kesuna. She (I Kesuna) is already dead.’ 

b. Gandong  men,   awake  apang  enggal  neked  ditu. (PKL: 3) 

carry.on.back let 2 so.that quick AV.get.to there 

‘Let me carry you on my shoulder so that you can quickly get there.’  

 

The personal pronoun wake is a shortened form of awake. However, unlike 

awake, it is unambiguously used for first person, as shown in the following examples. 

 

(12) a. Cicing caine suba  mati-ang wake,  da  buin  

dog 2M.POSS PERF OV.dead-CAUS 1 NEG again 

cai  nyambat  cicing caine ento. (STK: 85) 

 2M AV.mention dog 2M.POSS that 

 ‘I have already killed your dog, don’t say anything about it.’  

                                                 
6 The personal body-pronoun awake ‘1/2’ contains the definite marker –e to distinguish it from the other 

personal body pronoun awak also meaning ‘1/2’, but for the sake simplicity I will gloss them the same 

except for the reflexive used for second person awak-e which I gloss as ‘self-DEF’, see below.  
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 b. Ih  Celempung sawireh  cai suba maan    

 hey Celempung because 2M PERF AV.succeed 

 nguluk-nguluk wake,  jani  ulihang  pipis  icange  

 AV.deceive-RED 1 now OV.return money 1POSS 

 petang tali rupiah.  (STK: 85) 

 four thousand rupiah 

‘Hey, Celempung, because you have succeeded in deceiving me, now please 

return my money amounting to four thousand rupiahs.’ 

 

4.2.2.2 Iba 

The form iba is a low register second person pronoun. Like kai, the first person low 

register pronoun, iba is commonly used to depict animal characters in literary works 

as in (13a) and (13b). However, as noted above, iba can be used between 

commoners to show intimacy. Thus, although (13b) is here contextually used for 

animals, the same sentential expression is widely attested among commoners ( jaba 

people). 

 

(13) a. Ka-takonin  I  Beduda,  “Beduda,  Beduda  iba  ngudiang  

PASS-ask ART Beduda,   “Beduda,  Beduda 2 why  

ngurek  tanah”. (IK: 5) 

make.a.hole soil  

‘I Beduda was asked, “Beduda, Beduda why you made a hole in the soil .”  

 b. Nah  kema  jani  iba  majalan. (IK: 17) 

 alright there now 2 MV.walk 

 ‘Alright you (can) walk there now.’ 

4.2.2.3 Dewek and deweke 

Dewek as a body-pronoun, unlike awak, is only a first person pronoun. In this usage, it 

can take the article I, as shown in (14a) and (14b) or appear without the article, as shown 

in (14c). 
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(14) a. I  dewek  jani  lakar  ngae  laklak,  lakar  adep  di 

 ART 1 now FUT AV.make cake FUT OV.sell at 

rurung-e.             (STK: 35) 

 alley-DEF 

 ‘I will make some laklak (cake) and sell them in the alley.’  

b. Jani  te  bagia  neka  ganti  I  dewek  aget  lakar    

 now PART happy come turn ART 1 lucky FUT 

 maan   ngamah be  siap.           (SB: 2) 

 have  AV.eat meat chicken 

 ‘Now that my lucky time comes that I will get some chicken to eat.’ 

 c. Buin  mani   yan  tusing  dewek  maan  ngwales,  de  

 More tomorrow if NEG 1 have AV.avenge NEG  

sube  dewek  adanin-a  jeleme.        (IB: 40) 

then  1 call-PASS human 

‘Tomorrow, if I cannot take revenge, then do not call me a human being.’  

 

Like awak and awake, deweke can also refer to either first person or second person, 

as given in (15a). Again, if the context already distinguishes the speaker and 

addressee, no ambiguity occurs, as in (15b), where deweke can only refer to the 

speaker and in (15c) where deweke can only refer to the addressee. 

 

(15) a. Yaning  ene jani bakat ejuk,  kanti  kayang buin mani 

If this now can OV.catch up till more tomorrow  

deweke lakar tusing kuangan amah.  (CDR: 3) 

1/2 FUT NEG lack food 

‘If this gets caught, I/you will not lack any food until tomorrow.’  

b. Cai  sube   ngaen-ang  deweke  sakit  ati  uling  pidan.            

 2M PERF AV.make-CAUS 1 ill liver from long.ago 

‘You have pained me (my heart) since long time ago.’   (IB: 41) 

c.  Ia  lakar  meranain.   Bisa  deweke  rebut bikul.         

3 FUT bring.pain.  Can 2 OV.attack mouse 

‘They would bring pain. You can be attacked by rats.’ (OB: 12/11/11) 
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4.2.2.4 Jero 

As noted above, the form jero is derived from a title denoting a person who has 

undergone a change in her caste status from a jaba to a non-jaba person. This body-

pronoun is used for addressing a second person/stranger whose caste status is not 

yet known. In terms of speech register, it is typified as madya, as illustrated in the 

following examples. 

 

(16) a. Driki sampun  jero  ring  tengahan.  

 here PERF 2 at middle (STK: 15). 

 ‘You just here in the middle (lit.)/ ‘You just sleep here in the room .’  

 b. Jero, jero lanang  istri    sareng kalih. Tiang gumanti tiwas pesan. 

 2 2 man woman  with  two. 1 actually poor very 

‘(Let me tell) you both. I am actually a very poor man .’ (STK: 15) 

 

4.2.2.5 Raga and I raga 

As a body-pronoun, raga is known as an alus mider or mixed word in Balinese. That 

is, one single word can be used in more than one speech level, either all three (low, 

middle, and high) or two speech levels (low and madya or madya and high). Raga 

can be used for low level, as in (17a) and madya level, as in (17b). Raga in low level 

is first person while in madya level is second person. 

 

(17) a. Raga  ngelah baju-e ento. 

  1 AV.have dress-DEF that 

 ‘I have that dress.’ 

 b. Raga kija mangkin? 

 2 where now 

 ‘Where are you going now? 
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The form I raga is a first person plural pronoun. Like raga, I raga also has 

the same treatment in terms of speech level. It can be used for either low level, as in 

(18a), or madya level, as in (18b). 

(18) a. I raga tetep masih nyilih pipis  malu  limang atus rupiah. 

 1PL keep still  AV.borrow money first five hundred rupiah 

We still need to borrow five hundred rupiahs. (MTK: 73) 

b. Sarahina I raga  miragi krama  Baline  rikala  mabaosan  

 everyday 1PL AV.hear member Balinese  when MV.tell.a story  

satata pacang  ngetus  carita  utawi laksana  ring  

 always  FUT AV.tell  story or attitude at 

tokoh-tokoh pewayangan. (OB: 10/23/11) 

character-RED  shadow.puppet 

‘Every day we learn that Balinese people, when telling a story, always 

include the attitude of the characters in shadow puppet performance.’  

 

The use of the body-pronouns is summarized in Table 6. 

 

Person Speech level 

high madya Low 

1  raga , I raga (pl), 

(i)dewek, dewek(e) 

awak(e), raga , I raga (pl.) 

(i)dewek, dewek(e), wake 

2  raga, jero, 

dewek(e) 

awak(e), raga, iba 

deweke 

3    

Table 6: Body-pronouns 

Table 2.2 shows only the pronoun I raga is marked/coded as pl(ural), the rest 

are unmarked, and thus they are invariably singular. The pronouns that can occur 

both in madya and low columns can enter into both styles (called mider styles). It is 

worth emphasizing that third person body-pronouns such as awakne are never used 

as personal pronouns in contemporary Balinese, so row (3) is left empty. However, 

awakne is used as a logophoric pronoun; see Section 4.4.2.2 below and Chapter 6.  
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4.3 PERSONAL PRONOUNS AND PLURALITY 

As noted above, personal pronouns are not marked with plurality, except the body-

pronoun I raga which signals first person plural. Plurality can be shown by modifying the 

pronoun in question with the phrase ajak makejang ‘with all’ for low register words and 

sareng sami ‘with all’ for madya or high register words as shown in (19). 

 

(19) a. Ida  sareng  sami    (high register) 

 3 with all 

 ‘They (lit. (S)he with all)’ 

 b. Tiang sareng sami   (madya register) 

 1 with all 

 ‘We (lit. I with all)’ 

 c. Cang ajak makejang   (low register) 

 1 with all 

 ‘We (lit. I with all)’ 

 d. Cai/  nyai ajak makejang  (low register) 

 2M  2F with all 

‘You all (lit. you with all)’ 

 

It is interesting to note that the third person pronouns ida and dane can come 

together to be used for indicating a third person plural pronoun as shown in (20).7 This 

strategy is commonly used by Balinese when addressing large groups in a meeting or 

communal event. This is due to the fact that a speaker finds it hard to recognize the 

individual attendants and it is likely that they can be from any caste. Thus, he/she 

generalizes the idea that ida is used to represent the high caste attendants, who might be 

                                                 
7 In this context, although the combined pronoun already indicates plurality, the plurality phrase sareng 

sami ‘all’ is also used. Note also in this usage it involves madya caste people and high caste people, thus 

the low register phrase ajak makejang to encode plurality is not appropriately used here. 
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present, while dane is used to represent the middle and the low caste attendants. As such, 

nobody will be offended. 

 

(20) Ida dane sareng  sami 

 3 3 with all 

‘Ladies and gentlemen/everybody (lit. (S)he and (s)he with all)’ 

 

We noted above that body-meaning words can serve as (derived) body-pronouns in 

Balinese. Given this, like their basic personal pronoun counterparts, they can also take the 

quantifier phrase ajak makejang ‘all’ to signal plural pronouns as the following examples 

show. 

 

(21) a. Awake  ajak  makejang 

 1/2 with all 

 ‘I/ you with all (lit.)/ ‘We/you all’ 

 b. Raga  ajak  makejang 

 1 with all 

 ‘We (lit. I with all)’ 

 

 

4.4 ANAPHORS 

Anaphors are commonly divided into two classes: reflexives and reciprocal 

anaphors. Body-meaning pronouns can be used as reflexive anaphors. As far as the 

Balinese data are concerned, they fall into two classes: clause bounded anaphors and 

non-clause bounded anaphors. In the former case, an anaphor must find its 

antecedent in the immediate clause in which it appears. In the latter case, on the 

other hand, it cannot find its antecedent in its own clause but rather outside the 

clause it is in. Reflexive anaphors can be monomorphemic, such as awak, iba, 
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dewek, raga, which are referred to as simple reflexives, and they can be 

polymorphemic (typically two morphemes), such as awake, awakne, ragae, ragane, 

etc., which are referred to as complex reflexives. Reciprocals such as each other in 

English are also categorized as anaphors. In Balinese reciprocalization is marked by 

the word saling ‘mutually’, but it does not occur in an argument position, and thus it 

is not anaphoric. In the subsections that follow, I will focus on clause bounded 

anaphors in 4.4.1, non-clause bounded (long-distance) anaphors in 4.4.2. and 

reciprocals in 4.5. 

 

4.4.1 Clause-bounded anaphors 

As clause bounded anaphors, all body-meaning words of all speech level categories 

can be used as reflexive anaphors. They can come in two forms: simple and complex 

reflexives. 

4.4.1.1 Awak, awake, and awakne 

Awak is used for reflexives irrespective of person or number. It is limited to being 

used for low register referent only, as (22) shows. 

 

(22) a. Ditu lantas  iai  ngenggalang  ngengkebang  awaki. (IL: 194) 

 there then 3 quickly AV.hide self 

 ‘There then he quickly hid himself.’  

b. Kangen  iai  nyidayang   nglesang  awaki  uli  kabang-e. 

proud 3 able AV.seperate self from  web-DEF 

‘He was proud that he can detach himself from the web.’  
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Awake is used for second person reflexives and is used in imperatives only. 

According to the standard definition of imperatives, the second person actor 

associated with them is left unexpressed. However, it is still understood as being 

capable of binding a second person reflexive. Thus attempting to make it bind a 

reflexive other than a second person reflexive results in ungrammaticality, as shown 

in (23b), in which either the third person reflexive awakne or the first person 

reflexive awak cange cannot serve as a bindee. 

 

(23) a. Yen  sing  bisa  nyelepin  tanah  aji keneh,  jeg   

 if NEG able AV.enter ground with mind, PART  

jungkling-ang awak-e!   (OB: 11/13/11) 

OV.upside.down- CAUS self-DEF 

‘I you cannot come into the ground with your mind; just make yourself 

stand upside-down!’  

 b. Nyoman,  jungkling-ang   awak-e/ *awakne/ *awak  cange! 

 Nyoman, OV.upside.down-CAUS self-DEF/self.3POSS/self 1POSS 

 ‘Nyoman, make yourself/*himself/*myself stand upside down!’ 

 

Awakne, which is a low register reflexive, is used for third persons only, as 

shown in (24a-b), where the reflexive agrees in the feature of person with its 

antecedent. When there is a clash of features between the reflexive and its targeted 

antecedent, the resulting sentences are predictability ungrammatical , as illustrated in 

(24c-d), in which first person and second person pronouns cannot bind the reflexive 

awakne. Thus, since the first and second person pronouns cannot bind awakne, 

sentences (24c-d) serve as a diagnostic that awakne is a third person reflexive. 
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(24) a. Sabilang silemang=ai awaknei di pasih-e dadi   

 every.timeOV.dip=3 self.3POSS at sea-DEF become 

 luwung  kone ia nyidang maliat.  (PMB: 17) 

 good people.say 3 able MV.see 

‘Everytime he dipped himself into the sea, it was said that he could see 

well.’ 

 b. Uap=ai  lantas  awaknei  makaukud, tusing  pesu-pesu  

 apply.to.body=3 then self.3POSS all.over NEG go.out-RED 

 uling  paon.  

from kitchen  

‘Then she rubbed all over herself (with husk), (and) never went out from 

the kitchen.’ (KLC: 7) 

 c. *Cangi  nemen-in awaknei. 
 1 AV.happy-APPL self.3POSS 

 ‘I like herself/himself.’ 

 d. *Caii nendang awaknei. 
 2M AV.kick self.3POSS 

 ‘You kicked herself/himself.’ 

 

4.4.1.2 Awak plus possessive pronouns 

As seen above, a complex reflexive is polymorphemic in that a simple reflexive 

awak is supplied with a possessive morpheme such as -ne or a definiteness 

morpheme such as -e. In addition to this, they can be modified by a possessive 

pronoun regardless of whether it is a basic pronoun in (25a) or body-pronoun as in 

(25b).  

 

(25) a. Awak  cange/caine/nyaine   (basic possessive pronouns) 

 Self    1POSS/2M.POSS/2F.POSS 

 ‘Myself/yourself’ 

b. Awak  ragane/deweke/ibane/awake  (possessive body-pronouns) 

 self    1/2.POSS/1/2.POSS/2.POSS/1/2.POSS 

 ‘Myself/yourself’ 

 

Complex reflexives containing possessive pronouns are illustrated in (26) for basic 

possessive pronouns and in (27) for possessive body-pronouns. 
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(26) a. Cangi nepukin  awak cangei di kaca-e. 

 1 AV.see self 1POSS in mirror-DEF 

 ‘I saw myself in the mirror.’ 

 b. Nyaii nyimpit awak  nyainei. 

 2F AV.pinch self  2FPOSS 

 ‘You pinched yourself.’ 

(27) a. Awaki magehin awak  awakei. 

 1/2 AV.protect self  1/2POSS 

 ‘I/you protected myself/yourself.’ 

 b. Ragai mayasin awak ragaei. 

 1 AV.dress self  1.POSS 

 ‘I dress myself.’ 

 

4.4.1.3 Iba, ibae, and ibane 

Iba, like awak, is a low register word. The same as the other bare forms (awak, 

dewek, and raga), i.e. without any definite marker –e and possessive marker – ne or 

possessive pronoun modifier such as cange ‘1POSS’, cai(n)e ‘2POSS’, etc, it can 

take any person antecedent. The reflexive iba is bound by a third person antecedent 

in (28a) and a second person antecedent in (28b). 

(28) a. Iai  busan-busan ke  tukad-e,  manjus,  ngresikan ibai. 
3 always to river-DEF AV.bathe AV.clean self (KLC: 7) 

 ‘She always goes to the river taking a bath and cleaning herself .’  

 b. Caii  setata  melihang ibai. 
 2 always AV.blame self 

 ‘You always blame yourself.’ 

 

Like the other reflexive forms with definite marker –e, ibae is also used for 

reflexives in an imperative context. 

(29) Gedi-ang   iba-e! Da  buin  mulih-mulih! (KLC: 9) 

 OV.go-CAUS self-DEF NEG again go.home-RED 

 ‘Go away! Never go home again!  
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Ibane is a third person low register reflexive. Thus, like the other third 

person reflexives, it must be bound by a third person antecedent as shown below.  

 

(30) Iai meli-ang  ibanei nasi ibi. 

 3 AV.buy-APPL self.3POSS rice yesterday 

 ‘(S)he bought herself/himself some rice yesterday.’ 

 

4.4.1.4 Iban cange/caie/awake 

A simple reflexive iba(n) modified by a possessive pronoun forms a complex 

reflexive whose person value is signaled by the possessor, as exemplified in the 

following sentences. 

 

(31) a. Cang lakar ngalap-ang iba-n  cange poh. 

 1 FUT AV.pick-APPL self-LK 1POSS mango 

 ‘I will pick (some) mangoes for myself.’ 

 b. Cai  tusing taen ngrungu-ang iba-n  caie. 

 2M NEG ever AV.care.for-CAUS self-LK  2M.POSS 

 ‘You never cared for yourself.’ 

(32) a. Awak sing  taen nulungin  iba-n  awake. 

 1/2 NEG ever AV.help self-LK 1/2POSS 

 ‘I/you never helped myself/yourself.’ 

b. Raga pantes magehin iba-n ragae. 

 1 AUX AV.protect self-LK 1.POSS 

 ‘I must protect myself.’ 

 

4.4.1.5 Dewek, deweke, and dewekne 

Like awak and iba, the reflexive dewek is also used for any person binder. However, 

unlike awak and iba, the form dewek is of alus mider category (i.e. it can be used 

for mixed registers). Here the form dewek can be used for either low or madya 
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register context. The reflexive dewek used for low register is illustrated in (33a) and 

madya register in (33b). 

 

(33) a. [I  Rase  ajak  timpalne  telung diri]i  ewer  ngedengang  

 ART leopard.cat with friend.3POSS 3 person proud AV.show 

deweki  teken  tukang panyine.  (OB: 5/1/11) 

self to rice harvester 

‘The leopard cat and his three friends proudly showed themselves to the rice 

harvesters.’ 

b. Dugas-e  ento  Pan Angklung Gadangi  marasa  teken  

time-DEF that Pan Angkung Gadang MV.feel with 

deweki  tusing  taen  pesu  naur  papeson  banjar.  

 self NEG ever go.out pay contribution sub-village (CDR: 47) 

‘At that time Pan Angklung Gadang had a feeling about himself that he 

never went out paying the sub-village’s contribution.’  

 

Deweke is only used for second person reflexive in imperatives, as shown by 

the following quoted example from a text: 

 

(34) “Luh,  mai  paek-ang  dewek-e!”  (OB: 5/22/11) 

 Luh,  come.here near-CAUSE self-DEF 

 ‘Luh come here, move yourself closer!’  

 

 

Dewekne is used for third person reflexives. It is an alus mider word. It can 

be used for low register as shown in (35a) and (35b) and madya register as in (35c). 

 

(35) a. I  Bawangi  melawanang  deweknei,  nanging  tuara  

 ART Bawang AV.defend self.3POSS but NEG 

 gugun-a  teken  memene.    (BTK: 2) 

 believe-PASS by mother.3POSS 

 ‘I Bawang defended herself, but she was not trusted by her mother .’  
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 b. Made  Jatii  pageh  pesan  teken  deweknei  tusing  ngalih    

 Made  Jati firm  very with self.3POSS NEG AV.look.for  

kurenan.  (OB: 11/07/10) 

husband 

‘Made Jati is very firm with herself not looking for a husband.’  

 c. Ipuni numbas-ang deweknei ajengan. 

 3 AV.buy-APPL self.3POSS food 

 ‘(S)he bought herself/himself some food.’ 

 

4.4.1.6. Dewek cange/caie/ragae/ibae 

Complex reflexive containing a possessive pronoun are illustrated in the following 

sentences, where (36) contain basic possessive pronouns and (37) possessive body-

pronouns. 

 

(36) a. Cangi lakar  ngalih-ang  dewek  cangei baju. 

 1 FUT AV.look.for-APPL self  1POSS shirt 

 ‘I will take a shirt for myself.’ 

b. Caii tusing taen rungu teken  dewek  caiei. 

 2M NEG ever pay.attention to self 2MPOSS 

 ‘You never pay any attention to yourself.’ 

(37) a. Ih  Iba  Sampi dadi  iba  ngeling tusing ibai lek  

 Hey 2  Cow why 2 AV.cry NEG 2 ashamed 

 teken dewek  ibaei.  (IK: 7) 

 with  self  2POSS 

 ‘Hey you cow why you are crying, don’t you feel ashamed of yourself .’ 

 b. Ragai  tusing  nyalahang  dewek  ragaei. 

 1 NEG AV.blame self 1POSS 

 ‘I do not blame myself.’ 

 

4.4.1.7 Raga, ragae, and ragane 

Raga as a simple reflexive anaphor, like the other simple reflexives, can be bound 

by an antecedent irrespective of plurality, as shown below. In (38a) it is bound by a 

first person singular subject, and in (38b) by a first person plural subject. 
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(38) a.  Yen  tiangi  tusing  pageh  makta  ragai  pastika  tiang  bakal  

 If 1 NEG good AV.conduct self surely 1 FUT 

kalah  olih   gagodanne   ane  berat  puniki.    (OB: 09/04/11) 

lose by temptation-DEF  REL heavy this 

‘If I don’t know how to conduct myself, I will surely be defeated by this great 

temptation.’  

b. [Tiang  lan  Luh  Damayanti]i  keto  mase  adine  taler  

 1  and Luh  Damayanti and also sister-3POSS too 

nguning-ang  ragai.   (OB: 07/24/11) 

 AV.know-CAUS self 

 ‘I and Luh Damayanti and her sister too introduced ourselves.’  

c. Idai nabdabang  ragai driki. 

 3 AV.prepare self here 

 ‘(S)he prepared herself/ himself here.’ 

 d. Iai nyakit-in  ragai. 

 3 AV.sick-CAUS self 

 ‘(S)he made himself/herself sick.’ 

 

Note that while raga as a free pronoun can be used for low and madya register referent, 

raga as reflexive pronoun can be used for all speech styles. It is used for madya style as 

in (38a) and (38b), with a high register referent as in (38c), and with a low register 

referent in (38d).  

Ragae is restricted to second person reflexive anaphor and it is only used in 

imperatives, as illustrated in (39). 

(39) Tusing  ada  apa. Sirep-ang  raga-e! (OB: 07/24/11) 

 NEG exist what. Sleep-CAUS self-DEF 

 ‘There is nothing happening. Put yourself to bed!  

 

Ragane is used for a third person reflexive, as in (40). 

(40) Sujati-n-e,  Dewa Ayu Ratihi  tuah  takut  teken  raganei.  

 true-LK-DEF Dewa Ayu Ratih only afraid with self.3POSS  

‘Actually, Dewa Ayu Ratih was also afraid of herself.’ (OB: 09/04/11) 
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As mentioned above, complex reflexives are formed when a simple reflexive and a 

possessive pronoun combine. There is a constraint that this combination has with 

respect to raga. While the simple reflexive pronoun raga can be used for all person 

values of all speech levels, the combination of raga with a possessive pronoun are 

only compatible with madya and high register context. Thus, raga cannot co-occur 

with low register possessive pronouns as in #ragan cange ‘myself’, #ragan ibae 

‘yourself’. The following sentences pose no problem because it is a possessive 

pronoun of madya level in (41a-c) and a possessive pronoun of high level in (41d). 

 

(41) a. Jeroi tansah nyelselang ragan  jeroei. 

 2 always AV.regret self  2POSS 

 ‘You always regretted yourself.’ 

 b. Tiangi minehin ragan tiangei. 

 1 MV.think self 1POSS 

 ‘I was thinking of myself.’ 

c. Ragai patutne numbas-ang  ragan ragaei kelambi. 

 2 true AV.buy-APPL self 2POSS shirt 

 ‘You are supposed to buy a shirt for yourself.’ 

d. Idai ngraupin ragan  idanei. 

 3 AV.face-wash self  3POSS 

 ‘(S)he face-washed herself/himself.’ 

 

The use of reflexive pronouns so far discussed is summarized in the 

following Table 7. 
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Person Speech level 

high madya Low 

1  raga, dewek awak, iba, raga, dewek 

awak cange, awak awake, awak ragae,iban 

ragae, iban cange, dewek cange, dewek ragae 

2  ragan jeroe awak, iba, raga, dewek 

awak awake, awak ragae, awak ibae,  

ibae, awake, ragae, dewek ragae, dewek caie, 

iban caie. 

3 raga, 

ragan idane 

ragane,  

ragan idane 

awak, iba, raga, dewek 

awakne, ibane, ragane, dewekne 

Table 7: Reflexive pronouns 

We can demonstrate the system of low speech level reflexives more fully as  in 

Table 8. 

 

Simple reflexive Gloss 

Any person awak, iba, raga, dewek Self 

Complex reflexive  

1
st
  awak +cange/ awak+ragae/ awak+awake 

iban+cange/ iban+deweke/ dewek+cange/ 

dewek+ragae 

Self+1POSS 

2
nd

  awak ragae/ibae/awake, Self + 2POSS 

3
rd

 awakne, ibane, ragane, dewekne Self + 3POSS 

Table 8: Low speech level reflexives 

 

4.4.2 Non-clause bounded anaphors 

Non-clause bounded anaphors have the same form as clause bounded anaphors in 

that they are all derived from body-meaning words. They are, however, different in 

that non-clause bounded anaphors exclude simple reflexives. With respect to the 

data, non-clause bounded anaphors are ramified into two classes: they are either 
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bound inter-sententially or intra-sententially. In the former case, they are bound by a 

pronoun in different sentence while, in the latter case, they are bound in the same 

sentence but within clauses involving verbs of communication, better known as the 

environment of logophoric domain. Note also that although the non-clause bounded 

anaphors have the same forms as the long reflexives, they are often construed as a 

personal pronoun. Thus, a non-clause bounded awakne is glossed as ‘him/her’ rather 

than as ‘himself/herself’. 

4.4.2.1 Inter-sentential binding 

The ‘long reflexive’ can occupy the subject position but its antecedent is found in the 

previous sentence. Note that I put the antecedent and its corresponding anaphor in bold to 

show that their (binding) relation can be easily noticed. 

 

(42) a. Dewa Ayu Ratihi  tuah  takut  teken ragane  padidi  sane 

  Dewa Ayu Ratih only afraid with  self.3POSS  alone REL 

 pateh madue  kayun  buka  aji matuane.  Raganei  sakadi  

 same  MV.have mind like father-in-law. Self.3POSS as.if 

marasa  nyingakin  Dewa Bagus Surya,  rabinne  rikala 

MV.feel AV.see Dewa Bagus Surya spouse.3POSS   when   

nyingakin  dane.  (OB: 09/04/11) 

AV.look.at 3 

‘Actually Dewa Ayu Ratih was only afraid of herself who has the same feeling 

as her father-in-law. She (herself) feels as if looking at Dewa Bagus Surya, her 

husband, when she looks at him.’  

 b. [Anak  cenik ento]i sebet. Awaknei  sing beli-ang-a baju. 

   child small that sad. Self.3POSS NEG buy-APPL-PASS shirt 

  ‘The child was sad. (S)he was not bought a shirt.’ 

 

In sentence (42a), dewek caine ‘you’ refers to punyan kepuh ‘kepuh tree’, which occurs in 

a previous discourse. Sentence (42b) dewek tiange refers to ‘I’ (Tuwung Kuning).  
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4.4.2.2 Intra-sentential binding 

Long/complex reflexives which occur intra-sententially commonly have to do with a 

phenomenon often referred to as logophoric pronouns, which appear in a clausal 

complement of a verb of communication and the subject of this verb serves as its 

antecedent. 

 

(43) a. I   Rasei    marasa   [deweknei  sampun  diwangan   jebag 

 ART leopard.cat MV.feel  self.3POSS PERF outside trap 

 lantas ia  nyerejet     angun saha   malaib]. (OB: 5/11) 

 then 3 AV.straighten.body try MV.run 

‘The leopard cat felt that he was already outside the trap, then he straightened 

his body trying to run.’  

b. Jani  ka-carita  I  Tuung Kuning di  suargan,  tawang=ai 

 Now PASS-story ART Tuung Kuning in heaven  OV.know=3  

kone  [bapannei  sedih  nyedih-ang deweknei/j ]   (TK: 155) 

people.say father.3POSS sad AV.sad-CAUS self.3POSS 

‘Now, it was said that I Tuung Kuning was in heaven, she knew (people said) 

that her father felt sad worrying about her/himself.’  

c. Tiangi nakonang napi [[dewek tiange]i dados merika]. 

1 AV.ask  COMP  self 1POSS AUX go.there 

 ‘I asked whether I could go there.’ 

d. Caii ngorahang [[awak  caine]i suba ditu]. 

 2M AV.say self 2M.POSS PERF there 

 ‘You said that you had been there.’ 

  

Sentence (43a) clearly shows that the long reflexive dewekne, which appears in the 

embedded clause, is bound by an antecedent in the matrix clause. Sentence (43b) shows 

that the pronoun dewekne refers to the third person subject in its own clause. In this 

context ambiguity arises. The pronoun awakne can either get an antecedent in its own 

lause (bapanne ‘her father’) or outside its clause (Tuung Kuning). In the former case, 

dewekne is interpreted as a reflexive (himself) while in the latter case it is construed as a 

logophoric pronoun (her). In (43c) and (43d), like (43b), each of the logophoric pronouns 
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occupies the subject position in the embedded clause. As for what makes pronouns such 

as awakne logophoric, we return to this issue in Chapter 6. 

The non clause-bounded anaphors based on the available data above can be 

summarized in the following Table 9. 

 

Person Speech level 

high madya low 

1  dewek tiange  

2   awak caine 

3 ragane  awakne, dewekne 

Table 9: The use of non-clause bounded anaphors 

 

4.5 RECIPROCALS 

Reciprocals in Balinese are coded by the word saling ‘each other/mutually’. However, 

unlike reflexives, saling does not appear in an argument position. Thus it does not have 

properties of being an anaphor. Consider the following examples: 

 

(44) a. [Murid-murid-e ento]i salingi  lempag. 

 student-RED-DEF that REC OV.hit 

 ‘The students hit each other.’ 

b. *[Murid-murid-e ento]i salingi  nglempag. 

 student-RED-DEF that REC AV.hit 

 ‘The students hit at each other.’ 

 

Recall that the verb lempag ‘hit’ is a two-participant verb which requires the argument 

denoting the one who hits (hitter) and the one denoting the one hit (hitee). As is often the 

case in OV constructions, the noun phrase (NP) that comes pre-verbally is understood as 
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a patient serving syntactically as a surface subject, thus the phrase murid-muride ento ‘the 

students’ represents the hitee argument.8 The agent argument (the hitter) is ‘missing’. 

However, sentence (44a) is impeccable, suggesting that the agent argument can be 

analyzed as being satisfied by the reciprocal element saling. The state of affairs turns out 

to be different when we come to AV constructions such as the one shown in (44b), in 

which the reciprocal marker can no longer be taken as an agent because the preverbal 

element itself, i.e. the NP that comes before the reciprocal marker saling, is the agent. 

Thus, unlike (44a), sentence (44b) lacks a patient argument, making it ungrammatical. 

However, if such an argument is supplied the resulting sentence is grammatical as 

illustrated in (45). 

 

(45) Murid-murid-e ento saling nglempag timpalne. 

 student-RED-DEF that REC AV.hit friend.3POSS 

 ‘The students compete with each other to hit his friends.’ 

 

The reciprocal interpretation obtained from (44a) and (45) is a bit different in that 

in the former we get full reciprocal interpretation while in the latter only partial 

interpretation is received. That is, reciprocalization in (44a) signifies that both the agent 

and the patient do the hitting while that in (45) does not imply that the patient does the 

hitting. The same line of argument can be advanced for verbs involving three arguments, 

as in (46). 

                                                 
8 Plurality on personal pronouns in Balinese is expressed by the pronoun in question being modified with 

the prepositional phrase ajak makejang ‘wth all’ as in ia ajak makejang ‘they (lit. he with all)’. They do not 

allow reduplication to denote plurality, but common nouns in general can (see also Section 4.3 above). 
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(46) a. Cerike-cerik-e ento  saling maang meme-(n)-e baju. 

 Child-RED-DEF that REC AV.give mother-LK-DEF dress 

(i) ‘The children gave each other’s mothers a dress.’ 

(ii) ‘The children compete with each other to give a dress for their own  

mothers.’ 

 b. Cerik-cerik-e ento saling baang=a baju. 

 child-RED-DEF that REC OV.give=3 dress 

(i) ‘They gave each other’s children a dress.’ 

(ii) ‘The children compete with each other to get a dress from him/her .’ 

c  *Cerik-cerik-e ento saling maang baju. 

 child-RED-DEF that REC AV.give dress 

 ‘The children gave each other a dress.’ 

d. Cerik-cerik-e ento saling baang baju. 

child-RED-DEF that REC OV.give dress 

 ‘The children gave each other a dress.’ 

 

The act of giving a dress is only partially interpreted in both (46a) and (46b). That 

is, only the actor is doing the giving: cerik-cerike ‘the children in (46a) and the 

clitic =a ‘(s)he’ in (46b). Sentence (46b), like (44b), is ungrammatical if the primary 

object is left out but sentence (46d) turns out to be grammatical, and a full 

reciprocal interpretation is obtained, like (44a).  

 To conclude, the form saling ‘mutually’ can only appear in OV clauses where it 

can signal reciprocalization. However, saling does not allow an OV/AV alternation to 

signal the same phenomenon. Therefore, it cannot be considered as a reciprocal anaphor 

per se. 

 

4.6 BINDING THEORY IN LFG 

Binding Theory (BT) comprises three main components. First, the type of nominals that 

may potentially enter into a binding relationship; second, domain of binding; and third, 
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the binding principles that regulates the nominals that can or cannot be bound in a certain 

domain. In what follows I will describe each of these components. 

4.6.1 Type of nominals 

Binding Theory constitutes the component of grammar that seeks to regulate the 

interpretation of nominals (Chomsky 1981, Sells 1985, Haegeman 1993, Büring 2005, 

and others). There are three types of nominals that are identified to exist in a natural 

language; they can be specified as in (47). 

(47) a. Anaphors such as reflexives awakne ‘himself/herself/itself’, awak caine 

‘yourself’ in Balinese; 

b. Pronouns such as Balinese icang ‘1’, ia ‘3’, cai ‘2M’ or English they ‘3PL’, etc; 

c. Full NPs or referring expressions such as Nyoman, I bapa ‘father’, in Balinese 

or John, Mother, etc. in English 

 

The task of BT then is to determine which nominals must have an antecedent in a 

particular syntactic domain and which nominals must have disjoint reference in that 

particular syntactic domain, plus the grammatical relation between bound nominals. 

 With the types of nominals specified above, we are now in a position to 

distinguish them with respect to binding relation in the following examples. 

(48) a. I  Nyomani nendang ia*i/j. 

 ART Nyoman AV.kick 3 

  ‘I Nyoman kicked him/her.’ 

 b. Iai nendang ia*i/j. 

 3 AV.kick 3 

 ‘(S)he kicked him/her.’ 

 c. *Nyomani nendang I Nyomani. 

 Nyoman AV.kick ART Nyoman 

  ‘Nyoman kicked Nyoman.’ 
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 d. I Nyomani nendang awaknei/*j. 

 ART Nyoman AV.kick self.3POSS 

 ‘I Nyoman kicked himself.’ 

 

Sentence (48a) contains a referring expression or a proper noun I Nyoman and a personal 

pronoun ia ‘3’. Coindexing here is used to show that two entities have the same reference 

or are co-referential. Sentence (48a) with coindexization is ungrammatical. This means 

that I Nyoman and ia ‘3’ show disjoint reference. If the two are not co-referent, then the 

sentence is fine. The same is true of (48b) and (48c). The two pronouns cannot be co-

referent in (48b), and neither can the two full NPs in (48c). In (48d), however, the 

sentence is grammatical when I Nyoman and awakne are co-referential.  

 The classification illustrated in (47) is identified in the syntax by the binding 

domain. In what follows we are going to make explicit the binding domain and the rule 

governing the binding of nominals in the syntax level. 

 

4.6.2 Domain of binding 

The domain of binding, in LFG, is determined by a predicate (commonly a verb) which 

forms a nucleus. A nucleus refers to a predicate and its arguments; it can be defined in 

terms of f-structure which can be formally shown as follows. 

 

(49) Given an f-structure f, the nucleus of f is the subset of f consisting of the PRED 

element and all of the elements whose attributes are functions designated by the 

PRED (Bresnan 2001: 213) 

 

The (grammatical) functions associated with a nucleus only include those which are 

subcategorized for by the verb. For example, if a verb is a two-place verb such as shave it 
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must have complete functions in the f-structure representation, subject and one object. 

The nucleus then consists of the PRED feature for ‘shave’, the SUBJ feature, and the 

OBJ feature.  

With respect to the binding principles and the notion of nucleus, the BT in LFG 

can now be described as follows.  

 

(50) a. Principle A: 

An anaphor must be bound in the minimal nucleus that contains it. 

b. Principle B 

 A pronoun must be free in the minimal nucleus that contains it. 

c. Principle C 

 Other nominals must be free. 

 

The feature [ NUCLEAR] on nominals determine the conditions under which it can 

enter into a binding relation. The feature [+ NUCLEAR] is taken as the lexical property 

of reflexive pronouns while the feature [-NUCLEAR], on the other hand, is the lexical 

property of personal pronouns.  

In terms of the feature [NUCLEAR], the BT in LFG can be restated as follows: 

 

(51) a. A [+NUCLEAR] nominal must be bound in the minimal nucleus that contains 

it. 

b. A [-NUCLEAR] nominal must be free in the minimal nucleus that contains it. 

 

  

Note that the notion ‘bound’ means that a [+NUCLEAR] nominal (reflexive pronoun) 

and its antecedent must be coindexed while the notion ‘free’ means that a [-NUCLEAR] 

nominal (non-reflexive pronoun) must not be coindexed with another nominal in the 

minimal nucleus.  
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 In accounting for the binding relation in LFG I am going to adopt the “outrank” 

relation as found in Bresnan (2001) in the next subsection. First, let me illustrate the 

notion [NUCLEAR] in relation to nominals. Consider again the sentences in (48a-d) 

rewritten here as (52a-d), can now be formally accounted for. 

 

(52) a. I  Nyomani nendang ia*i/j. 

 ART Nyoman AV.kick 3 

 ‘I Nyoman kicked him/her.’ 

 b. Iai nendang ia*i/j. 

 3 AV.kick 3 

 ‘(S)he kicked him/her.’ 

 c. *I Nyomani nendang I Nyomani. 

 ART Nyoman AV.kick ART Nyoman 

 ‘I Nyoman kicked Nyoman.’ 

 d. I Nyomani nendang awaknei/*j. 

 ART Nyoman AV.kick self.3POSS 

 ‘I Nyoman kicked himself.’ 

 

(53) 
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Assuming that ia is [-NUCLEAR] and awakne is [+NUCLEAR], in Sentences (52a-b), 

the personal pronoun ia ‘3’ cannot be coindexed with the NP I Nyoman because this is 

against Principle B, which states that the pronoun must be free in the minimal nucleus 

that contains it. The same is true of (52c) in which the coindexation is violated due to the 

fact that it violates Principle C because, like a regular or personal pronoun, a referring 

expression cannot be bound in the nucleus in which it is found. Principle A, however, is 

not violated in (52d), in which the anaphor and its antecedent must be co-indexed. That 

the personal pronoun ia, which appears in (52a), is a [-NUCLEAR] nominal is depicted 

in the f-structure in (53), which shows that it cannot be bound in the minimal nucleus that 

contains it. This is in contrast with the nominal awakne, as in (52d), (which is bound in 

the minimal nucleus that contains it), as represented in the f-structure in (54). 

 As noted above the form awakne is a [+ NUCLEAR] anaphor. In addition to this, 

the notion of [+NUCLEAR] can be extended to a wider domain. It has to be noted that a 

preposition can be an argument-taking predicate and thus creates an f-structure nucleus. 

The preposition di samping ‘beside’ in Balinese, for example, can create a nucleus, but 

the domain is an incomplete nucleus (containing no subject). The reflexive must then find 

its antecedent in a wider domain. This can be illustrated in a clause such as (55) 

(55) I Madei  nepukin  lelipi  di  samping awaknei. 

 ART Made AV.see snake at side self.3POSS 

 ‘I Made saw a snake beside himself.’ 

 

Its f-structure representation can be depicted as in (56). 
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(56)
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The domain headed by the preposition di samping ‘beside’ contains the reflexive but the 

reflexive cannot find its antecedent in its domain/nucleus because it is an incomplete 

nucleus (a nucleus that does not contain a subject). However, an anaphor must be bound. 

For the binding relation to occur, it can be bound by an antecedent in a wider domain 

(outside its nucleus). The minimal complete nucleus is the smallest nucleus containing a 

SUBJ function, which here is the entire f-structure (the f-structure of the sentence). Thus, 

the anaphor must be anteceded by I Made. In this context, the feature [+NUCLEAR] is 

inherently the lexical property of a reflexive anaphor, which must be bound in a minimal 

complete nucleus.  

4.6.3 “Outrank” relation 

In Government and Binding (GB) theory, binding is defined on phrase structure which 

says that α binds β iff α c-commands β and α and β are co-indexed. Analogous to c-

command, binding in LFG is instead defined on the f-structure, via what can be called 

“outrank” relation. This relation can be stated as follows: 
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(57) α locally outranks β if α and β belong to the same f-structures and α is more 

prominent than β on the relational hierarchy.  

α outranks β if α locally outranks some γ that contains β. 

α binds β: α outranks β; α and β co-indexed. (Bresnan 2001: 214) 

 

The relational hierarchy, which has been mentioned in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, is 

repeated here as (58). 

 

(58) Relational hierarchy: 

SUBJ > OBJ > OBJ > OBL> COMPL > ADJ 

To illustrate the outrank relation; let us consider the following reflexive construction in 

an AV clause: 

 

(59) Nyomani nguris awaknei.  

 Nyoman AV.shave self.3POSS 

 ‘Nyoman shaved himself.’ 

 

 

Sentence (59) can be represented in terms of (skeletal) f-structure representation in (60). 

 

 

 

(60) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Given the reflexive construction in (59), the “outrank” relation predicts its 

grammaticality. I Nyoman, which is the subject of the clause, outranks the object, which 

is filled by the reflexive awakne. That is, the f-structure that contains the SUBJ also 
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contains the OBJ, meaning that the subject outranks the object and because the two 

functions are co-indexed, they enter into a binding relation.  

However, backward/cataphoric binding is also available in Balinese in which the 

SUBJ that contains the anaphor comes first but its antecedent comes after the anaphor.  

 

(61)  Awakne kuris I Nyoman. (backward binding) 

 self.3POSS OV.shave ART Nyoman 

 ‘I Nyoman shaved himself.’ 

 

 

Sentence (61) is grammatical. The verb of the clause is headed by the OV verb kuris 

‘shave’ and the SUBJ of the clause now turns out to be the reflexive awakne, not I 

Nyoman. The skeletal f-structure representation of (61) is given in (62).  
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The f-structure in (62) is problematic. The reflexive situation in (61) does not satisfy the 

“outrank” relation, which dictates that the binder must outrank the bindee. We therefore 

seek another alternative in accounting for this binding situation. To this end, we look at 

the a-command relation, which we turn to in the following subsection. 
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4.6.4 A-command relation 

We have assumed that arguments borne by a predicate form an argument structure in that 

the first argument registered in the argument structure must be higher in the thematic 

hierarchy than the argument that comes after it. Crucially, all arguments form a hierarchy, 

which is called thematic hierarchy. This hierarchy was shown in Chapter 2 and is 

rewritten here as (63). 

 

(63) ag > ben > rec/exp > inst > th /pt > loc 

 

The a-command relation will be defined within the syntacticized a-structure 

framework proposed by Manning (1994). The reason for adopting this framework has 

been made in Chapter 2 for handling mapping of grammatical function in OV clauses, 

passives, and morpholexical processes such as causativization. Here I emphasize its 

significance for handling reflexive binding. 

The framework still respects the prominence relation as signaled by the thematic 

hierarchy condition. Specifically, as indicated in Chapter 2, (the syntacticized) a-structure 

utilizes the combination of argument role prominence and term prominence. An agent 

term argument is more prominent than a patient term argument. Note that a locative 

argument (commonly the object of a preposition) is assigned an oblique function. If such 

an argument is available in the a-structure, it automatically means that both agent and 

patient term arguments are more prominent than a non-term argument. Thus, in an 

unmarked function mapping, the subject argument structure (a-subj) is more prominent 

than the object argument structure (a-obj) and if a non-term argument is available in the 
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relation it is less prominent than the term argument(s). We have noted that an OV clause 

has an inverse mapping to its AV clause counterpart in terms of subjecthood (while it is 

the a-subj that serves as the SUBJ in an AV clause, it is a a-obj that serves as the SUBJ in 

its OV clause counterpart) However, since (the syntacticized) a-structure concerns the 

entire prominence (a patient term is less prominent than an agent term), it follows that 

that both AV and OV clause that contain the same verb will have the same a-structure 

representation. In other words it can handle the AV/OV alternation. It is naturally capable 

of accounting for binding relations in Balinese (see below for more discussion). 

The a-structure-based binding conditions can be stated as in (64) (Arka 1998, 

2003a; Wechsler and Arka 1996). 

 

(64) Binding conditions  

Principle A: An anaphor must be a-bound  

 Principle B: A personal pronoun must be a-free in its nucleus 

 Principle C: A referential expression must be a-free. 

(65) Definitions: 

a. Nucleus is a predicate and its subcategorized arguments. 

b. Given the a-structure ‘pred’ <x, y, ..> where x is more prominent than y, x is 

said to a-command y 

c. x a-binds y = x a-commands y or  

x a-commands z dominating y, x and y are co-indexed. 

d. x is a-free = x is not a-bound. 

 

In order to illustrate the notion of a-command, we need to look again at the AV/OV 

alternating clauses, as in (66) and (67). This is especially necessary with respect to the 

OV constructions, which fails to be handled by the outrank relation, as shown in the 

previous discussion.  
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(66) a. Ia ngumbah awakne. 

 3 AV.wash self.3POSS 

 ‘He washed himself.’ 

 b. Awakne umbah=a. 

 self.3POSS OV.wash=3 

‘(S)he washed herself/himself.’ 

(67) a. Ia ngumbah batisne. 

 3 AV.wash leg.3POSS 

 ‘(S)he washed her/his leg.’ 

 b. Batisne umbah=a. 

 leg.3POSS OV.wash=3 

 ‘(S)he washed her/his leg.’ 

 

It was noted previously that AV clauses such as (66a) and (67a) have corresponding OV 

clauses as in (66b) and (67b). Note that the third person pronoun ia ‘3’ in the AV clauses, 

which is expressed as a pronominal clitic in their corresponding OV clauses, remains an 

agent/ actor. The difference that can be associated with the two clauses is that the OV 

clause is the inverse version of its AV counterpart in the (surface) syntax. Recall that OV 

constructions are traditionally considered passives. They are arguably active (Arka 1998, 

2003a) because they do not represent canonical passives due to the fact that the agent is a 

direct argument, not an oblique. However, a clause such as (66b) looks like a passive 

construction whose patient argument, which is here realized by the reflexive anaphor 

assumes a prominent position in the syntax. A question now arises as to how the a-

command relation handles the binding relation in (66b). 

 As mentioned above, the (syntacticized) a-structure framework treats the first 

argument of a monotransitive verb as the a-subj whereas the second argument as the a-

obj. It was noted in Chapter 2 that the GF subject in unmarked constructions either in 

transitive or intransitive clauses in Balinese always comes pre-verbally. Thus in the AV 
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clause, in (65a), it is the a-subj that serves as the surface subject. In the OV clause, in 

(66b), on the other hand, the a-obj comes pre-verbally while the a-subj comes post-

verbally. Consequently, it is the a-obj that qualifies as a surface grammatical subject, not 

the a-subj. The mapping of the AV clause and its OV counterpart are shown in (68a) and 

(68b) respectively. 

 SUBJ 

 

(68) a. AV ‘wash’  < a-subj  , a-obj> 

 

 

                                           ag 

 

  SUBJ 

 

 b. OV ‘wash’  < a-subj, a-obj> 

 

 

                                                          pt 

 

It was shown above that the relational hierarchy, with which the “outrank” relation is 

correlated, is violated in that the reflexive awakne occupies the subject position in the 

syntax while the antecedent occupies the object position. However, there is no such a 

violation in the a-command relation. Recall that the syntacticized a-structure makes a 

distinction between term and non-term arguments. The antecedent is always linked to the 

agent term while the reflexive to the patient term in both the AV and OV clauses in (66) 

and (67), as seen in their respective mappings above. Thus with the (syntacticized) a-

structure, hence the a- command relation, it still holds that the agent term, which is higher 

in the thematic hierarchy, a-commands the patient term. Naturally, (66a) and (66a) have 

the same (syntacticized) a-structure, as represented in (69).  
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(69) AV/OV ‘wash’  < 3i, self.3POSSi > 

 

4.7 CONCLUSION 

In this chapter, it is demonstrated that Balinese has a pronominal system which 

distinguishes the distribution of personal pronouns and non-personal pronouns. Personal 

pronouns in Balinese are also historically derived from words meaning ‘body’. Thus, 

personal pronouns can be divided into two types: basic personal pronouns and body- 

pronouns. Reflexive pronouns, unlike personal pronouns, are also derived from words 

meaning ‘body’. They are divided into simple (monomorphemic) reflexive pronouns and 

complex (polymorphemic) personal pronouns. Logophoric pronouns have the same form 

as the reflexive pronouns. Only complex reflexive pronouns can be used in the 

logophoric system. In order to account for the distribution of reflexive/logophoric 

pronouns, a syntacticized a-structure representation is adopted. It is shown that an a-

structure-based binding theory (a-command relation) can handle issues that cannot be 

handled by the outrank relation in Balinese.  
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Chapter 5 

Reflexives 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter focuses on the contrast between simple reflexives (e.g. awak), the special 

reflexive for imperatives (e.g. awak-e), and complex reflexives (e.g. awak-ne). We will 

understand the distributional properties of these forms by investigating their interactions 

with verb meanings (in particular whether they can occur with high transitivity verbs or 

not), voice (AV/OV) alternations, extraposition, and causatives. 

 

5.2 OVERVIEW OF THE FORMS (AWAK, IBA, RAGA, DEWEK) AND THEIR USES 

In Chapter 4, I made it clear that the forms awak, iba, raga, and dewek can mean ‘body’, 

as illustrated in (1), for awak. 

 

(1) Awak-ne matatu. 

 body-3POSS MV.wounded 

 ‘His body was wounded.’ 

 

The same forms can be used for personal pronouns called body-pronouns in addition to 

the basic pronominal pronouns that Balinese has. In their uses as body-pronouns, they 

can refer to first persons, second persons, or they can be ambiguous between first and 

second persons, as illustrated in (2). A representative example is given in (3). 
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(2) Awak  ‘1
st
 or 2

nd
 person’ 

 Raga ‘1
st
 or 2

nd
 person’ 

 Iba ‘2
nd

 person’ 

 Dewek  ‘1
st
 person’ 

(3) Awak sing ngelah pipis. 

 1/2 NEG AV.have money 

‘I/You don’t have money.’ 

 

The same forms can also be used for simple reflexives, albeit with high transitivity verbs, 

as illustrated in (4). 

 

(4) Iai nigtig awaki. 

 3 AV.club self 

 ‘(S)he clubbed herself/himself.’ 

 

The reflexive use of the forms can appear with a possessor, either in an affixal form, as in 

(5a), or a possessive modifier, as in (5b). 

 

(5) a. I Madei nanjung awaknei. 

 ART Made AV.kick self.3POSS 

 ‘I Made kicked himself.’ 

 b. Cangi nyimpit awak  cangei. 

 1 AV.pinch self 1POSS 

 ‘I pinched myself.’ 

 

Finally, the same form can appear with a definite marker, producing a special form of 

reflexive used in OV imperatives, as exemplified in (6). 

 

(6) Beli-ang awak-e nasi! 

 OV.buy-APPL self-DEF rice 

 ‘Buy yourself rice!’ 

 

In the following I will ignore the use of the forms meaning ‘body’ and their uses as 

personal pronouns, and focus instead on their uses as reflexives. I show that simple 
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reflexives must be right-adjacent objects of AV-verbs, they must be locally-bound, and 

they require high transitivity verbs. 

 

5.3 PROPERTIES OF SIMPLE REFLEXIVES (AWAK, IBA, RAGA, DEWEK) 

5.3.1 Simple reflexives must be right-adjacent objects of high transitive verbs 

Simple reflexives, as the name suggests, are bare forms of reflexives. They are not 

marked for features to agree with their intended antecedents. As noted in Chapter 4, they 

can appear with any person antecedent as shown in (7a) for low register and in (7b) for 

high register.31  

(7) a. Cangi/  Nyomani /  iai/ caii nyimpit awaki.  (low register) 

 1/ Nyoman/ 3/ 2M AV.pinch self 

 ‘I /Nyoman/ (S)he/ You pinched myself/ himself/herself/yourself.’ 

 b. Idai/  Sang  Prabui/  titiangi/ jeroi nyimpit ragai.  (high register) 

 3/ ART  King/ 1/2 2 AV.pinch self 

 ‘(S)he /The king / I /You pinched herself/himself/myself/yourself.’ 

 

Simple reflexives have a restricted syntactic position. They only appear with AV verbs 

and must appear right-adjacent to these verbs, as illustrated in (7) above. Needless to say, 

the simple reflexive cannot be preposed, as shown by the ungrammaticality of (8a-b), in 

contrast with (8c) in which the preposed element is a complex reflexive.  

 

(8) a. *Awaki cang nyimpiti. 

 self 1 AV.pinch 

 Intended meaning: ‘I pinched myself.’ 

 

                                                 
31 For the ease of exposition, whenever possible I provide examples from only one register since the 

syntactic properties of the reflexives of all registers are the same. 
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 b. *Awaki  cai nyimpiti. 

 self 2M AV.pinch 

  Intended meaning: ‘You pinched yourself.’ 

 c. Awak  cangei cangi  nyimpit. 

 self 1POSS 1 AV.pinch 

 ‘It was myself that I pinched.’ 

 

However, when the verbs and the simple reflexives are kept adjacent and only the subject 

is extraposed to the lower edge of the sentence, the resulting sentences are grammatical 

but with a different pragmatic interpretation, as illustrated in (9). 

 

(9) a. Nyimpit  awaki  cangi. 

 AV.pinch self 1 

 ‘Pinching myself was what I did.’ 

 b. Nyimpit  awaki caii. 

 AV.pinch self 2M 

 ‘Pinching yourself was what you did.’ 

 

 As shown in Chapter 2, every transitive clause can alternate between AV and OV-

markings. One would expect that sentences such as (10a-b) are grammatical. However, 

they are ruled out because, in OV-clauses, the object (the NP that comes post-verbally) is 

the binder, suggesting that sentences such as (10) lack a bindee.  

(10) a. *Cangi jimpit awaki. 

 1 OV.pinch self 

 ‘I pinched myself.’ 

 b. *Caii jimpit awaki. 

 2M OV.pinch self 

 ‘You pinched yourself.’ 

 

As indicated above, a simple reflexive must occur right-adjacent to an AV verb. 

This specifically means that the OV version of the sentences in (7) above cannot occur 
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with simple reflexives, but instead must take complex reflexives, as shown by the 

contrast between (11) and (12). 

 

(11) a. *Awaki jimpit cangi. 

 self OV.pinch 1 

 ‘I pinched myself.’ 

 b. *Awaki jimpit=ai. 

 self.3POSS OV.pinch=3 

 ‘(S)he pinched herself/himself.’ 

(12) a. Awak cangei jimpit cangi. 

 self.3 1POSS OV.pinch 1 

 ‘I pinched myself.’ 

 b. Awaknei jimpit=ai. 

 self.3POSS OV.pinch=3 

 ‘(S)he pinched herself/himself.’ 

 

Complex reflexives are not subject to adjacency constraints, thus allowing the sentences 

in (12) but they are permitted in the right-adjacent position, as shown in (13), and other 

positions. 

  

(13) a. Cangi nyimpit awak cangei. 

 1 AV.pinch self 1POSS 

 ‘I pinched myself.’ 

 b. Iai nyimpit awaknei. 

 3 AV.pinch self.3POSS 

 ‘(S)he pinched herself/himself.’ 

 

 That simple reflexives must occur right-adjacent to the AV verb also predicts that 

they cannot occur in the secondary object position as illustrated in (14), taken from Arka 

(2003a: 217). In (14a), the reflexive serves as the primary object and is adjacent to the 

verb that it appears with. In this syntactic position the simple reflexive is allowed. 

However, when the oblique argument (rajane ‘the king’) is applied onto a core argument 
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in (14b), the theme (the erstwhile object of the verb ngaturang) occupies the secondary 

object position. In this situation, the reflexive is obviously no longer adjacent to the verb 

of the clause, which makes a simple reflexive impossible. However, again, a complex 

reflexive does not have such a restriction, allowing it to occur in the secondary object 

position, as shown by the contrast in (14b). 

 

(14) a. Iai ngatur-ang awaki teken raja-e. 

 3 AV.offer-CAUS self to king-DEF 

 ‘(S)he offered himself/herself to the king.’ 

 b. Iai ngatur-in raja-e awaknei/ *awaki. 

 3 AV.offer-APPL king-DEF self.3POSS/ self 

 ‘(S)he offered the king himself/herself.’ 

 

 

The adjacency condition on a simple reflexive also predictably disallows it in an oblique 

position, as illustrated in (15), in contrast again with a complex reflexive.  

 

(15) a. Iai ngomong teken  *awaki/  awaknei. 

 3 AV.talk to self/ self.3POSS 

 ‘(S)he talked to herself/himself.’ 

 b. Cang ngedengan [anak-e ento]i sig *awaki/ awaknei  

  1 AV.show person-DEF that to  self self.3POSS  

 di  kaca-e. 

 in  mirror-DEF 

 ‘I showed the man to himself in the mirror.’ 

 

To summarize, a simple reflexive must be right adjacent to AV verbs. As such it 

cannot be preposed, it cannot appear as a secondary object, or as an oblique, all in 

contrast with a complex reflexive. A complex reflexive does not have such a restriction. 

It can occur everywhere (in both AV and OV clauses).  
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5.3.2 Simple reflexives must be locally bound by the subject of AV verbs 

As shown above, the simple reflexive must appear right-adjacent to the AV-verb as in 

(7). Recall that the complex reflexive does not have any restriction in its syntactic 

occurrence, thus the AV verb nyimpit ‘pinch’ taking a complex reflexive is possible, as 

seen in (16b). At this stage, there is no significant difference between the two reflexives, 

as both are bound by the subject of the same nucleus. 

 

(16) a.  Iai nyimpit awaki. 

 3 AV.pinch self 

 ‘(S)he  pinched herself/himself.’ 

 b. Iai nyimpit awaknei. 

 3 AV.pinch self.3POSS 

 ‘(S)he pinched herself/himself.’ 

 

However, they have different binding relations when the clause in which they are bound 

becomes embedded within a clause headed by a verb of communication, as seen in (17), 

where the simple reflexive cannot be bound by the subject of the matrix clause I Nyoman.  

 

(17) I  Nyomanj ngorahang iai nyimpit awaki/*j. 

ART Nyoman AV.say 3 AV.pinch self 

 ‘(S)he said that (s)he pinched himself/herself.’ 

 

 However, when the embedded AV clause contains a complex reflexive, as in (18), 

the resulting clause can have an ambiguous reading in which the complex reflexive 

awakne can not only be bound by the subject of the embedded clause but also the subject 

of the matrix clause.  
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(18) I Nyomanj ngorahang iai nyimpit awaknei/j. 

I Nyoman AV.say 3 AV.pinch self.3POSS 

 (i) ‘I Nyoman said that he pinched himself.’ 

 (ii) ‘I Nyoman said that he pinch him.’ 

 

The ambiguity here is possible due to the different possible bindings of the form awakne. 

In the local binding (reading (i)) in which awakne is bound by the subject of the AV verb, 

awakne has a reflexive use, whereas in the long-distance binding (reading (ii)), in which 

the matrix subject serves as the antecedent of awakne, awakne has a logophoric use. The 

logophoric use of a reflexive form is not unique to Balinese. Furthermore, the logophoric 

pronoun interpretation of the form awakne in (18) is possible because the verb ngorahan 

‘say’ is a communication verb, which is classified as a trigger of a logophor-antecedent 

relation. The same phenomenon can be found in languages such as Japanese and 

Icelandic (Sells 1987, Stirling 1993, Huang 2003, Bresnan 2001). The discussion of the 

logophoric use of reflexives such as awakne is taken up in Chapter 6.  

 A complex reflexive must also agree in person features with its target antecedent 

in Balinese to establish a binding relation. This specification predictably disallows the 

complex reflexive awakne in (19) to be bound by the matrix subject due to a clash in 

person features between the two.  

 

(19) Cangj ngorahan I Nyomani  nyimpit awaknei/*j. 

 1 AV.say ART Nyoman AV.pinch self.3POSS 

 ‘I said that I Nyoman pinched himself.’ 

 

 To summarize, a simple reflexive is a short distance-bound reflexive which 

behaves differently from a complex reflexive, which can be long-distance bound. 
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5.3.3 Simple reflexives require high transitivity verbs 

As noted previously, simple reflexives must be right-adjacent to an AV verb. The AV 

verb must be the one which is semantically classed as a high transitivity verb, as 

illustrated by the AV verb nyimpit ‘pinch’ contained in clauses in (7), rewritten here as 

(20). The verb nyimpit ‘pinch’ bears an agent and patient argument. The patient argument 

is thought of as being affected in some sense by the action denoted by the verb that it 

appears with (Hopper and Thompson 1980, Tsunoda 1981, 1985).  

 

(20) a. Cangi nyimpit  awaki. 

 1 AV.pinch self 

 ‘I pinched myself.’ 

 b. Iai nyimpit awaki. 

 3 AV.pinch self 

 ‘(S)he pinched herself/himself.’ 

 

Simple reflexives need not only occur in the patient argument of dyadic high transitivity 

verbs, as in (20) above, but also as the first argument (primary object) of 

applicativized/causativized verbs with three arguments. This is illustrated in (21) in 

which awak (in (21a-b)) are respectively the primary objects of the applicativized verb 

meli-ang ‘buy-APPL’ and nyemak-ang ‘take-APPL’ and in (21c), where awak is the first 

argument of the causativized verb negen-in ‘carry.on.the.shoulder-CAUS’. 

 

(21) a. Iai meli-ang awaki baju. 

  3 AV.buy-APPL self shirt 

  ‘(S)he bought himself/herself a shirt.’ 
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 b. Iai nyemak-ang awaki nasi. 

  3 AV.take-APPL self rice 

  ‘(S)he took rice for herself/himself.’ 

 c. I Madei negen-in  awaki batu. 

  ART Made AV.carry.on.the.shoulder-CAUS self stone 

  ‘I Made helped himself to carry stones on his shoulder.’ 

 

Note that all the examples in (21) are fine in that the patient argument of a high 

transitivity verb is filled by a simple reflexive. However, if an AV verb in (20) is replaced 

with a low transitivity verb such as nepukin ‘see’ and ningeh ‘hear’, a simple reflexive is 

not possible, as illustrated in the following examples. 

 

(22) a. *Cangi nepukin awaki. 

  1 AV.see self 

 Intended reading: ‘I saw myself.’ 

 b. *Nyaii ningeh awaki. 

 2F AV.hear self 

 Intended reading: ‘You heard yourself.’ 

 

Here, the low transitivity verb contained in each clause in (22) bears experiencer and 

stimulus arguments. The stimulus argument linked to the object of the AV verb is thought 

of as not being affected by the action denoted by the verb (Allerton 1982, Jackendoff 

1990). In this situation, the verb cannot have the intended reading as indicated in the 

translation. In order for the binding relation to work, the verbs in (22) must instead 

require a complex reflexive, as illustrated in (23).  

 

(23) a. Cangi nepukin awak cangei. 

 1 AV.see self 1POSS 

 ‘I saw myself.’ 
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 b. Nyaii ningeh awak nyainei. 

 2F AV.hear self 2F.POSS 

 ‘You heard yourself.’ 

 

 As observed previously the OV version of the sentences in (20) above cannot 

occur with simple reflexives, but instead must take complex reflexives, even though the 

verb is highly transitive. Observe again the contrast between (11) and (12), repeated here 

as (24) and (25). 

 

(24) a. *Awaki jimpit cangi. 

 self OV.pinch 1 

 ‘I pinched myself.’ 

 b. *Awaki jimpit=ai. 

 self.3POSS OV.pinch=3 

 ‘(S)he pinched herself/himself.’ 

(25) a. Awak cangei jimpit cangi. 

 self.3 1POSS OV.pinch 1 

 ‘I pinched myself.’ 

 b. Awaknei jimpit=ai. 

 self.3POSS OV.pinch=3 

 ‘(S)he pinched herself/himself.’ 

 

The distribution of simple reflexives with respect to verb transitivity in AV and OV 

clauses and the right adjacent object condition is presented as in Table 10. 

 

 Low transitive verb Right-adjacent object of high transitive verb 

AV clause x  

OV clause x x 

Table 10: Distribution of simple reflexives with respect to verb transitivity in AV and OV 

clauses 
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5.3.4 Simple reflexives appear in some idiomatic uses of (non-high transitivity) verbs  

I have claimed that simple reflexives only occur in an object position in AV clauses 

whose verbs are highly transitive. However, there is one exception: they can also appear 

with certain low transitive (stative) verbs such as marasa ‘feel’, tau ‘know’, and inget 

‘remember’ in an oblique position. This means that simple reflexives in this environment 

violate the two conditions on simple reflexives: right-adjacency and the high-transitive 

verb conditions. Observe the following examples: 

 

(26) a. Ia marasa kapin dewek nista. 

 3 MV.feeling with self poor 

 ‘(S)he had strong feelings about being poor.’ 

  b Ia tahu teken dewek lacur. 

 3 know with self poor 

 ‘(S)he had strong awareness of being poor.’ 

 c.  Ia inget teken awak nista. 

 3 rememeber with self poor 

 ‘(S)he had strong awareness of being poor.’ 

 

However, the generalization that can be drawn from the above sentences is that the 

simple reflexives suggest strong emotion. This means that simple reflexives are sensitive 

to the eventuality associated with the predication, which the person under discussion 

needs to feel strongly about. When the predication is realized with an eventuality which 

does not induce strong feelings on the part of the person involved, simple reflexives are 

not possible, while complex reflexives are appropriate. This can be differentiated by the 

following minimal pairs. 

 

(27) a. ?*Ia marasa teken awak labuh/telat. 

 3 MV.have.feeling with self fall/ late 

 ‘(S)he had strong feeling of falling down /of being late.’ 
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 b. Ia marasa teken awakne labuh/telat. 

 3 MV.have.feeling with self.3POSS fall/late 

 ‘(S)he felt that (s)he fell/ (s)he was late.’ 

(28) a. ?*Ia tahu teken awak labuh/telat. 

 3 know with self fall/late 

 ‘(S)he had strong awareness that (s)he fell/(s)he was late.’ 

 b. Ia tahu teken awakne labuh/ telat. 

 3 know with self.3POSS fall/ late 

 ‘(S)he knew that (s)he fell.’ 

(29) a. ?*Ia inget teken  awak labuh/telat. 

 3 remember with self fall/late 

 ‘(S)he remembered that (s)he fell/(s)he was late.’ 

 b. Ia inget teken awakne labuh/telat. 

 3 remember with self.3POSS fall/late 

 ‘(S)he remembered that (s)he fell/(s)he was late.’ 

 

The eventualities denoted by the verb labuh ‘fall’ or telat ‘late’ do not constitute a 

condition that one has strong feelings about. So the use of simple reflexive is 

unacceptable. The use of complex reflexives in this context, however, is acceptable. This 

is in line with Tsunoda’s (1981) claim that among experiencer subject verbs some are 

more transitive than others. The predicates indicating strong feeling may entail more of 

an effect of the experiencer, perhaps making the verb high enough in transitivity 

relatively speaking to license the simple reflexive. 

The verbs marasa ‘feel’, tau ‘know’, inget ‘remember’, and one more verb in 

addition to the verbs mentioned above engsap ‘forget’ with simple reflexives can also 

occur without being followed by a predicate, but their interpretations turn out to be 

idiomatic. Here, again, if we attempt to replace the simple reflexives with the complex 

reflexive, the sentence under examination loses its idiomatic reading. Consider the 

following contrasts: 
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(30) a.  Ia inget teken awak. 

 3 aware with self 

 ‘(S)he was conscious (i.e. gaining consciousness).’ 

 b. ?*Ia inget teken awakne. 

  3 aware with self.3POSS 

 *‘(S)he was conscious.’ 

(31) a. Ia engsap teken awak. 

 3 forget with self 

 (i) ‘(S)he became unconscious (i.e. fainted).’ 

 (ii) ‘(S)he fell into (a light) sleep’ 

 b. ?*Ia engsap  teken awakne. 

 3 forget with self.3POSS 

 (i) *‘(S)he was unconscious.’ 

 (ii) *(S)he fell into (a light) sleep.’ 

(32) a. Ia tau teken awak. 

 3 know with self 

 ‘(S)he knows his/her place.’ 

 b. ?*Ia tau teken awakne. 

 3 know with self.3POSS 

 *‘(S)he knows his/her place.’ 

(33) a. Ia marasa teken awak. 

 3 MV.feeling with self 

 ‘(S)he knows his/her place.’ 

 b. ?*Ia marasa teken awakne. 

 3 MV.feeling with self.3POSS 

 *‘(S)he knows his/her place.’ 

 

The verb nawang ‘know’ is quite distinct from the rest of the psychological/experiencer 

verbs mentioned above in that it takes object function. This verb also allows an idiomatic 

reading. Based on this fact, one can naturally predict that the simple reflexive can occur 

with nawang, as shown in (34). 

 

(34) a. Ia nawang awak. 

 3 AV.know self 

 ‘(S)he knows her/his place.’ 

 b. Ia nawang awakne. 

 3 AV.know self.3POSS 

 (i) *‘(S)he knows her/his place.’ 

 (ii) ‘(S)he knows herself/himself.’ 
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The grammaticality of (34a) is naturally against our claim made above that 

psychological/ experiencer verbs are classed as low transitive verbs, which are supposed 

to be incapable of combining with simple reflexives. However, quite the contrary, the 

verb nawang ‘know’ can take a simple reflexive.  

The occurrence of idiomatic expressions involving reflexives (i.e. simple 

reflexives) in Balinese is very restricted, because the contrast in interpretation between 

simple and complex reflexives can only be observed in AV, not OV clauses. It has to be 

remembered that idiomatic expressions have a fixed position, suggesting that (35a) does 

not have an idiomatic reading nor a reflexive reading, since it is ungrammatical, while 

(35b) only has a reflexive reading. Recall that OV clauses allow only complex, but not 

simple reflexives in pre-verbal (subject) position.  

(35) a. *Awak tawang=a. 

 self OV.know=3 

 (i) ‘(S)he knows her/his place.’ 

(ii) ‘(S)he knows herself/himself.’ 

 b. Awakne tawang=a. 

 self.3POSS OV.know=3 
(i) *‘(S)he knows her/his place.’ 

(ii) ‘(S)he knows herself/himself.’ 

 

 One might conclude that idiomatic expressions involving reflexive constructions 

in Balinese also tend to take simple reflexives, not complex reflexives. Further support 

comes from verbs with high transitivity such as ngutang-ngutang ‘throw’. In a non-

reflexive construction, the verb ngutang-ngutang does not trigger an idiomatic reading, as 
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seen in (36), while the simple reflexive construction that contains the same verb does, as 

shown in (37a). 

(36) Ia ngutang-ngutang baju. 

 3 AV.throw-RED shirt 

 ‘(S)he threw his shirts (repeatedly).’ 

(37) a. Ia ngutang-ngutang awak. 

 3 AV.throw-RED self 

 ‘(S)he was wandering.’ 

 b. Ia ngutang-ngutang awakne. 

 3 AV.throw-RED self.3POSS 

 (i) ‘(S)he was throwing his/her body (repeatedly).’ 

 (ii) *‘(S)he was wandering.’ 

 

Again we notice the phenomenon that a simple reflexive is tied to an idiom. Both 

sentence (37a) and sentence (37b) are reflexive constructions. What the two sentences 

have in common is that both contain the same verb, which is classed as highly transitive. 

Thus, the simple reflexive is allowed, as in (37a). So is a complex reflexive, as seen in 

(37b). Only (37a) also receive an idiomatic interpretation; (37b) does not. However, 

(37a), as observed above, loses its idiomatic interpretation when the simple reflexive is 

replaced by a complex reflexive. 

 We have claimed above that simple reflexives that appear with psychological/ 

experiencer verbs in oblique position tend to have an idiomatic reading. However if we 

come to a general conclusion that they can appear with any psychological/ experiencer 

verbs with no exception whatsoever, then our claim is too strong, because there are cases 

where predicates of this sort are not compatible with simple reflexives, as exemplified by 

the following examples. 
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(38) a. *Ia demen teken awak. 

 3 happy with self 

 ‘(S)he likes herself/himself.’ 

 b. Ia demen teken awakne. 

 3 happy with self.3POSS 

 ‘(S)he likes herself/himself.’ 

(39) a. *Ia makeneh teken awak. 

 3 MV.have.thought with self 

 ‘(S)he has a thought about herself/himself (lit.)/ (S)he thinks about  

 herself/himself.’ 

 b. Ia makeneh  teken awakne. 

 3 MV.have.thought with self.3POSS 

 ‘(S)he has a thought about herself/himself (lit.)/ (S)he thinks about  

 herself/himself.’ 

 

Here, the predicate demen ‘happy’ and makeneh ‘have a thought’ all belong to 

psychological predicates. All the (a) sentences cannot take simples reflexives, indicating 

that they have no bearing on an idiomatic context, which must otherwise be expressed in 

complex reflexives as in the (b) sentences.  

5.4 SUMMARY 

In the foregoing discussion I have dealt with the conditions on simple reflexives. I have 

shown that simple reflexives occur as right adjacent objects of high transitive AV verbs 

and must be locally bound. However simple reflexives can sometimes occur with low 

transitive verbs and also in oblique positions. The simple reflexives that occur in this 

environment are grammaticalized or lexicalized as idioms, making them exceptional to 

the conditions on simple reflexives specified thus far. Complex reflexives, unlike simple 

reflexives, can occur everywhere, but are commonly not linked to idioms. 

In terms of LFG grammatical functions, simple reflexives are limited to occurring 

in OBJ position while complex reflexive can occur in all grammatical positions: SUBJ, 
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OBJ, OBJӨ, OBL, and preposed TOPIC. However, simple reflexives can also occur in 

OBJ and OBL positions with experience/psychological verbs. I have shown this 

possibility is due to verbs of strong emotion/idiomatic context. The syntactic position of 

simple and complex reflexives is illustrated in Table 11. 

 

Type of reflexive SUBJ OBJ OBJӨ OBLӨ Preposed TOPIC 

Simple Reflexive NO YES NO NO (YES)
 1

 NO 

Complex Reflexive YES YES YES YES YES 

Note: ( )
1
= in an idiomatic context 

Table 11: Reflexive anaphors in Balinese and their GF positions 

5.5 THE DEFINITE FORM OF THE SIMPLE REFLEXIVE AWAK-E 

The definite marker –e commonly occurs with nouns. It also sometimes occurs on 

pronouns. The NP that contains the definite marker appears on extraposed subjects of 

OV-verbs whose occurrence is described as in the following schema: 

 

(40) a. NP (Undergoer)  [OV.verb NP (Actor)] S [VO] 

 b. [OV.verb NP (Actor)] NP-e (Undergoer) [VO] S 

 

The schema (40a) says that the NP that appears preverbally with an OV verb is a subject 

NP (understood as being indefinite). When this subject NP is extraposed it must bear a 

definite marker (40b). To illustrate the application of this rule, let me illustrate it with an 

OV clause with a full noun subject, as shown in (41). 

 

(41) a. Padang amah sampi. 

 grass OV.eat cow 

 ‘A cow ate grasses.’ 

 b. *Amah sampi padang. 

 OV.eat cow grass 

 Intended reading: ‘A cow ate grass.’ 
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 c. Amah sampi padang-e. 

 OV.eat cow grass-DEF 

 ‘A cow ate (the) grass.’ 

 

Here, (41a) shows that the indefinite noun padang ‘grass’ is well-formed when occurring 

in preverbal position of the OV clause. Sentence (41b) is ungrammatical when the noun 

padang is indefinite when extraposed, in contrast with (41c), where the noun padang is 

definite (marked with –e). 

 Turning to personal pronouns, as shown in Chapter 4, the pronoun awake ‘1/2’ 

has the same form as the imperative reflexive awak-e ‘self-DEF’. This form already 

appears with a definite marker when appearing as the object of an OV clause. Observe 

the following examples: 

 

(42) Tangjung=a awake. 

 OV.kick=3 1/2 
(i) ‘He kicked me/you.’ 

(ii) *‘He kicked himself.’ 

Here, the form awake has only a personal pronoun reading. Consider also the following 

examples: 

 

(43) a. Tanjung cai awake. 

 OV.kick 2M 1 
(i) * ‘You kicked yourself.’ 

(ii) ‘You kicked me.’ 

 b. Tanjung=a awakne. 

 OV.kick=a self.3POSS 

 ‘He kicked himself.’ 

 

The form awake is ambiguous between a first and second person reading, as in (42). 

However, when it appears in a clause with a second person, then the form awake is 
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interpreted as a first person or vice versa. This becomes clear in (43a) in which the object 

of the clause is the second person; the form awake must be the first person. (43a) does not 

have a reflexive reading, in contrast with (43b).  

Now observe the following examples:  

(44) a. Tanjung cang awake. 

 OV.kick 1 2 

 ‘I kicked you (not ‘I kicked myself’).’ 

 b. Tanjung cai awake. 

 OV.kick 2M 1 

 ‘You kicked me’/ ‘You kicked yourself.’ 

 

What is interesting with (44b) is that it also has a reflexive reading, in contrast with the 

form awake when it appears with the first person actor, as in (44a). The ambiguity with 

(44b) serves as a clue that the form awake can get a reflexive interpretation when it 

appears with a second person actor.  

The facts regarding the definite marker (-e) and the form awake can be summarized 

as follows: (a) Balinese has a rule of extraposition that adds definite marker –e; (b) Awak-

e can be produced by that rule, but with only the 1/2 personal pronoun use, not a reflexive 

use, but (c) 2
nd

 person awak-e can have a reflexive use, since (44b) can mean ‘You 

kicked yourself’ 

It is shown that (44b) has a reflexive reading, suggesting that OV imperatives can 

make use of the 2
nd

 person reflexive awak-e. First, let us make clear the relationship 

between an OV-clause and extraposition in imperatives. Imperatives in general are action 

prominent, and a verb must appear first in the syntax of an imperative. This means that 

the actor argument of the verb must appear postverbally. This condition is already met by 
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the OV clause. In addition to this, imperatives also require that the patient argument be 

extraposed, which is subject to definiteness constraints in Balinese. This state of affairs 

necessitates a rule governing OV imperatives. It must be understood that imperatives 

require an implicit second person subject, which cannot be explicit, call it pro.2p 

(phonologically null second person). Thus the schema in (40) can be applied for OV 

imperatives which are formulated as in (45).  

 

(45) OV imperative rule: 

a. Leave the second person actor unexpressed. 

b. Extrapose the preverbal argument of the OV-verb, then add the definiteness 

marker (-e) to it 

(Note again that this rule does not apply to a (preverbal) NP which is already 

marked for definiteness, such as the personal pronoun awake ‘1/2’, second person 

reflexive pronoun awak caine ‘self.2POSS’). 

 

The rule predicts that the extraposed element can be non-reflexive, as in (46) in which the 

second person is left unexpressed but glossed as pro.2p. 

 

(46) Daar  padang-e! 

 OV.eat  pro.2p grass-DEF 

 ‘Eat (the) grass! 

 

Again, awak-e with pro.2p subject allows a reflexive or non-reflexive interpretation, as 

shown in (47). 

 

(47) Tanjung  awak-e! 

 OV.kick pro.2p self-DEF 

 ‘Kick me’/ ‘Kick yourself!’ 

 

That the preverbal subject NP that gets extraposed must be definite is also 

represented in the c-structure representation. Before showing this, let me summarize 
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again the sentences involving OV imperatives, with which the reflexive awake is 

associated. As noticed above, awak in preverbal position in (48a) is ungrammatical due to 

the violation of the reflexivization condition on OV clauses. Sentence (48b) is also 

ungrammatical because of the violation of the definiteness constraint of the extraposed 

NP. Sentences (48d-e) are declaratives. They are not subject to definiteness constraints 

because the reflexive awak caine ‘2M.POSS’ is already definite. 

 

(48) a. *Awak  jimpit! 

 Self pro.2p OV.pinch 

 ‘Pinch yourself! 

 b. *Jimpit   awak! 

 OV.pinch pro.2p self 

 ‘Pinch yourself!’ 

 c. Jimpit  awak-e! 

 OV.pinch  pro.2p self-DEF 

 ‘Pinch yourself!’ 

d. Awak caine  jimpit! 

 self 2M.POSS pro.2p  OV.pinch 

 ‘Pinch yourself!’ 

e. Jimpit  awak caine! 

 OV.pinch pro.2p self 2M.POSS 

 ‘Pinch yourself!’ 

 

The c-structure representation contrasting reflexive elements involving OV imperatives is 

shown in (49). 
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(49) S 

 

a.  

             NP                       VP                       

      (SUBJ)=  

 

 

               N                       V 

 

 

      Awak  caine   jimpit 

   self  2M.POSS  OV.pinch 

 (*Awak(e)) 

 

The c-structure above shows that the subject of the OV clause, in this case the simple 

reflexive awak, comes pre-verbally. In this position, (50a) is judged as ungrammatical 

because, as mentioned above, it violates the adjacency condition on simple reflexives, as 

opposed to the complex reflexive which is allowable in this position. The c-structure in 

(49b), on the other hand, illustrates that the subject (the simple reflexive) is extraposed to 

the postverbal position in which it receives a definite marker -e, yielding a grammatical 

structure. 

Interestingly, the form awak-e can occur in an interrogative when it contains an 

implicit second person subject (pro.2p) and an OV-verb. This specifically means that it 

respects the rule of OV imperatives formulated above. Consider the following example: 

 

(50) Ngudiang beli-ang  awak-e nasi? 

 QW OV.buy-APPL pro.2p self-DEF rice 

 ‘Why did you buy yourself rice?’/ ‘Why did you buy me rice?’ 

 

Note that the use of awake in an interrogative is also ambiguous between reflexive and 

non-reflexive readings, like its use in imperatives. 

   S 

 

b. 

       VP                             NP 

                                    (SUBJ)= 

                                    (DEF) = c+ 

                             

       V                                  N 

 

    Jimpit  awak-e 

    OV.pinch   self-DEF 

                 -e (DEF) = + 
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 To summarize, a simple reflexive that receives a definite marker (-e) is a special 

form for an OV imperative reflexive and an OV interrogative. 

 

5.6 BINDING IN CAUSATIVES 

5.6.1 Introduction 

In the previous subsection, I have described the properties of simple reflexives, one of 

which is that a simple reflexive must be the right-adjacent object of a high transitive AV 

verb. The binding properties for simple reflexives such as awak provide evidence for the 

structure of causative constructions, as illustrated in (51). 

 

(51) a.  [I   Made]i ngae  awaknei/*awaki  sebet. 

  ART Made AV.make self.3POSS/self sad 

  ‘The man made himself sad.’ 

 b. [Anak  ento]i  ngayeh-ang awaki/awaknei di tukad-e. 

  person that AV.wash-CAUS self/self.3POSS in river-DEF 

  ‘The man washed himself in the river.’  

 

Sentence (51a) is a periphrastic causative, introduced by the causative verb gae ‘make’. It 

cannot be immediately followed by a simple reflexive. Sentence (51b), on the other hand, 

which has a verb marked by a morphological causative (the causative marker –ang) can 

appear with a simple reflexive right adjacent to it. I claim that the unacceptability of a 

simple reflexive in (51a) is because the entity denoted by the reflexive is a raised 

argument, which cannot be a simple reflexive because it is not the thematic object of the 

causative verb. In what follows, I will provide more argumentation in support of this 

claim. 
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5.6.2 Periphrastic causatives 

A periphrastic causative in Balinese is expressed by a causative verb meaning ‘make’, 

which is ngae ‘AV.make’, as in (52a), or gae ‘OV.make’, as in (52b). 

 

(52) a. Ia ngae anak cenik ento malaib. 

 3 AV.make person small that MV.run 

 ‘(S)he made the child run.’ 

 b. Anak cenik ento gae(n)=a malaib. 

  person small that OV.make(LK)=3 MV.run 

  ‘(S)he made the child run.’ 

 

The NP following the causative verb in (52a) is its object, evidenced by the fact that in 

the OV form it becomes the subject as in (52b). Given that this NP is the thematic subject 

of the lower verb, the questions now are: Does this represent a case of raising or equi? 

Does the causative verb theta-mark this NP? The answer to this question is that the 

periphrastic causative exhibits a raising construction pattern in which the VP representing 

the caused event theta-marks the object of the causative verb, but the causative verb itself 

does not. I claim that periphrastic causatives have an argument structure containing the 

causer NP plus the clause representing the caused event. The causee is thematically an 

argument of the downstairs verb only. Since the causee is not a thematic argument of the 

causative, it cannot be a simple reflexive even if it is right-adjacent to this verb. This is 

different from morphological causatives, which I discuss in 5.6.3. 

 There is semantic evidence for calling the verb gae ‘make’ (in periphrastic 

causative constructions) a raising verb rather than an equi verb. As is observed in the 

literature, idiom chunks can be used as a test for raising (Davies 2005, Davies and 

Dubinsky 2004, among others). The idea is that an idiom chunk retains its idiomatic 
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reading in raising, something that does not happen in equi. Let us observe the following 

idiom. 

 

(53) Lelipi ngalih gegitik. 

 snake AV.look for stick 

 ‘A snake is looking for a stick (lit.)’/‘Someone is looking for trouble.’ 

 

As expected if gae is a raising verb, the idiom chunk retains its meaning when occurring 

in periphrastic causatives as in (54), even if the causee is further raised to be the subject 

of the verb gae, as in (54c) and (54d). 

(54) a. I Made ngae [lelipi ngalih gegitik]. 

 ART Made AV.make snake AV.look.for stick 

 ‘I Made made someone look for trouble.’ 

  b. I Made ngae lelipi [ ___ ngalih  gegitik]. 

 ART Made AV.make snake AV.look.for stick 

  c. Lelipi gae  I  Made  ngalih  gegitik. 

  snake OV.make ART Made AV.look.for  stick 

  ‘I Made made someone look for trouble.’ 

  d. Lelipi gae-a ngalih  gegitik teken I  Made. 
 snake make-PASS AV.look.for stick by ART Made 

 ‘Someone is made to look for trouble by I Made.’ 

 

The facts in (54) are identical to the phenomenon in (55), in which the verb 

tawang ‘know’ is a canonical raising verb in Balinese (Arka 2003a). In (55b), the subject 

of the base predicate is raised to the object position of the matrix verb. At this stage, the 

idiomatic chunk remains intact; the idiomatic reading is, therefore, preserved. In the OV 

clause in (55c) and the passive construction in (55d), the idiom chunk seems to be 

partially separated. However, the idiomatic reading is still preserved, again indicating that 
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raised element is still theta-marked by the lower predicate, but not by the higher 

predicate.  

 

(55) a. I Made nawang [lelipi ngalih gegitik]. 

 ART Made AV.know snake AV.look.for stick 

 ‘I Made knew that somebody was looking for trouble.’ 

 b. I Made nawang lelipi [ ____ ngalih gegitik]. 

 ART Made AV.know snake AV.look.for stick 

 ‘I Made knew somebody was looking for trouble.’ 

c. Lelipi tawang I Made [ ___  ngalih gegitik]. 

 snake OV.know ART Made AV.look.for stick 

 ‘I Made knew someone was looking for trouble.’ 

d. Lelipi tawang-a ngalih gegitik teken I  Made. 

 snake know-PASS AV.look.for stick by ART Made 

 ‘(That) someone was looking for trouble was known by I Made.’ 

 To conclude, the periphrastic causative verb gae ‘make’ is a raising verb which 

takes two arguments, representing the causer and the caused event, but lacks a causee 

argument, although it allows raising of the subject argument of the base predicate to a 

causee argument position, a situation I claim does not allow a simple reflexive. To further 

demonstrate this, I now turn to morphological causatives. 

5.6.3 Morphological causatives 

Morphological causatives in Balinese are expressed by either suffix –in or –ang. The 

choice of the suffix (-ang or –in) for the derived causative is dependent upon the 

associated base predicate. The following are some representative examples: 

(56) arepkelod ‘x faces south’ arepkelod-ang ‘y makes x face south' 

 arepkelod-in ‘y makes x face south’ 

 ulung  ‘x fall down’ ulung-ang ‘y drops x’ 
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Verbs of carrying involving body parts strictly take suffix –in. These verbs are 

exemplified in (57). 

(57) Verbs of ‘carrying’ involving body parts. 

suun  ‘x carrry y on the head’ suun-in ‘z makes x carry y on the head’  

gandong ‘x carry y on the back’ gandong-in ‘z makes x carry y on the back’ 

sangkil ‘x carry y on the hip’  sangkil-in ‘z makes x carry y on the hip’ 

sangkol ‘x carry y on the chest’ sangkil-in ‘z makes x carry y on the chest’ 

 

The base predicate of the example given in (56) is monovalent, but when the base 

predicate is causativized, the resulting derived causative is divalent, as shown in (58). 

(58) a. Kursi  ento  ngarepkelod. 

 chair that AV.face.south 

 ‘The chair faces south.’ 

 b. Ia ngarepkelod-ang  kursi ento. 

 3 AV.face.south-CAUS chair that 

 ‘(S)he made the chair face south.’ 

 

The base predicate exemplified in (57) is divalent, but the derived causative predicate is 

trivalent, as illustrated in the following example. 

 

(59) a Ia nyuun padi. 

 3 AV.carry.on.head rice 

 ‘(S)he carried some rice on her/his head.’ 

 b. Cang nyuun-in  ia padi.  

 1 AV.carry.on.head-CAUS 3 rice 

 ‘I helped him to carry rice on her/his head.’ 

 

Like periphrastic causatives, morphological causatives also allow AV/OV alternations. 

The OV counterpart of (59b), for example, looks like (60). 

(60) Ia suun-in  cang padi. 

 3 OV.carry.on.the.head-CAUS 1 rice 

 ‘I helped him to carry rice on her/his head.’ 
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 Arka (2003a: 189) points out that the morphological causatives always imply 

direct causation, where the agent causer is understood as acting upon the causee. This fact 

indicates that the causativized predicate niman-ang ‘kiss-CAUS’ is inherently a high 

transitive verb. These properties of morphological causatives also suggest that the causee 

is the direct argument of the causativized predicate, a fact argued in detail by Arka (1998, 

2003a) and Wechsler and Arka (1998). Thus, the causer and the causee arguments occur 

in the same argument structure. Given this, when the causee is realized right-adjacent to 

the causativized verb, it will be an argument of this verb, and since the verb is a high 

transitive, the cause can be a simple reflexive, as in (61a). This is in contrast with 

periphrastic causatives, where its causer and causee arguments do not occur in the same 

argument structure (see above), resulting in the fact that the causee cannot be a simple 

reflexive, as shown in (61b). 

(61) a. Iai niman-ang awaki sig mua-n Ni Sari-e. 

  3 AV.kiss-CAUS self at face-LK ART Sari-DEF 

 ‘He made himself kiss at Ni Sari’s face (lit.)/  

 ‘He made himself kiss Ni Sari.’ 

 b. Iai ngae awaknei/*awaki  niman Ni Sari. 
 3 AV.make self.3POSS/self  AV.kiss ART Sari 

 ‘He made himself kiss Ni Sari.’ 

 

Now I demonstrate that the causee argument of a morphological causative is a 

direct argument of the causativized verb. The evidence for this also comes from the idiom 

chunk test. Unlike a periphrastic causative verb, when a morphological causative is 

applied to a verb in an idiom chunk, as in (62), the idiomatic reading no longer obtains. 

(62) Ia ngalih-ang  lelipi gegitik. 

 3 AV.look.for-CAUS snake stick 

 ‘(S)he made a snake look for a stick.’ 
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 Indeed, a perfect contrast with the periphrastic causatives in Section 5.6.2 

comes from constructions where the periphrastic causative verb itself is causativized. 

This is shown in (63), where the causee argument is understood as being shared with the 

subject argument of the base predicate encoded by the verb ngalih ‘look for’. In this case, 

the idiomatic reading is lost.  

 

(63) a. Ia ngaen-in   lelipi ngalih gegitik. 

 3 AV.make-CAUS snake AV.look.for stick 

 ‘(S)he made a snake look for a stick.’ 

 b. Lelipi  gaen-in=a     ngalih  gegitik. 

  snake OV.make-CAUS=3 AV.look.for stick 

  ‘(S)he made a snake look for a stick.’ 
c. Lelipi gaen-in-a    ngalih gegitik teken ia. 

 snake make-CAUS-PASS AV.look.for stick by 3 

 ‘A snake was made to look for a stick by him/her.’ 

This suggests that with the morphological causatives, the causee is now the thematic 

argument of the causative verb, i.e. this is an equi construction. This predicts that in this 

case, in contrast to (61b), a simple reflexive is possible, as is indeed the case in (64).  

 

(64) Iai ngaen-in  awaki niman Ni Sari. 

 3 AV.make-CAUS  self  AV.kiss ART Sari 

 ‘He made himself kiss Ni Sari.’ 

 

 To conclude, the causative morpheme (either –ang or –in) is always 

understood as deriving a predicate bearing the causer and causee arguments in a 

morphological causative construction, licensing the output as a high transitive verb which 

makes a simple reflexive able to appear right-adjacent to it. 
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5.7 CONCLUSION 

This chapter provides a unified account of all the reflexives forms in Balinese: simple 

reflexives (e.g. awak), complex reflexives (e.g. awakne), and the ‘definite’ reflexive (e.g. 

awak-e). Two main points that can be drawn are: (1) the binding rules for simple 

reflexives work consistently in the environment where the verb that it appears with must 

be highly transitive, and (2) the definite reflexive (e.g. awak-e) that occurs in OV 

imperatives is parallel with rules applied to indefinite NPs in general that must be definite 

when extraposed. The three properties attributed to a simple reflexive are: (1) it must be 

right-adjacent to AV verbs, (2) it must be locally bound, and (3) it can occur with a 

stative verb when inducing an idiomatic context, suggesting an affixal (morphological) 

reflexive; perhaps it is on the way to becoming one. The binding rules also apply in 

causative constructions. A morphological causative verb is by itself a high transitive verb 

whose causer and causee arguments occur in the same argument structure. A simple 

reflexive can naturally occur right-adjacent to it. As for a periphrastic causative, its 

causer and causee arguments occur in different argument structures, a situation that 

disallows a simple reflexive. 
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Chapter 6 

Logophoric pronouns 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

Logophoric pronouns are special forms of pronoun which appear in clausal arguments of 

verbs of communication, mental state, or perception. They refer to the person “whose 

speech, thoughts, or feelings are reported or reflected in a given linguistic context” 

(Clements 1975: 141). They are distinguished from regular pronouns in that they always 

refer to the individual who is being reported (usually the subject of the matrix clause). 

Establishing logophoric pronouns in Balinese, in the following, I show that they must 

appear in clausal complements of the verbs that license them.  

That pronoun binding is sensitive to the logophoric context is shown in (1). In 

(1a), the matrix verb does not license logophoricity (see the verb types above). 

Consequently, the pronoun awakne cannot be bound by ia ‘3’ (its intended antecedent). 

When the binding relation fails, the associated pronoun is construed as meaning ‘body’ as 

indicated in (ii) reading of (1a). Sentence (1b), in contrast, receives a logophoric reading 

because it contains a verb that licenses a logophoric pronoun. The same situation holds in 

(2). Logophoric binding is hard to get in (2a) because the verb lempag ‘hit’ does not 

indicate a ‘reported speech’ context that triggers a logophoric relation. Again, the 

logophoric relation is possible in (2b), when the matrix verb licenses it. The sharp 

contrast is shown in (3), in which the verb ngenah ‘look’ (in (3a)) and nyinahang 

‘declare’ (in (3b)) both subcategorize for a clausal complement. However (3a) is ruled 

out because ngenah ‘look’ is not communication verb, which causes it to have no 
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logophoric reading while (3b) receives a logophoric reading because nyinahang is a 

communication verb. 

 

(1) a. Iai nglempag cang [karana cang nyimpit awaknei]. 

 3 AV.hit 1 because 1 AV.pinch self.3POSS 

 (i) *‘(S)he hit me because I pinched him/her.’ 

 (ii) ‘(S)he hit me because I pinched his/her body.’ 

 b. Iai nakonang [apa cang nyimpit awaknei]. 

 3 AV.ask COMP 1 AV.pinch self.3POSS 

 ‘(S)he asked whether I pinched him/her.’ 

(2) a. Iai  nglempag cang [karana cang naar nasi-n awaknei]. 

 3  AV.hit  1  because  1 AV.eat rice-LK  self.3POSS 

‘(S)he hit me because I ate his/her rice.’ 

 b. Madei nakonang [apa cang naar [nasi-n awaknei]]. 

 Made AV.ask COMP 1 AV.eat rice-LK self.3POSS 

‘Made asked whether I ate his rice.’ 

(3) a. *Iai ngenah  cara awaknei jimpit-a. 

 3 look  like self.3POSS pinch-PASS 

‘(S)he looked like (s)he was pinched (lit.)’/ (S)he looked as if (s)he was 

pinched.’ 

b. Iai nyinah-ang  awaknei jimpit-a. 

 3 AV.clear-CAUS self.3POSS pinch-PASS 

 ‘(S)he declared that (s)he was pinched.’ 

 

 In order to capture the concept of logophoricity, Section 6.2 begins with briefly 

talking about dedicated logophoric pronouns found in West African languages which are 

represented by Ewe and Gokana. Section 6.3 deals with long-distance reflexives which 

exhibits logoporicity represented by Icelandic and Japanese. Section 6.4 discusses long-

distance reflexives which also enter into the logophoric system in Balinese. Section 6.5 

talks about the properties of Balinese logophoricity in terms of person, number, and 

grammatical functions. Section 6.6 focuses on verbs that license logophoricity in 

Balinese. Section 6.7 is concerned with binding domains of loophors. Section 6.8 focuses 
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on the notion of source and point of view in Balinese logophoricity Section 6.9 highlights 

the anaphoric status of Balinese logophoric pronouns. Section 6.10 is the conclusion. 

6.2 LOGOPHORIC PRONOUNS 

Before talking about Balinese logophoricity, I am going to have a look at logophoricity in 

West African languages, in which the notion of logophoricity is originally found. These 

languages can be represented by Ewe and Gokana.  

Ewe (Clements 1975: 142): 

(4) a. Kofi be yè-dzo. 

 Kofi say Log-leave 

 ‘Kofii said that hei left.’ 

 b. Kofi be e-dzo. 

 Kofi say Pro-leave 

 ‘Kofii said that hej left.’ 

Gokana (Hyman and Comrie 1981: 20): 

(5) a. aè kɔ aè dɔ . 

 Pro said Pro fell 

 ‘Hei said hej fell.’ 

 b. aè kɔ aè dɔ -  . 
 Pro said Pro fell-Log 

 ‘Hei said that hei fell.’ 
 
As the definition suggests, the antecedent of a logophoric pronoun, called the logophoric 

trigger, always occurs in a matrix clause, while the logophoric pronoun in a 

subordinate/embedded clause. Thus the logophoric pronoun yé in (4a) refers to Kofi 

while the regular pronoun e in (4b) cannot refer to Kofi. The notion of logophoricity in 

Ewe is different from that in Gokana. In Ewe, logophoric pronouns have different forms 

from regular pronouns. In Gokana, however, a logophoric pronoun is not distinguished 

from a regular pronoun, but the pronoun, which appears in a clause whose verb is 
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logophorically-marked, is interpreted as a logophoric pronoun as seen in (5b). However, 

the state of affairs still holds in that only the pronoun that appears in a logophoric context 

refers to the subject of the matrix clause. Therefore the pronoun aè in (5a), which does 

not occur in the logophoric environment, cannot be anteceded by the subject of the matrix 

clause. 

Gokana allows any person value (first, second, and third) to be a logophoric 

pronoun (Hyman and Comrie 1981). Given these facts, what is interesting in Gokana is 

that when the matrix clause is realized with a subject (the logophoric trigger) of third 

person value and there is more than one lexical item in the embedded clause also having 

third person value, the resulting sentence can have more than one interpretation, as (6) 

shows. 

(6) Lébàreé  kɔ aè d-è a g       . 
 Lebare said Pro ate-Log Pro yams 

(i) Lebarei said hei ate hisi yams.’ 

(ii) Lebarei said hej ate hisi yams.’ 

(iii)  Lebarei said hei ate hisj yams.’  (Hyman and Comrie 1981: 24) 

There are two third person pronouns in the embedded clause in (6), the subject of the 

embedded clause and the possessive pronoun. Note that there are three readings that can 

be associated with (6). In the (i) reading, both the subject of the embedded clause and the 

possessive pronoun can be interpreted logophorically. In the (ii) reading, only the 

possessive pronoun is interpreted logophorically, and in the (iii) reading, only the subject 

of the embedded clause is taken as having logophoric interpretation. Note further that the 

pronoun(s) that get(s) a logophoric interpretation must here co-refer with the logophoric 
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trigger (the subject of the matrix clause). So, some item that has a third person value in 

the embedded clause must bound by the subject of the matrix clause.  

6.3 LONG-DISTANCE REFLEXIVES 

As noted above logophoric pronouns are common in African languages. However, 

languages outside Africa such as Japanese and Icelandic (Sells 1987), although they do 

not possess dedicated logophoric pronouns in their grammatical system, are also observed 

to exhibit logophoricity. In a phenomenon called long-distance binding, a reflexive form 

in its logophoric use can have its antecedent outside its own clause.1  

Consider the long-distance reflexives in Icelandic in (7) and Japanese in (8): 

Icelandic (Sigurðson 1986, cited in Sells 1987: 450): 

(7) a. Hanni  sagði [að   sigi  vantaði hæfileika]. 

 hei said [that selfi lacked ability] 

 ‘Hei said that hei lacked ability.’ 

 b. *Honumi var sagt [að sigi vantaði hæfileika]. 

 hei was told [that selfi lacked ability] 

 ‘Hei was told that hei lacked ability.’ 

Japanese (Kameyama 1985, cited in Sells 1987: 453-454): 

(8) a. Takasii  wa Taroo  ni [Yosiko  ga zibuni o 

 Takasii Top Taroo Dat [Yosiko Subj selfi Obj 

 nikundeiru koto]  o hanasita. 

 be-hating Comp] Obj told 

 ‘Takasii told Taroo that Yosiko hated himi.’ 

 

                                                 
1 Icelandic sig in its reflexive use is exemplified in (i) while Japanese zibun used in a syntactic reflexive 

can be illustrated in (ii). 

 

(i) Jóni  syndic Haraldij fót  á  sig i/j    

‘Johni showed Haroldj clothes for himselfi/j (Thráinsson 1979: 291), cited in Oshima (2004: 2) 

(ii) Taroo wa zibun o mamotta 

‘Taroo defended himself’    (Faltz 1985:29) 
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 b. Tarooi wa [Yosiko  ga  zibuni  ni  aitagatteiru  to]  

 Tarooi Top [Yosiko Subj selfi Obj2  visit-was-wanting Comp] 

 Iwareta. 

  was-told 

 ‘Tarooi was told that Yosiko wanted to visit himi.’ 

 c. Taroo wa Takasii  kara [Yosiko ga  zibuni  o nikundeiro to]  kita. 

 Taroo TOP Takasii from [Yosiko Subj selfi Obj be-hating Comp] heard 

 ‘Taroo heard from Takasii that Yosiko hated himi.’ 

 

Like a dedicated logophoric pronoun in African languages, a reflexive form (sig) in 

Icelandic as in (7a) can have a binder in a clause different from the clause it is in. The 

same is true of zibun in Japanese, as in (8a). In this environment, the reflexive forms in 

both languages are interpreted logophorically. Like logophoricity in African languages, 

logophoricity encoded by the logophoric use of a reflexive pronoun is also subject to 

variation. This is evidenced by the fact that logophoricity in Icelandic is constrained by a 

subject condition. That is, the reflexive pronoun in which the logophoric pronoun is 

identified must be anteceded by the logical subject of the matrix clause (Bresnan 2001). 

Hence, sentence (7a) is fine while sentence (7b) is not. Logophoricity in Japanese, on the 

other hand, is in contrast with that of Icelandic in that the grammatical/surface subject 

can bind zibun. Thus, according to Kameyama (1985) cited in Sells (1987), both sentence 

(8a) and (8b) are well-formed in Japanese. The same is true of (8c); it is not a problem for 

Japanese. 

Logophoric pronouns must occur in verbs of communication, perception, and 

mental state (see also Section 6.6 below), as shown by the Icelandic example in (9) in 
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which (9a) is ungrammatical because the matrix verb is not a logophoric licenser and (9b) 

is grammatical because reveal is a communication verb.2 

(9) a. *Baniði bar þess ekki merki [að það 

  the_child bore it not signs that there 

  hefði verið hugsað vel um sigi]. 

   had(S) been thought well about self 

  ‘The child didn’t look as if it had been taken care of.’ 

 b. Baniði lét ekki í ljós [að það  hefði 

  the_child put not in light that there  had(S) 

  verið hugsað vel um sigi ]. 

  been thought well about self 

  ‘The child didn’t reveal that it had been taken care of.’ 

          (Stirling 1993: 266) 

 

6.4 LONG-DISTANCE REFLEXIVES IN BALINESE 

Like the logophoric use of reflexives in Icelandic and Japanese, logophoricity in Balinese 

can be achieved in the same way, in which a reflexive pronoun which is logophorically 

interpreted finds its antecedent outside its nucleus. However, unlike Icelandic and 

Japanese, Balinese long-distance reflexives (LDRs) as we will see are only realized with 

complex reflexives or morphologically complex forms. This is contradictory to Faltz’s 

(1985) claim that morphologically simple reflexives are universally taken as long- 

distance while morphologically complex reflexives are local. Thus, this claim is not 

supported by the Balinese data, as observed in Arka (2003a: 221). The examples are 

given in (10).3 

                                                 
2 I have no similar corresponding examples for Japanese.  
3 These LDRs have logophoric uses seems to be universal. This is also observed in English. Although the 

fact that a sentence such as *John said that I liked himself is ungrammatical, logophoric uses of English 

reflexives can occur in what are called picture noun, whose reflexives, as observed by Kuno (1987), shown 

in the following examples.  
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(10) a. I Madej ngorahan [iai nyimpit awaki/*j]. 

 ART Made AV.say 3 AV.pinch self.3POSS 

‘I Made said that (s)he pinched herself/himself.’ 

b. Iaj ngorahan [cangi nanjung awaki/*j]. 

 3 AV.say 1 AV.kick self 

 ‘(S)he said that I kicked her/him.’ 

 

More examples involving the other simple reflexives are given below. 

 

(11) a. I Madej ngorahan [iai nanjung ibai/*j/deweki/*j/ ragai/*j]. 

 ART Made AV.say 3 AV.kick self/self/self 

 ‘I Made said that (s)he kicked himself/herself.’ 

 b. Raja-(n)-ej nganikaang [idai nyuciang ragai/*j]. 

 king-LK-DEF AV.say 3 AV.cleanse self 

 ‘The king said that he cleansed himself/herself.’ 

 

A logophoric reading is impossible in (10a-b) and (11a-b), in which the reflexive fails to 

be bound by the subject of the matrix clause. This again shows that simple reflexives 

cannot be long-distance bound in Balinese, and hence they bar logophoric reference. The 

situation is completely different when the reflexive is polymorphemic or complex (Arka 

2003a: 221). Consider the following examples: 

(12) a. I  Madej ngorahan [iai nyimpit awaknei/j]. 

 ART Made AV.say 3 AV.pinch self.3POSS 

(i) ‘I Made said that (s)he pinched herself/himself.’ 

(ii) ‘I Made said that (s)he pinched her/him.’ 

 b. Ni  Luh Sarij ngorahan [iai nemen-in  awaknei/j]. 

 ART Luh Sari AV.say 3 AV.happy.APPL self.3POSS 

 (i) ‘Ni Luh Sari said that (s)he liked herself/himself.’ 

 (ii) ‘Ni Luh Sari said that (s)he liked her/him.’ 

 

The embedded clauses in (12a-b) are reflexive constructions in which the anaphor 

awakne is clause bounded. That is, the anaphor is bound by the subject ia ‘3’, which 

                                                                                                                                                 
(i) a. John knows that there is a picture of himself (logophoric) in the post office (Kuno 1987: 136) 

b. John knows that there is a picture of him (non-logophoric) in the post office. (Kuno 1987: 136) 

c.  John criticized himself (non-logophoric) in the public (Kuno 1987: 136) 
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appears in the same clause nucleus as its anaphor, headed by the verb nyimpit ‘pinch’ in 

(12a) and by the verb nemenin ‘like’ in (12b). However, the anaphor awakne may also be 

bound by the subject of the matrix clause. This situation shows that (12a-b) are obviously 

ambiguous between reflexive and logophoric reading, as shown in the translation. Note 

that in this context, long-distance binding is actually attributable to logophoric binding, 

not reflexive binding per se. Reflexive binding is only local while logophoric pronoun is 

always long-distance. 

 As suggested in Chapter 2, Balinese has a symmetrical voice system in which AV 

clauses alternate with OV clause counterparts, which are both transitive constructions and 

have the same conceptual meaning. Thus, one would also predict that when an AV clause 

containing an anaphor is turned into an OV clause, the resultant clause also yields an 

ambiguous reading. Consider the OV versions of (12a-b) sentences above, rewritten here 

as (13a-b): 

(13) a. I Madej ngorahan [awaknei/j jimpit=ai]. 

 ART Made AV.say self.3POSS OV.pinch=3 

(i) ‘I Made said that (s)he pinched himself/herself.’ 

(ii) ‘I Made said that (s)he pinched her/him’ 

 b. Ni  Luh Sarij ngorahan [awaknei/j  demen-in=ai]. 

 ART Luh Sari AV.say self.3POSS  OV.happy-APPL=3  

 (i) ‘Ni Luh Sari said that (s)he liked herself/himself.’ 

 (ii) ‘Ni Luh Sari said that (s)he liked her/him.’ 

 

The form =a is a third person clitic. It can serve as a binder for the reflexive awakne, 

which is also bound by the subject of the matrix clause, as shown in (13a-b). 
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 As noted previously, a complex reflexive in Balinese needs to be bound. 

Otherwise, the body-meaning word (from which the reflexive is derived) cannot be 

construed as meaning simply ‘body’, as shown in (14).  

(14) a. Iai ngorahan [cang nanjung awaknei]. 

 3 AV.say 1 AV.kick self.3POSS 

 (i) ‘(S)he said that I kicked her/him.’ 

 (ii) ‘(S)he said that I kicked her/his body.’ 

 b. Iai ngorahan [nyai nugtug awaknei]. 

 3 AV.say 2F AV.follow self.3POSS 

 (i) ‘(S)he said that you were following him/her.’ 

 (ii) ‘(S)he said that you were following her/his body.’ 

 

Here, the form awakne is not bound in its own clause due to a featural clash. The 

potential local binder in (14a) is the first person cang, while in (14b), it is the feminine 

second person nyai , yet the anaphor bears third person feature, in both cases. This causes 

awakne in the embedded clause in (14a-b) to have respectively the readings in (14ai) and 

(14bi). Unlike the subject of the embedded clause, the subject of the matrix clause can 

bind the anaphor, thus on its anaphor usage, awakne in (14a-b) can only be long-distance 

bound, causing the clauses to only have a logophoric interpretation.  

 To conclude, dedicated logophoric pronouns and long-distance reflexives have 

distinctions, as the names imply. However, they both exhibit the same functions and 

operations. Given these facts, they can be handled in the same way and it is reasonable to 

label the logophoric use of LDRs themselves as logophoric binding. 

Ow that the notion of logophoricity is in general clear, in the following sub-

sections, I look at the characterization of logophoric binding of pronouns in Balinese in 

terms of their person and number values and grammatical functions. 
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6.5 LOGOPHORIC PRONOUN: PERSON, NUMBER, AND GRAMMATICAL FUNCTIONS 

As noted above, logophoricity is subject to variations across languages, which have to do 

with number, person, and grammatical function.4 Culy (1994) and Huang (2000) note that 

languages vary in the concept of person. The majority of logophoric languages admit 

third person while languages that allow all person values are small in number. The same 

is true of number. While in some languages only singular logophoric pronouns are 

allowed others can permit plural logophoric pronouns. With respect to grammatical 

functions, there are languages such as Igbo whose logophoric pronouns can only appear 

as subjects (Huang 2000). In the following, I examine first the person and number values 

of Balinese logophoric pronouns and then the grammatical functions associated with 

them. 

6.5.1 Persons 

Balinese allows all persons (first, second, and third person) to code/mark logophoric 

pronouns wherein a simple reflexive form is modified by a possessive morpheme that 

agrees with its targeted antecedent, as seen in the sentences (15a-c) for first, second, and 

third person logophoric pronouns respectively. 

(15) a. Cangi ngorahan awak cangei lakar teka. 

  1 AV.say self 1POSS FUT come 

  ‘I said that I will come.’ 

 b. Caii nawang awak cainei baang-a baju. 

  2M AV.know self 2MPOSS give-PASS shirt 

  ‘You know that you were given a shirt.’ 

 

                                                 
4 The variation may also involve the choice of complementizer. There are “pure” logophoric languages 

whose logophoric constructions are not marked with a complementizer (see Culy 1994). 
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c. Iai nakonang apa awaknei dadi kema. 

 3 AV.ask COMP self.3POSS AUX go.there 

 ‘(S)he asked whether (s)he could go there.’ 

 

6.5.2 Number 

Next to the specification for person, number specification also presents an interesting 

phenomenon in languages with logophoric system. Huang (2000) notes that while the 

majority of logophoric languages allow singular logophoric pronouns, only a small 

number of them permit plural logophoric pronouns. The language of the latter type is 

exhibited by Ewe and Gokana as seen in the following examples. 

(16) Ewe (Clements 1975: 151): 

a. Kofi  kpɔ be yèwo-do go. 

 Kofi see COMP LOG-PL-come  out 

 ‘Kofii saw that theyi+j had come out.’ 

b. Kofi  kpɔ be wo-do go. 

 Kofi see COMP 3PL-come  out 

 ‘Kofii saw that theyj had come out.’ 

(17) Gokana (Hyman and Comrie 1981: 20): 

 a. lébàreè kɔ baè dɔ-  . 

 Lébàreè said they fell-Log 

 ‘Lébàreèi said that theyi+j fell.’ 

b. lébàreè kɔ baè dɔ . 

 Lébàreè said they fell 

 ‘Lébàreèi said that theyj fell.’ 

In both Ewe and Gokana, a plural logophoric pronoun can refer to a group that includes 

the singular value. This is a typical characterization of logophoric languages. As seen in 

the gloss, the Ewe and Gokana logophoric pronouns allow this, so long as the antecedent 

is included in the set designated by the plural logophoric pronoun as indicated by the 

coindexiation (where the index i+j shows that the logophoric pronoun is plural). In a non-
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logophoric context, however, a personal pronoun of an embedded clause cannot have the 

same coindexation, showing that a pronoun and an antecedent are disjoint in reference, as 

given in (16b) and (17b). 

 Interestingly, number specification works similarly in Balinese. The 

logophorically-interpreted pronouns in embedded clauses can be in plural forms but, 

much like languages with dedicated logophoric pronouns, they can be anteceded by 

singular pronouns as well. Recall that Balinese does not have plural pronouns except for 

the personal body-pronoun I raga, which is taken as first person plural. However, all 

logophoric pronouns of first, second, and third persons can take the quantifier ajak 

makejang ‘all’ to make the noun plural (marked by the index i+j), but their corresponding 

antecedent is realized by a singular pronoun (marked by the index i). Although there is a 

number value difference in the antecedent-anaphor relation, the notion/characterization of 

logophoricity is still respected. This is shown by the fact that the antecedent (the subject 

of the matrix clause) is still taken to be reported in the sentence/discourse. Let us first 

have a look at first person pronouns, as shown in (18).5 

(18) Cangi ngorahan [[awak cange ajak makejang]i+j lakar teka]. 

 1 AV.say 1 1POSS with all FUT come 

 ‘I said that we would come.’ 

 

Here, the first person (speaker), cang, includes a group of people that makes the logophor 

[awak cange ajak makejang] interpretable as a first person plural and the (internal) 

                                                 
5 An alternative analysis of (18) is that awak cange has index i and ajak makejang ha index j, with awak 

cange as a regular singular logophoric pronoun. However, this analysis cannot account for (19b), since 

awak ragae cannot refer back to I raga because of a number clash. This suggests that it is indeed the entire 

subject of both embedded clauses that is logophoric.  
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speaker (marked with the index i) is represented in the discourse, which makes 

logophoric binding occur despite the difference in number values between the logophor 

and its antecedent. The first person plural I raga can have a corresponding logophoric 

anaphor awak ragae. However, the possessor ragae does not have a plural reading, 

giving rise to the fact that the speech of the logophoric trigger is not represented/reported 

in the discourse. This ultimately does not cause the sentence to receive a logophoric 

reading, as illustrated in the ungrammaticality of (19a). This situation instead forces the 

logophor to take the quantifier ajak makejang ‘with all’ to have a plural interpretation, as 

shown in the following contrast. 

(19) a.  *[I  raga]i  ngorahang [[awak  ragae]i lakar  milu]. 

 1PL  AV.say self 1POSS FUT come.along  

 *‘We said that I will come along.’ 

 b. [I  raga] ngorahang [[awak  ragae  ajak  makejang] patut  

  1PL  AV.say  self 1POSS with  all AUX 

  saling  mapitulung]. 

  REC  MV.help 

 ‘We said that we have to help each other (ourselves).’ 

 

 Second and third person logophors do not have plural reading. Thus, they all must 

take the quantifier ajak makejang. Second person basic pronouns (20a-b) and derived 

second person pronoun (20c) can also participate in the logophoric system.  

(20) Second persons 

 a. Nyaii ngorahang  [[awak  nyaine  ajak makejang]i+j lakar  

 2F AV.say self 2FPOSS with all  FUT  

 mai]. 

 come.here 

 ‘You said that all of you would come here.’ 
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 b. Caii  ngorahang [[awak caine  ajak  makejang]i+j lakar   

 2M AV.say self 2MPOSS with all  FUT  

makaad]. 

MV.leave 

‘You said that all of you would leave.’ 

c. Jeroi maosang [raga-n jerone  sareng sami]i+j  sampun budal. 

 2 MV.say self-LK 2POSS with all  PERF go.home 

 ‘You said that all of you would go home.’ 

 

As noted in Chapter 4, third person pronoun in Balinese has two forms: ia for low 

register and ida for high register. The logophoric pronoun must agree with its antecedent 

in terms of speech style, otherwise the resultant sentence is pragmatically odd, as seen in 

(21) where the low register logophoric pronoun (awakne) is combined with high register 

antecedent (raganne). 

(21) Third persons 

 a. Iai ngorahan [[awakne ajak makejang]i+j lakar mai]. 

 3 AV.say self.3POSS with all FUT come.here 

 ‘(S)he said that they would come here.’ 

 b. Idai  nganikang [[raganne    sareng sami]i+j jagi merika]. 

  3 AV.say self-LK.3POSS  with all FUT go.there 

  ‘(S)he said that they would go there.’ 

 c. #Idai nganikang [[awakne    sareng sami]i+j jagi merika]. 

  3 AV.say self.3POSS with all FUT go.there 

  ‘(S)he said that they would go there.’ 

 

A plural antecedent can bind a plural anaphor. This means that a plural antecedent 

marked with the quantifier ajak makejang ‘all’ can bind a plural antecedent which is also 

marked with the quantifier ajak makejang, provided that both the antecedent and the 

logophoric pronoun share the same features, as the following examples show. 
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(22) a. [Cang ajak makejang]i+j ngorahan [[awak cange  ajak  

   1 with all AV.say  self 1POSS with 

makejang]i+j suba madaar]. 

all PERF MV.eat 

‘We said that we had eaten.’ 

 b. [Cai ajak makejang]i+j ngorahan [[awak caine  ajak 

 2M with all AV.say self 2MPOSS with  

 makejang]i+j suba madaar]. 

 all PERF MV.eat 

 ‘You all said that you all had eaten.’ 

 c. [Ia ajak makejang]i+j nakonang [apa [awakne  ajak  

 3 with all AV.ask COMP self.3POSS with 

makejang]i+j dadi kema]. 

all AUX go.there 

‘They asked whether they could go there.’ 

One more point has to do with the different treatments of the quantifier ajak 

makejang. While logophoric pronouns can take a plural form that can be bound by a 

singular antecedent, the reverse is not true. A plural antecedent cannot bind a singular 

logophoric pronoun even if the person value is maintained. Given this situation, this 

particularly amounts to indicating that not all of the individuals/logophoric triggers are 

represented/reported in the discourse, which ultimately means that logophoric binding 

cannot be satisfied, as shown in (23). 

(23) a. *[Cang ajak makejang]i+j ngorahan  [[awak cange]i lakar  teka]. 

  1 with all AV.say self 1POSS FUT come 

 ‘We said that I had come.’ 

 b. *[Nyai ajak makejang]i+j  ngorahan [[awak nyaine]i  suba     

  2F with all AV.say  self 2FPOSS PERF  

 malaib]. 

 MV.run 

  ‘You all said that you had run away.’ 

 c. *[Ia ajak makejang]i+j ngorahan [awaknei luas]. 

  3 with all AV.say self.3POSS go.for.a.trip 

 ‘They said that he went for a trip.’ 
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Like a logophoric pronoun, a regular pronoun can also take the quantifier ajak 

makejang, but if the subject of the matrix clause is left singular, the resulting sentence has 

a disjoint reference reading, as also observed in languages with dedicated logophoric 

pronouns. Consider the following examples: 

(24) a. Cangk ngorahan  [[cang ajak makejang]i+j suba madaar]. 

 1 AV.say  1 with all PERF MV.eat 

 ‘I said that we had eaten.’ 

 b. Nyaik ngorahan [[nyai ajak makejang]i+j lakar kema]. 

 2F AV.say 2F with all  FUT go.there 

 ‘You said that you all would go there.’ 

 c. Iak ngorahan [[ia ajak makejang]i+j lakar  teka]. 

 3 AV.say 3 with all FUT come 

 ‘(S)he said that they would come.’ 

To sum up, the Balinese logophoric system regulates that both the logophoric pronouns 

and its antecedent ideally have the same number specification. However, it allows a 

singular antecedent to bind a plural logophoric pronoun provided that the two share the 

same person value. However, the reverse is prohibited even though person agreement is 

respected.  

6.5.3 Grammatical functions 

Finally, in terms of grammatical functions, logophoric pronouns in Balinese can occur in 

subject, object, and oblique position, as in (25), (26), and (27) respectively. In addition to 

this, they can also appear as adnominal possessors, as in (28). The logophoric pronouns 

that occur in the first two grammatical functions have been indirectly illustrated in the 

previous discussion but for the purpose of giving a complete paradigm, their 

exemplification is repeated along with the remaining two functions below.  
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(25) Subject 

 a. Iai ngorahan [awaknei  lakar  teka]. 

 3 AV.say self.3POSS FUT come 

 ‘(S)he said that (s)he would come.’ 

 b. Caii ngorahan [[awak  caine]i lakar kema]. 

 2M AV.say self  2MPOSS FUT go.there 

 ‘You said that you would go there.’ 

(26) Object 

 a. Nyaii ngorahan [cang lakar ngalih  [awak  nyaine]i]. 

 2F AV.say  1 FUT AV.look.for self 2FPOSS 

 ‘You said that I was looking for you.’ 

 b. I  memei ngorahan [cang nyimpit  awaknei]. 

 ART mother AV.say 1  AV.pinch self.3POSS 

 ‘Mother said that I pinched her.’ 

(27) Oblique 

 a. Iai ngorahang [cang sing demen   teken awaknei ]. 

 3 AV.say 1 NEG happy with  self.3POSS 

 ‘(S)he said that I was not happy with herself/himself (lit)’/ (S)he said that I 

 did not like herself/himself.’ 

 b. Iai ningeh [cang gedeg teken awaknei ]. 

 3 AV.hear 1 angry with self.3POSS 

 ‘(S)he heard that I was angry with him/her.’ 

(28) Possessive 

 a. Iai ngorahang [[panak awakne]i meli baju]. 

 3 AV.say child self.3POSS AV.buy shirt 

 ‘(S)he said that her/his child bought a shirt.’ 

 b. Nyaii ngorahang  [[meme-n nyaine]i sing ada jumah]. 

 2F AV.say mother-LK 2FPOSS NEG exist home 

 ‘You said that your mother was not at home.’ 

 

6.6 VERBS THAT LICENSE LOGOPHORICITY IN BALINESE  

I have shown that LDRs function as logophoric pronouns in languages that do not possess 

dedicated logophoric pronouns. To give a more complete picture of logophoricity, in 

what follows I show the type of verbs that licenses the logophoric context in which 
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logophoric pronouns can occur. The verbs that participate in logophorcity can be roughly 

divided into three main types (cf. Huang 2000; Sells 1987). 

Types of verbs licensing logophoric pronouns: 

(29) a.  Communication verbs: say, tell, ask 

b. Perception verbs: hear, listen 

c. Mental state verbs: believe, think, know 

However, Stirling (1993) points out that the verb of thinking is considered as an 

independent type of verb that license logophoric relation. She observes that the most 

common type of verbs that licenses logophoricity in “pure” logophoric languages is the 

verb of communication, while the least common is the verb of perception, giving rise to 

the hierarchy in (30). 

Logocentric verb hierarchy (Stirling 1993: 259): 

(30) Communication > thought > psychological state > perception 

All four types of verbs can participate in Balinese logophoric system as shown in (31). 

Each type given in (31) is illustrated respectively by the verb ngorahan ‘say’, in (31a); 

pinehin ‘think’, in (31b); ningeh ‘hear’, in (31c); and percaya ‘believe’ in (31d).  

 

(31) a. Iai ngorahan [awaknei  sing nemen-in Ni Sari]. 

 3 AV.say self.3POSS NEG AV.happy-APPL ART Sari 

 ‘He said that he did not like Ni Sari.’ 

 b. I Madei minehin [awaknei suba nginem yeh ento]. 

 ART Made AV.think self.3POSS PERF AV.drink water that 

 ‘I Made thought that he had drunk the water.’ 

c. I  Ketut ningeh uli I  Madei [awaknei lakar  milu]. 

 ART Ketut AV.hear from ART Made self.3POSS FUT come.along 

 ‘I Ketut heard from I Made that he would come along.’ 

 d. Iai percaya [awaknei  lakar menang]. 

 3 OV.believe self.3POSS FUT OV.win 

 ‘(S)he believed that (s)he would win.’ 
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Logophoric pronouns appear in a clausal complement of all these types of verbs. More 

examples are given in (32). 

(32) a. I Madei ningehan  [I Ketut ngomongan awaknei]. 

 ART Made AV.listen ART Ketut AV.talk.about self.3POSS 

 ‘I Made listened to I Ketut talking about him.’ 

 b. Iai nlektekan [anak ento nugtug awaknei]. 

 3 AV.watch person that AV.follow self.3POSS 

 ‘(S)he watched the man following him/her.’ 

It is worth noting that there are differences associated with the three types of 

verbs that licenses logophoric contexts. Verbs of communication are set apart from the 

remaining two types (verbs of mental state and verbs of perception) in that the former 

type has an inherent source of information whereas the latter types do not. Given these 

facts, there are two kinds of logophoric triggers that are associated with logophoric 

systems: source and point of view. I will return to this issue in Section 6.8. In the 

following, I focus on discussing the binding domain of (Balinese) logophoric pronouns. 

 

6.7 BINDING DOMAIN OF LOGOPHORS 

Logophoric domains are defined as stretches of discourse in which a person’s words, 

thoughts, knowledge, or emotions are being reported (Culy 1994: 1057). This specifically 

means that the discourse must contain logophoric licensers (either verbs or nouns). In 

what follows, I am going to have a look at Balinese logophoric pronouns that occur in 

this environment. 

A logophoric pronoun in Balinese may appear in a relative clause, as illustrated in 

(33a-b).  
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(33) a. Iai nakonang [apa  cai nawang [anak ane  tegehan  

 3  AV.ask COMP 2M AV.know person REL taller 

 teken  awaknei]]. 

 than  self.3POSS 

 ‘(S)he asked whether you knew a man who is taller than him.’ 

b. I Ketuti inget teken [anak luh ane nongos 

 ART Ketut aware with person female REL AV.stay  

 ajak  awaknei].  

 with self.3POSS  

 ‘I Ketut remembered the girl who stayed with him.’ 

 

In Balinese, a logophoric pronoun may be the possessor of an NP, as shown in (28). It 

should be noted that this is also possible only in a logophoric domain in which a 

logophoric pronoun is licensed to occur, as shown in (34a). In (34b), the logophoric 

pronoun awakne is only capable of being bound by Wayan, the subject of the adjacent 

matrix verb, which is a logophoric licenser. The subject of the predicate headed by the 

verb lempag ‘hit’ cannot bind it because the verb is not a logophoric licenser. However, 

in contrast with (34b), if the possessive logophoric pronoun is replaced by a regular 

possessive pronoun (iane ‘his/her’), an ambiguous reading is possible, as illustrated in 

(34c). A logophoric reading is hard to get in (34d), because the logophoric licenser (the 

verb ngorahan ‘say’ is dropped), unlike in (34b).  

 

(34) a. Madei nakonang [apa cang  naar [nasi-n awaknei]]. 

 Made AV.ask COMP 1 AV.eat rice-LK self.3POSS 

‘Made asked whether I ate his rice.’ 

 b. Iaj  nglempag  cang [karana  Wayani  ngorahan  [cang naar  

3  AV.hit 1  because Wayan AV.say  1 AV.eat 

[nasi-n  awaknei/*j]]. 

 rice-LK self.3POSS 

'(S)he hit me because Wayan said that I ate his rice.' 
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c. Iaj nglempag cang [karana Wayani  ngorahang [cang naar   

3  AV.hit  1  because  Wayan  AV.say   1 AV.eat  

nasi-n ianei/j]. 

rice-LK 3POSS 

'(S)he hit me because Wayan said that I ate his rice.' 

d. *Iai nglempag cang [karana cang naar  nasi-n awaknei]. 

  3  AV.hit  1  because  1 AV.eat  rice-LK  self.3POSS 

‘(S)he hit me because I ate his/her rice.’ 

 The non-logophoric reading is also illustrated in (35) where both sentences 

contain a matrix predicate that does not realize a logophoric context. Predictably a 

logophoric pronoun does not fare well in such an environment. As noted above, awakne 

can have a reflexive reading, where awakne is bound by an antecedent in the same 

nucleus, as in (35a). The same is true of (35b) when awakne fails to receive a logophoric 

reading but can have a reflexive interpretation, bound by the pronoun ia (in its own 

clause).  

(35) a. Iaj tetep  dadi  katak [setonden tuan putrii niman  awaknei/*j]. 

 3 still become  frog before princess AV.kiss  self.3POSS 

(i)  ‘(S)he remained a frog before the princess kissed herself.’ 

(ii) *‘(S)he remained a frog before the princes kissed him.’ 

b. [Anak  cenik  ento]j  maang  cihna [iai sing ngrunguang  awaknei/*j]. 

 person small that AV.give sign 3   NEG AV.care.for  self.3POSS 

(i) ‘The small child gave a sign that (s)he didn’t care for himself/herself.’ 

(ii) *‘The small child gave a sign that (s)he didn’t care for him/her.’ 

 

 That the pronoun binding is sensitive to the logophoric context is also shown in 

(36). In (36a), the matrix verb does not license logophoricity. As such, the logophoric 

pronoun awakne cannot be bound by ia (its intended antecedent). When the binding 

relation fails, the associated pronoun is construed as meaning ‘body’, as indicated in the 
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(ii) reading of (36a). Sentence (36b), in contrast, receives a logophoric reading because it 

contains a verb that licenses a logophoric pronoun. 

(36) a. Iai nglempag cang [karana cang nyimpit  awaknei]. 

 3 AV.hit 1  because 1 AV.pinch self.3POSS 

 (i) *‘(S)he hit me because I pinched him/her.’ 

 (ii) ‘(S)he hit me because I pinched his/her body’ 

 b. Iai nakonang [apa cang nyimpit awaknei]. 

 3 AV.ask COMP 1 AV.pinch self.3POSS 

 ‘(S)he asked whether I pinched him/her.’ 

 Logophoric binding is possible in a situation where the trigger is the possessor of 

the matrix subject. In (37a-b), the possessor Wayanne serves as the antecedent of the 

logophoric pronoun awakne contained in the clausal predicate. The antecedent can be 

transmitted to an NP referring to its mental state as in (37c). (Note that Balinese does not 

have the positive complementizer that, the adverbial ibi ‘yesterday’ here helps to segment 

the clause into its subject and predicate constituents). The syntactic schema of this 

logophoric construction such as (37c) is shown in (37d). 

 

(37) a. [Pa-takon  [Wayannei]]   ibi   ngudiang  cang  nyimpit  

 [NMZ-ask Wayan.3POSS]  yesterday  why 1 AV.pinch 

awaknei. 

self.3POSS 

‘Wayan's question yesterday was why I pinched him.’ 

b. [Kepercayan [Wayannei] ring  Ida Sang Hyang Widhi Wasa]   

belief  Wayan.3POSS  in  God     

nyelamat-ang awaknei.  

AV.safe-CAUS self.3POSS 

‘Wayan’s belief in God saves him.’ 
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c. [Pa-pineh  [Wayannej]] ibi   anak entoi nemen-in  

 NMZ-thought Wayan.3POSS yesterday person that AV.happy-APPL  

awaknei/j. 

 self.3POSS 

 ‘Wayan’s opinion (thought) yesterday was that the man liked him.’ 

 d. [NP N + POSS] [S NP VP]] 

 

Here, each head noun that appears in the bracketed NPs of each clause is a noun that is 

derived from verbs that license logophoric relations and the associated possessor, as I 

have noted, serves as a subjective function which may serve as a logophoric trigger, 

which eventually satisfies the logophoric condition. The logophoric pronoun awakne in 

(37b) can refer to the possessor Wayanne. Note also that awakne in (37c) can also have a 

reflexive binding reading where awakne can be bound by the subject of the same clause. 

To sum up, Balinese logophoric pronouns appear only with certain verbs or nouns 

that license them. 

 

6.8 LOGOPHORIC TRIGGERS: SOURCE AND POINT OF VIEW 

6.8.1 Source 

As suggested in the previous discussion, logophoricity is commonly taken as a report of 

self-reference. That is, the logophoric trigger or the antecedent of the logophoric pronoun 

is the subject of the matrix clause and is taken as the source of the information. Consider 

the following examples: 

 

(38) a. I Nyomani ngorahang [awaknei meli baju]. 

 ART Nyoman AV.say self.3POSS AV.buy shirt 

 ‘I Nyoman said that (s)he bought a shirt.’ 
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 b. Iai nakonan [apa awaknei bisa  makaad]. 

3 AV.ask COMP self.3POSS AUX MV.go.away 

 ‘(S)he asked whether (s)he could go away.’ 

 

The logophoric pronoun awakne in both (38a-b) respectively refers to I Nyoman in (38a) 

and ia ‘3’ in (38b). It should be noted that both of the verbs can take an oblique function 

which commonly comes right after the respective matrix verbs as seen in (39). Crucially 

if the oblique function is realized by a third person argument in the same way as the 

subject of the matrix clause, the logophoric pronoun cannot refer to this third person 

argument because the source of the information is the subject of the matrix predicate, not 

the oblique argument. 

(39) a. I Nyomani  ngorahan teken I Madej [awaknei/*j  meli  

 ART Nyoman AV.say to ART Made self.3POSS AV.buy

 baju]. 

 shirt 

 ‘I Nyoman said to I Made that (s)he bought a shirt.’ 

 b. I  Nyomani  matakon teken I     Madej [apa  cang  nepukin 

 ART Nyoman    MV.ask to ART Made COMP 1 AV.see  

 awaknei/*j]. 

 self.3POSS 

 ‘I Nyoman asked I Made whether I saw him/her.’ 

Note that the verb in (39a) contains the base orah, which constitutes a bound root. A base 

form of this type indicates that it does not have any clear meaning prior to taking an affix. 

Thus, it means ‘say’ when it takes the –an/-ang affix, on the other hand, it means ‘tell’ 

when it takes the –in affix. In the latter case it can take an object as seen in (40a). The 

same is true of the base takon. When it takes the ma- prefix, it is an intransitive verb and 

it can take an oblique as in (39b), but when the suffix –in is attached to the base, it 

becomes a transitive verb, which then automatically requires an object function as shown 
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in (40b). Again, like (39) above, the object (of the logophoric verb) in (40a) and (40b), 

which happens to be realized with a third person argument, cannot refer to the logophoric 

pronoun because it is not the source of the information.  

(40) a. I Nyomani ngorahin I Madej [awaknei/*j lakar teka]. 

 ART Nyoman AV.tell ART Made self.3POSS FUT  come 

 ‘I Nyoman told I Made that (s)he would come.’ 

 b. I Nyomani nakonin iaj [apa awaknei/*j bisa  milu]. 

 ART Nyoman AV.ask 3 COMP self.3POSS AUX  OV.come.along 

 ‘I Nyoman asked him/her whether (s)he could come along.’ 

 

The characterization of the logophoric relation mentioned above specifically means that 

when a logophoric pronoun lacks a logophoric trigger, in this case, the source of the 

information; the sentence cannot be rendered as logophoric as shown in (41). This is, 

again, due to the fact that the verb ngorahang ‘say’ is a verb of communication which 

requires that it contain the source of information which semantically co-refers with its 

corresponding logophoric pronoun. Thus, cang ‘1’ as the logophoric trigger, in (41), 

cannot bind the third person logophoric pronoun awakne because of a feature clash 

between them. Although the logophoric awakne agree in referential features with I Made, 

it (I Made) is not the source of the information but rather the target/goal of the 

information. Since this semantic condition is not met by both the logophoric trigger and 

its targeted logophoric pronoun, this makes (41) ungrammatical.  

(41) *Cang ngorahang teken I Madei [awaknei lakar malaib]. 

 1 AV.say to ART Made self.3POSS FUT MV.run 

 ‘I said to I Made that he would run away.’ 

 The source of the information may be an oblique agent which occurs when a 

logophoric construction is passivized. A logophoric pronoun can refer to the entity 
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denoted by the oblique adjunct, as shown in (42a). Consequently, if the oblique agent of 

the passive clause is left out, this means that the logophoric trigger is absent. Thus, (42b) 

is ungrammatical. Recall that the form =a (in (42c)) signals the third person pronominal 

clitic, not a passive marker. Thus, it is this pronominal that serves as the logophoric 

trigger, which is then co-indexed with the logophoric pronoun awakne.  

(42) a. I Nyomanj orahin-a teken  I  Madei [awaknei/*j lakar malaib]. 

 ART Nyoman say-PASS by ART Made self.3POSS FUT MV.run 

‘I Nyoman was told by I Made that he would run away.’ 

 b. *I  Nyomani orahin-a [awaknei lakar  malaib]. 

 ART Nyoman say-PASS self.3POSS FUT MV.run 

 ‘I Nyoman was told that he would run away.’ 

 c.  I  Nyomanj orahin=ai [awaknei/*j lakar  malaib]. 

 ART Nyoman OV.say=3 self.3POSS FUT MV.run 

 ‘He told I Nyoman that he would run away.’ 

 

 The grammaticality of (42a) bears out the fact that a logophoric antecedent is not 

necessarily the subject of the matrix clause. In sentence (43a), the NP I Made is an 

oblique adjunct that serves as the source of the information, thus it can bind the 

logophoric pronoun awakne. This possibility is indicated by the fact that the verb ningeh 

‘hear’ in (43a) has similar logical content to (43b), which is headed by the verb 

ngorahang ‘say’ whose source of information occupies the subject position, while with 

the verb ningeh, it occupies the oblique position. 

 

(43) a. Cang ningeh uli I  Madei [awaknei lakar makaad]. 

 1 AV.hear from ART Made self.3POSS FUT MV.go.away 

 ‘I heard from I Made that he would go away.’ 

 b. I Madei ngorahang teken cang [awaknei  lakar makaad] 

 ART Made AV.say to 1   self.3POSS  FUT MV.go.away 

 ‘I Made said to me that he would go away.’ 
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As noted above, certain type of verbs that enter into the logophoric system can 

have corresponding noun forms. This noun takes a possessor which serves as a 

logophoric trigger.  

(44) a. [Raos [Nyomanne]k] teken I  Madej ibi   

  statement  Nyoman.3POSS to ART Made  yesterday  

 I  Ketuti medih-in awaknei/*j/k. 

 ART Ketut AV.angry-APPL self.3POSS 

‘Nyoman’s statement to I Made yesterday was that I Ketut got angry with 

him.’ 

 b. [Pa-takon [anak  ento]j] teken Ii Made apa awakne*i/j   

 NMZ-ask person that to ART Made COMP self.3POSS 

  dadi  nengil jumah. 

 AUX  AV.stay home 

 ‘I Made’s question to Made was that whether he could stay at home.’ 

 

Here, both the noun raos ‘statement’ and the noun patakon ‘question’ relate to their 

respective verb forms raosang ‘say’ and nakonang ‘ask’. Thus, the logophoric trigger 

associated with each of the nouns indicates the source of information. This naturally 

explains that the oblique argument I Made in (44a) and I Made in (44b) cannot antecede 

awakne in each clause because it is the goal of information rather than the source of 

information. 

Quite contrary to the verbs or nouns that involve the source of information, the 

other verbs that do not involve source of information can also yield a grammatical 

sentence. What can be linked to its grammaticality is dealt with in a separate discussion 

below. 
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6.8.2 Point of view 

The notion of point of view has become the focus of hot debate in the literature pertaining 

to logophoricity. Culy (1997: 846ff) proposes that there is no such a notion in the 

logophoric system, namely of languages with dedicated logophoric pronouns because the 

notion point of view is already licensed in the indirect discourse. So, according to him, 

the grammar does not ‘impose’ on point of view (with respect to logophoricity). In 

addition to this, following Banfield (1982), who points out that there is only one point of 

view per one (non-quoted) sentence and the fact that there are multiple bindings in a 

logophoric construction, Culy further takes this as the evidence against the notion of 

point of view in a logophoric system (see Culy 1997 for more discussion). Authors such 

as Bresnan (2001) and Stirling (1993), however, advocate for such a notion. Consider a 

logophoric construction whose matrix verb is realized by a verb of perception, as in (45): 

(45) a. I Madei ningeh [awaknei lakar  malaib]. 

 ART Made AV.hear self.3POSS FUT MV.run 

 ‘I Made heard that he would run away.’ 

 b. I Ketuti ningeh [awaknei lakar ejuk-a]. 

 ART Ketut AV.hear self.3POSS FUT arrest-PASS 

 ‘I Ketut heard that he would be arrested.’ 

 

Comparing these logophoric constructions with the ones previously discussed, one might 

raise a question as to why sentences in (45) are grammatical. It is obvious that each of the 

matrix subjects of the two sentences cannot be taken as the source of the information. 

However, each of the logophoric pronouns in (45) co-refers with their respective 

antecedents in the matrix clause. This situation suggests that there is something going on 

that distinguishes (45) from the types of logophoric triggers discussed so far. 
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As noted, the source of information is not an internal source in (45). Therefore it 

must be from an external source. To show that such a source exists, the evidential 

adverbial kone ‘people say’, which indicates hearsay in Balinese, can be inserted into the 

sentences, as illustrated in (46). 

(46) a. Iai ningeh [awaknei  kone lakar kema]. 

 3 AV.hear self.3POSS people.say FUT go.there 

 ‘(S)he heard that people say that (s)he would go there.’ 

 b. I Ketuti ningeh [awaknei kone lakar ejuk-a]. 

 ART Ketut AV.hear self.3POSS people.say FUT arrest-PASS 

 ‘I Ketut heard that people say that he would be arrested.’ 

 

Here, the insertion of kone proves that there is an external source or external speaker 

bringing about the logophoric eventuality. However, if kone is used with a 

communication verb as in (47), it gives the effect such that the existence of the internal 

source (the internal speaker) is denied but the current or external speaker is implied, 

making the resultant sentence marginally acceptable. 

 

(47) a. ?Iai ngorahan [awaknei  kone suba  beli-ang-a baju]. 

 3 AV.say self.3POSS people.say PERF buy-APPL-PASS shirt 

 ‘(S)he said that people say that (s)he had been bought a shirt.’ 

 b. ?Iai nakonang [apa awaknei  kone dadi mulih]. 

 3  AV.say COMP self.3POSS people.say AUX go.home’ 

 ‘(S)he said that people say whether (s)he could go home.’ 

Recall that Balinese allows first person logophoric pronouns. If the first person 

logophoric trigger is realized in two logophoric constructions, one contains a 

communication verb and the other a non-communication verb. The two can be sharply 

contrasted with each other because with the communication verb, the current speaker is 
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inherently the subject of the matrix predicate, indicating that the internal speaker and the 

current speaker are the same individual, whereas with the non-communication verb, the 

subject of the matrix predicate only serves as the current speaker (lacking the internal 

speaker). Given these facts, the insertion of kone in each sentence in (48) obviously 

makes (48a) completely ungrammatical while (48b) remains grammatical.  

(48) a. *Cangi ngorahan [[awak cange]i kone lakar teka]. 

 1 AV.say self 1POSS people.say FUT come 

 ‘I said people say that I would come.’ 

 b. Cangi ningeh [[awak cange]i kone lakar teka]. 

 1 AV.hear self 1POSS people.say FUT come 

 ‘I heard people say that I would come.’ 

The existence of the external source is also detected in cases where the matrix predicate 

is negated, as in (49). Sells (1987), using Japanese a logophoric construction such as (50), 

which is equivalent to (49), points out that such a logophoric construction is problematic 

because the matrix verb ‘tell’ (which is a communication verb) is negated, giving the 

effect that the internal source is denied all together. 

 

(49) I Nyomani  sing ngorahin I Ketut [I Made 

 ART Nyoman NEG AV.say ART Ketut [ART Made 

 ngedegin awaknei]. 

 AV.hate self.3POSS] 

 ‘I Nyoman didn’t tell I Ketut that I Made hated him.’ 

(50) Takasii wa Taroo  ni [Yoshiko ga zibuni o 

 Takasii TOP Taroo DAT [Yoshiko Subj selfi Obj 

 nikundeiru koto] o hanasanakatta. 

 be-heating Conp Obj told.not 

 ‘Takasii didn’t tell Taroo that Yoshiko hated himi.’ Sells (1987: 471) 
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However, (50) is grammatical. Again, one might wonder then why in the absence of the 

internal speaker, the logophoric relation still holds.  

 Stirling (1993) suggests that there is a close relationship between the subject of 

the matrix verb and the external source (the current speaker). Importantly, she claims that 

the subject of a logophoric predicate serves as an epistemic validator (validator for short), 

which is defined as “the individual to whom the speaker linguistically assigns 

responsibility for the discourse in question” (Stirling 1993: 282). In this connection, even 

though a validator does not make a particular utterance, or experience a 

mental/psychological state, the individual in question is still held responsible for the 

content of the speech/experience/mental state denoted by the associated clausal 

complement. The interaction between the current speaker and the validator then relates to 

the notion of point of view. According to Stirling (1993) the current speaker is always the 

center of deixis. In this way, Strirling further claims that a logophoric discourse does not 

need to appeal to the pivot or the self role proposed by Sells (1987) because the current 

speaker can be said to be represented by the validator. Thus, the function of the pivot 

role, which represents the one from whose point of view the report is made, and the self 

role, which represents the one whose mind is reported can be handled by the validator 

role.  

Equipped with the validator role, we are now in a position to analyze the 

logophoric construction in (49). We have noted that the verb of the matrix clause ‘tell’ is 

negated meaning that the source of the information is denied, which can be taken as a 

problem in a logophoric relation. Under the validator role analysis, as observed by 
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Bresnan (2001: 245), sentence (49) does not present a problem because the (current) 

speaker is identifying I Nyoman as the validator of the proposition that I Nyoman didn’t 

tell I Ketut that I Made hated him. If we ask I Nyoman about this eventuality, the speaker 

is thus suggesting that I Nyoman would say: “I didn’t tell I Ketut that I Made hated me”. 

In other words, the speaker uses I Nyoman’s point of view in stating the proposition that 

he didn’t tell I Ketut that I Made hated him. The same analysis extends to a logophoric 

construction containing the verb dingeh ‘hear’ in (45a). I Made, the subject of the matrix 

clause, is the validator. The speaker is suggesting that I Made would say: “I heard that I 

would run away”. Here, the speaker takes I Made’s point of view in stating that he would 

run away.  

Given the fact that the verb meaning ‘hear’ in Balinese allows the internal source 

of information (marked by a PP headed by the preposition uling ‘from’) and the notion of 

point of view tied to the external source in realizing a logophoric eventuality, ambiguous 

readings essentially obtain, as illustrated in (51). 

 

(51) I  Ketutj ningeh uli I  Madei [awaknei/j lakar kema]. 

 ART Ketut AV.hear from ART Made self.3POSS FUT go.there 

 ‘I Ketut heard from I Made that he would go there.’ 

 

In fact, the same properties of the perception verb meaning ‘hear’ are shown by pure 

logophoric languages such as Tuburi and Gokana. Consider the following examples: 
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(52) Tuburi (Wiesmann 1986: 449): 

 Pɔl laa jág Jaŋ gá s  l ˋ . 

 Paul heard from John that LOG fell 

 ‘Pauli heard from Johnj that hei/j fell.’ 

(53) Gokana (Hyman and Comrie 1986: 21): 

 a. mm   da a Le  ba  re   ga  a kɔ    dɔ-  . 
 1s heard Lebare mouth that 3s fell-LOG 

 ‘I he rd from Leb rei that hei fell.’ 
 b. Le  ba  ree   d       kɔ    dɔ-  . 
 Lebare heard 1s mouth that 3s fell-LOG 

 ‘Lebarei heard from me that hei fell.’ 

 

Sentence (52) has an ambiguous reading. The first reading shows that the logophoric 

pronoun is bound by the NP Jaŋ in the matrix clause bearing the semantic role of source 

(marked by the object of the preposition ‘from’), meaning that Jaŋ is the source of the 

information. The second reading clearly shows that Pɔl cannot be the source of the 

information, yet the logophoric pronoun is capable of being bound by Pɔl. Note the 

sentence in (52) is parallel to the Balinese logophoricity that appears with the verb ningeh 

‘hear’. That is, that the second reading is grammatical can be accounted for by the same 

condition that accounts for the grammaticality of sentences having the same phenomenon 

in Balinese where the subject of the matrix clause cannot be the source of information 

contained in the clausal complement. The information that comes about is due to the fact 

the (external) speaker takes Paul’ s point of view in expressing it. Given these facts, the 

ambiguous reading of (52) is expected. The same is true of Gokana logophoric 

constructions in (53). In (53a) Lebare is the source of the information in which he refers 

to himself that he fell. In (53b), however, Lebare cannot be the source of the information, 
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yet Lebare can serve as the antecedent of the logophoric pronoun. Again, (53b) indicates 

that the information ties to the point of view of an (external) speaker. 

 Turning to point of view, logophoricity involving point of view is also extended 

to a situation where a logophoric pronoun does not occupy the prominent position, i.e. the 

subject of the embedded clause, because this position can be occupied by the (current) 

speaker with whom the notion of point of view is associated, as shown in (54).  

 

(54) a. Iai ningeh [cang lakar nekain  awaknei ]. 

 3 AV.hear 1 FUT AV.visit self.3POSS 

 ‘(S)he heard that I would visit him/her.’ 

 b. I  Nyomani  nawang [cang nglidin awaknei]]. 

 ART Nyoman AV.know 1 AV.avoid self.3POSS 

 ‘I Nyoman knew that I avoided him.’ 

 c. I  Sarii minehin [cang lakar nglempag awaknei]. 

 ART Sari AV.think 1 FUT AV.hit self.3POSS 

 ‘I Sari thought that I would hit her.’ 

 

Another logophoric property that is attributable to point of view also extends to a 

situation where the verb of the matrix clause is realized by emotional predicates (Bresnan 

2001), as in (55). Notice that (55) contains a predicate (kendel ‘happy’) subcategorizing 

for a COMPL argument headed by the verb makurenan ‘have a spouse’. The logophoric 

pronoun awakne in the embedded clause cannot be taken as indicating a self-report 

referring to I Sari because we do not have any evidence that she says something about 

herself, as is common in logophoric constructions whose matrix clause is realized by 

logophoric verbs of speech/communication, as illustrated above, instead (55) is seen as a 

report made by the (current) speaker taking I Sari’s point of view in expressing the 

proposition that she was already married.  
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(55) Ento  ngae I Sarii kendel [awaknei suba makurenan]. 

that AV.make   ART  Sari happy self.3POSS PERF MV.spouse 

 ‘That made I Sari happy that she was already married.’ 

 

To conclude, the logophoric context requires that there be a source of information. 

The verbs that license it split into two: communication verbs and non-communication 

verbs (verbs of perception). A verb of communication needs an internal source while a 

verb of non-communication needs an external source. The split is depicted as in Table 12. 

Type of verbs Internal source External source 

Verbs of communication + - 

Verbs of perception - + 

Table 12: Source of information in the logophoric system 

 

6.9 LOGOPHORIC PRONOUNS ARE ANAPHORS 

As shown above, a complex reflexive has a logophoric use. However, both complex 

reflexives and logophoric pronouns have different syntactic properties. A reflexive 

pronoun is locally bound while a logophoric pronoun is long-distance bound, suggesting 

that they have different binding relations. The syntacticized a-structure used for 

accounting for reflexive pronouns in general does not work for accounting for logophoric 

binding. Binding rules for logophoric pronouns can be formulated as in (56). 

(56) A complex reflexive must be either 

(i) a-bound in its minimal complete a-nucleus; or 

(ii) l-bound (logophorically-bound) 

 

The rule in (56) is not specific for logophoric anaphors because logophoric pronouns are 

a type of complex reflexive.  
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Another logophoric binding rule is needed to account for a situation where a 

logophoric pronoun is only bound by an antecedent that is contained in a matrix clause 

adjacent to the logophoric domain, and can be formulated as in (57). 

 

(57) x l-commands y: y is contained in a span of speech or text representing the words, 

thoughts, or feelings of x 

x locally l-commands y: x l-commands y; there is no z that l-commands 

y but not x 

x l-binds y: x locally l-commands y; x and y are co-referential 

 

The binding rule in (56) predicts that the form awakne in (58a) is ambiguous. It 

can be a-bound or l-bound because it has a logophoric use that must be bound by the 

subject of the matrix clause. The form awakne (in (58b)) can only be l-bound because 

there is no NP that can locally a-bind it.  

 

(58) a. Iaj ngorahang [I Madei nyimpit awaknei/j]. 

 3 AV.ask ART Made AV.pinch self.3POSS] 

 ‘(S)he said that I Made pinched herself/himself.’ 

 b. Iai ngorahang [awaknei lakar makaad]. 

 3 AV.say self.3POSS FUT MV.go.away 

 ‘(S)he said that (s)he should go away.’ 

  

More importantly, the logophoric binding rule in (57) also works in logophoric 

constructions in Balinese because the matrix predicate in which the logophoric verb 

appears can only allow a single binding. That is, although the matrix verb, with which the 

logophoric binding is associated, can be embedded under multiple verbs (that license 

logophoric pronouns), only the verb that appears adjacent to the logophoric domain is 

taken to play a part in the binding relation. This means that the logophoric pronoun 

awakne in (59) only co-refers with I Ketut because it can only represent the speech of I 
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Ketut, not I Nyoman nor I Made, despite the fact that I Nyoman and I Made share the 

same feature values as I Ketut. The same is true of (60), where the (logophoric) pronoun 

awakne is only possible to be bound by I Made.  

(59) [I  Madek ngorahang [I Nyomanj ningeh [I  Ketuti 

 ART Made  AV.say  ART Nyoman AV.hear ART Ketut

 nakonang [apa awaknei/*j/*k dadi  milu]]. 

 AV.ask COMP self.3POSS AUX come.along 

 ‘I Made said that I Nyoman heard that I Ketut asked whether (s)he could come 

 along.’ 

(60) [I  Ketutk nakonang [apa I Nyomanj ngorahan  

 ART Ketut AV.ask COMP ART Nyoman AV.say 

 [I Madei nawang [awaknei/*j/*k suba lulus]]. 

 ART Made AV.know self.3POSS PERF OV.pass.test 

 ‘I Ketut asked whether I Nyoman said that I Made knew that he already passed  

  the test.’ 

 

6.10 CONCLUSION 

The study in this chapter demonstrates that Balinese has logophoric binding on a par with 

logophoric pronouns found in West African languages. They are however different from 

them with respect to their forms. Balinese does not have its own logophoric pronouns per 

se but instead they have the same forms as long-distance reflexives (LDRs), which are 

cross-linguistically observed to be capable of exhibiting logophoricity. Balinese LDRs 

are limited to complex reflexives. Simple reflexives never enter into the logophoric 

system because they are, unlike complex reflexives, only locally bound.  
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Chapter 7 

Conclusion and future research 

 

This study focuses on Balinese voice and reflexives, but, other phenomena that underlie 

the study of voice and reflexive are also worth discussing. Thus, the study also explores 

the Balinese pronominal system. Of equal importance underlying the main discussion are 

the parallel structures in LFG (which consist of a-structure, f-structure, and c-structure 

representations). In the following subsections, I will highlight the main points of this 

study and also offer some directions for future research.  

 

7.1 OV-AGENTS AND INDEFINITENESS CONSTRAINTS 

An OV agent is set apart from an AV-agent in that the OV-agent appears with verbs 

which are unmarked (zero-marked) while the AV-agent appears with verbs marked with 

homorganic nasal prefix. I show that OV-agents of unmarked verbs are subject to 

indefiniteness constraints in that they cannot be realized with a definite NP, whereas AV-

agents are not sensitive to indefiniteness constraints. I show that the OV agents of other 

transitive verbs (monotransitives and ditransitive clauses which are marked with either 

suffix –ang or –in via an applicativization or causativization process) behave like AV-

agents (being unaffected by indefiniteness constraints).  
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7.2. PERSONAL PRONOUNS AND REFLEXIVE PRONOUNS 

I have shown in Chapter 4 that a body-meaning word (awak, raga, iba, dewek) can serve 

as a personal pronoun. I call these personal pronouns body-pronouns because they serve 

to supplement basic personal pronouns in the Balinese pronominal system. I showed that 

both of these pronouns enter into the speech style system which comprises low, madya 

(middle), and high register. These body-meaning words can also have reflexive uses, 

called simple reflexives. A complex reflexive is formed by adding a possessive 

formative, either bound or free, to the simple reflexive. A simple reflexive occurs in AV 

clauses, but in this environment it must appear with a high transitive verb and must be 

right-adjacent to it as its object. Complex reflexives, unlike simple reflexives, can occur 

everywhere (in AV and OV clauses). I showed in Chapter 5 that all the reflexive forms in 

Balinese, including the special reflexive form for OV-imperatives, can be accounted for 

by looking at their interaction with verb meanings, extraposition, and causative 

structures.  

 

7.3 A-COMMAND AND PRONOMINAL BINDING 

While parallel structures involving a-structure, f-structure, and c-structure representation 

can be the potential loci for binding theory in LFG, I have demonstrated that the 

syntacticized a-structure representation (Manning 1994, Arka 1998, 2003a) can account 

for the problems surrounding the antecedent-anaphor relations in Balinese. It has been 

observed in an earlier work on Balinese reflexives, notably in Arka (1998, 2003a) that a-

structure-based binding relations are particularly powerful in handling reflexivization in 
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OV clauses, which exhibit an instance of backward binding not otherwise accounted for 

by outrank relations. I have also shown that complex reflexives have logophoric uses in 

Balinese. However, their binding relations differ. While reflexive anaphors are locally 

bound, logophors are long-distance bound. This suggests that they need different binding 

rules. As regulated by verbs and nouns licensing logophoricity in which a logophoric 

pronoun must be bound by an antecedent (a logophoric trigger) in the matrix clause, a 

logophoric pronouns must be l-bound (logophorically-bound). I have shown that Balinese 

logophoric pronouns must be anteceded by the closest logophoric trigger, indicating that 

they do not allow multiple binding, which further indicates that given a stretch of matrix 

clauses, a logophoric pronoun must be ‘locally” bound by its antecedent.  

 

7.4. MIDDLE VOICE AND REFLEXIVES IN BALINESE 

Cross-linguistically, there is a syncretism between middles and markers of 

reflexivization. It is not surprising, then, that middles can be reflexive-marked (Kemmer 

1993, Udayana and Beavers 2013). The languages that fall into this category include 

German middles (Steinbach 2002, Schäfer 2008), French middles (Reinhart and Siloni 

2005). With respect to Balinese, I showed in Chapter 2 that Balinese middles have a 

special marking namely the ma- form. Balinese middles may have a reflexive 

interpretation, but not all have such an interpretation and they are never reflexive-marked. 

In particular, middles in Balinese always take the ma- prefix, while reflexive 

constructions can take either AV or OV-marking and contain reflexive anaphors. This 

suggests that middles and reflexives stand as two independent syntactic constructions. 
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This, however, runs counter to Shibatani and Artawa’s (2007) and Kardana’s (2004) 

analysis where reflexives in Balinese are subsumed under middles. 

7.5. LOGOPHORICITY AND COMPLEX REFLEXIVES 

Logophoricity, which is an instance of discourse binding, is characterized by the fact that 

a logophor (logophoric pronoun) is in one clause and its targeted antecedent occurs in 

another clause. I showed that Balinese does not have “pure” logophoric pronouns per se. 

However, Balinese reflexive pronouns can undego logophoric binding. These pronouns, 

then, behave like logophoric pronouns in African languages such as Ewe and Mundang. I 

have shown in Chapter 6 that in Balinese, which has simple and complex reflexives, only 

complex reflexives can be long-distance bound. Thus only complex reflexives participate 

in a logophoric relation. Based on person characterizations, logophoric pronouns can 

have all person values (first, second, and third) in Balinese. Claiming that “complex 

reflexives” can enter into a logophoric system, I have shown that they share distributional 

properties with “pure” logophoric pronouns, which among others can be stated as 

follows. First, they have source and point of view reading, in which the former strictly 

describes the represented speech, thought, etc. of the antecedent of the logophoric 

pronoun (logophoric trigger/protagonist) while the latter confirms that the represented 

speech, thought, etc. does not come from the internal source but rather from an external 

source. Second, in terms of logophor-antececedent relations, a logophoric pronoun which 

is plural in number can antecede a logophoric trigger which is singular in number, but the 

reverse is not possible. 
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7.6 FUTURE RESEARCH 

The main issues that have been addressed in this study include the indefiniteness 

conditions on OV-agents of unmarked verbs and middles that have reflexive 

interpretations. As for OV-agents, I have proposed that NPs occurring in them are 

syntactically determined, allowing a split in terms of their acceptability in that some NPs 

like pronouns and proper names can be OV-agents but some NPs that are strictly definite 

marked with a determiner cannot. I have shown the contrast of the occurrence of NPs in 

OV-agents with the occurrence in existential constructions. The NPs that occurs in 

existential constructions, which I suggested are semantically determined, tend to be more 

fluid when the test is supplied with certain pragmatic/semantic contexts but the same test 

does not allow the same NPs to occur as OV-agents. Given these characterizations, I 

leave for future work whether discourse or other linguistic aspects are nonetheless a 

factor in deciding the indefiniteness constraints on OV-agents as well. 

 As for middles, I have shown that the so-called body care middles have a 

reflexive interpretation in Balinese. The Balinese ma- forms are obviously intransitive but 

their interactions with causativization (the attachment of the causative morpheme to 

either a nominal or adjectival predicate) and reflexivization (the optional cliticization of a 

simple reflexive to the base predicate of the ma- forms) needs an investigation which I 

shall leave for future work. Middles involving base predicates denoting motion have not 

been explored in detail in the present study. This is also worth an investigation for future 

work.  
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